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the wildest dreallls...

the candidate cornerstone science missions

The Candidate
Gornerstone Science
Missions
The first four articles in this issue of the Bulletin
describe the 'Cornerstone' missions that are
under study in the ESA Science Programme.
'Cornerstones' are defined as being missions that
are world-class, scientifically excellent, and require
significant new technology development prior to
implementation. The four missions presented here
have been under study for some three years to define

the mission concepts and technology needs. Two,
namely BepiColombo and GAIA, have reached a
sufficient point of definition to consider them as
candidates for selection as the next Cornerstone
mission to be launched in 2009. The other two, Daruvin
and LISA, still have some way to go in terms of key

technology developments before either can be
implemented as a full mission. Both, however, are

being studied actively and have

associated

to prepare for
eventual flight projects. Part of this programme

technology-development programmes

includes

some

pre-cursor flight

testing of

key

technology items. These will be tested on a dedicated
flight in 2006.
The concept of Cornerstones began in 1984 with the
inception of the strategic plan for Space Science
known as Horizon 2000. In that document, four
Cornerstones were identified, namely: the Solar
Terrestrial Physics Programme (STP), which included

the SOHO and Cluster missions; the XMM X-ray
observatory; the Rosetta cometary mission; and the
Far-lnfrared Space Telescope, FIRST. All of these
missions are either

already flying, or

will be flown by
2007. Beyond 2OO7, the next funding oppoftunity

is

for a launch in 2009. lt is expected that either
BeoiColombo or GAIA will be selected in October
2000 for this launch date. Further launch opportunities
will occur at three- to four-vear intervals.

G. Whitcomb
Head of Science Future Projects and Technology
ESA Directorate of Scientific Proorammes
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The BepiOolombo spacecraft (cruise configuration in
the single-launch scenario) superimposed on an image
of the planet Mercury collected during the Mariner-l0
flyby mission (courtesy of NASA)

Giuseppe Colombo (1920-1984).

The ESA Science

Programme

Committee (SPC) recognised the
achievements of the late Giuseppe
(Bepi) Colombo of the University of

Padua by adopting his name for
the Mercury Cornerstone mission.
The ltalian scientist was a
mathematician and engineer of
astonishing imagination who
explained Mercury's peculiar habit of rotating three times around itself in every two
revolutions around the Sun. He also advised NASA howto place Mariner-10 into an orbit
that would enable it to perform three flybys of the planet Mercury in 1974-1975

bepicolombo

BepiOolombo - A Multidisciplinary
Mission to a Hot Planet
R. Grard
Space Science Deparlment, ESA Directorate of Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwilk, The Nethedands

M. Novara and G. Scoon
Science Future Projects and Technology Office, ESA Directorate of Scientific
Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Nethedands

Introduction
The planet Mercury has a radius oI 2440 km
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around the Sun in approximately 88 days and
rotates around itself in two-thirds of that time,
i e. 58.6 days Quite surprisingly, this resonance

As the inner end-member of the planetary system, Mercury plays an

important role

in

constraining and testing dynamical and
compositional theories of planetary formation. With its companions
Venus, Earth and Mars, it forms the family of terrestrial planets, a
category of celestial object where each member holds information
essential for retracing the history of the whole group. For example,
knowledge about the origin and evolution of these planets is one of
the keys to understanding how conditions to support life have been
met in the Solar System and, possibly, elsewhere. This quest is all the
more impodant as terrestrial-like objects orbiting other stars are not
accessible; our own environment remains the only laboratory where
we can test models that are also applicable to other planetary
systems. The exploration of Mercury is therefore of fundamental

importance

for

answering questions

of

astrophysical

and

philosophical significance, such as: 'Are terrestrial bodies a common
feature of most planetary systems in the Galaxy?'.
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the Sun every two hermean years lts orbit is

very eccentric and its distance to the Sun varies
between O 308 and 0.466 AU-.

to the ancient
Egyptians (Fig. 1), but is still largely unexplored.
Its proximity to the Sun makes it a difficult target
Mercury was already known
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missions (Fig 2). Seen from Earlh, Mercury's
maximum elongation from the Sun is 28". lt is
visible tor just two hours before sunrise or after
sunset, so that Earth-based observations
have normally to be performed in front of a
strong sky background Eadh-orbiting optical
telescopes. such as the Hubble Space
felescope. usually cannot target Mercury either.
hpc:r rqc of the hiah nntential risk to inStruments
when pointed so close to the Sun. On the other

hand, putting a spacecraft into orbit around
Mercury is not a trivial task, because of the

' 1 Aslronorrical Unil is the average diqtance ?o^1 lhe
Earlh to the Sun, which s about 150 mil on km

Figure 1. Mercury was already known in ancient Egypt (after an engraving of R6gnier
Barbant in G. Flammarion, Astronomie Populaire, 1881)

Figure 2. The terrestrial planets: the cradle of life
11
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above the dayside because of reflected sunlight

In summary, BepiColombo not only covers
objectives related to the exploration o' the
planet and its environnent. but also addresses
fundamental science and minor-body issues.
Some of lhe orestinns that form the ralionale

and infrared emission, which puts enormous
thermal constraints on any orbiter.

-

iarge difference in the gravitational potentials of
the Sun at the orbits of fadh and Mercury The

solar irradiation is about I0 times larger at
Mercury and the heat flux is furlher increased

behind this mission are:
What is on Lhe uninaged hemisphere of
Mercury?

l\rlissions tn trre niant nlanets and to the srnalt
undifferentiated bod es, such as comets and

asteroids, provide informatlon on the cold
renions of lhc Solar Svgfgry1. With the Rosetta

-

surface?

-

mission to comet PAlVirtanen, to be launched in

as Cornerstone-3, ESA is conducting a
programme Lhat wil investigate some of Lhe
pristine material found in the outer regions of

2OO3
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challenge. since this small and imporlant body
will yield complementary data about planetary
formation ir the hottesl part of the proto sola.
nebula, Consequently, the Cornerstone mission
to Mercury. BepiColombo. aopears the logical
next step for the Agency's planetary exploration
programme,

How did the planet evolve geologically?

What 's the cnemical composition of the

-

-

Why is Mercury's density so high?
What is Mercury's internal structure and is
lherc a lir^r.rid or ier r'.orc?
What is the origin of the magnetic field?
How does the planetary magnetic field
interact with the solar wind in the absence of
any ionosphere?
ls there any water ice in the polar regions?
Which volatiles compose the exosphere?
What new constraints can we set on general
relativity and gravitational theories?
lo +ha
+hrnrlanarl
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finstein explained Lhe advance of Mercury's
perihelion (43 arcsec per century) in terms of

space-tine curvat.rre (Fig. 3). Owing to the
proxim ty of the Sun, a mission to Mercury
offers, in addition. unique possibirities for
testing general relativity and exploring the limits
of other metric theories of gravitation with
unprecedented accuracy. The discovery of any

violation

of

general relativity would have

lt
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is dedicated to planet-wide
remote sensing and radio science,
The Mercury Magnetospheric Orbiter (N/N/O)
a spinner in a relatively eccentric orbit.
alt'tude and

-

nrnfnt tnrl annaanr ronnoc in thonroiinal nhriqicq
vr I y urvu

accommodates mostly the field wave and

ano cosmorogy

Mercury is also an unrivalled vantage point from
which to observe minor bodies with semi-major
axes of less than 1 AU, the so-called Atens and
Inner-Earth Objects which might possibly
impact our planet.

o^-^^.^^,r^^+
JPoUE
JUglllu,

mission consists of two orbiters and one ander,
to fulfil the scientific goals in an optimum way:
- The Mercury Planetary Orbiter (N/PO), a threeaxis-stabilised and nadir-pointing module,
rorrnlrroq ernr rnd lho nlrnat rt e rolatirra[i lnrrr

particle instruments
The Mercury Sudace Element (MSE), a lander
module, pedorms in-situ ground-truth physical,

optical, chemical and

mineralogical
observations, which serve as references for
the remote-sensing measurements,

The method selected for transporting the
snacccraft olomontq tn their deStinatiOnS iS the
result of a trade-off between mission cost and
launch flexibility. lt combines electrical propulsion,

chemical propulsion and gravity assists. The
interplanetary transfer is pertormed by a Solar
Electric Propulsion Module (SEPN/) which is

jettisoned upon arrival, The orbit injection
manoeuvres are then realised with a Chemical
Propulsion Module (CPM), which is also
iottiqnnad
olomoniq

nnea

nf iho qnenonrafl
qnananrrft
Tho
nnnnanl

donlnrrmont

iq nnmnlatori

is modular and lends itself to a large variety o[
qr:hcmoq Tinrn qnpr-itin SCenaftOS haVe been
studied:
- a single-launch scenario, in which the three
cnrnonrafr olomontc and the tWO pfOpUlSiOn
Figure 3. Advance of
Mercury's perihelion
(schematic only)

modules are injected together ir-to an inter
planetary orbit with a large rocket, such as
an Ariane-5

bepicolombo

- a

dual-launch scenario,

in which the

spacecraft is divided into two composites
with nearly identical propulsion elements,
which are launched separately with smaller
rockets, such as

a

Soyuz-Fregat.

The two approaches have been shown to be
feasible and compatible with the given mission
objectives and scientific instrumentation. They

also provide flexibility and offer alternative
routes with different schedules and funding
scenaros.

Rationale

What

is on the unimaged

hemisphere of

Mercury?
Mariner-10 returned images of less than half of
the planet (Fig. a). This first question is therefore
pragmatic and reflects the curiosity of both the
layman and the scientist. Our knowledge of the

of Mercury, in terms of global
coverage and spatial resolution. reminds us
of that of the Moon in the Sixties, which
was derived from Earth-based telescopic
topography

observations. The images of Mariner-10 show a

cratered and lunar-like landscape, but with
many different characteristics, indicating the
different evolutions of the two bodies. As for the
Moon, the unknown hemisphere might prove

for
example, ground-based radar observations
suggest the presence ot a gigantic dome on
the unseen hemisphere

energies were relatively more important on
Mercury than on any other terrestrial planet,
because of the lack of an atmosphere and the
larger relative velocities between impactor
and target (Fig. 5). Inter-crater plains have

How did the planet evolve geologically?
The surface of Mercury has been shaped by

been formed before the end of the heavy
bombardment, 4 Ga ago, but it is not known
whether these features are associated with

quite different from the known side;

various exogenic (bombardment)

and

endogenic (volcanic) processes. The major
imn:clq occr rrrod hofOre the end Of the
accretionary period and the age of the surface
oencralhr cxr:eerjs 3 5 Ga'. The collisional
" One giga-annum (Ga) is equivalent to one thousand
million years

Figure 4. Hemisphere of
Mercury imaged by Mariner10 (courtesy of NASA: no
data available in blank
areas)

volcanic actrvity or widespread basin ejecta.
Mercury may still be tectonically active now;
the relaxation of the equatorial bulge. the
contraction due to the cooling of the mantle

and the tidal stresses caused by

a highly

eccentric orbit, have induced scarps, faults and
lineaments, which bear evidence of these
processes. A systematic investigation of the

Figure 5. Caloris basin
300 km in diameter), the
curved features of which
were formed when a giant
projectile hit Mercury 3.9 Ga
ago. Many small craters are
superimposed on the sunlit
pad; the rest of the basin is
in shadow. Strange
lineaments extending
outwards can be traced to
the opposite side of the
planet (courtesy of NASA)
(1
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geologic evolution of Mercury will require the
global imaging of the surface, as well as data

on

topography. core and crust densities.

mascons and gravity anomalies.

moment of inertia factor. The very existence of

a molten outer core is a challenge because
such a small planet should have frozen out
early in its history. A small concentration of
sulphur (1 to 5%) could, however, account for

What

is the chemical

composition

of

the

the molten shell, because this element would

surface?
The mineralogical and elemental composition
mapping of the sudace provides the means of
distinguishing between various models of the

depress the freezing point of the core alloy.

origin and evolution of the planet. The ironoxide content of silicates, for example. is one
indicator of the condensation temperature of
the solar nebula during the accretion of the

radius and the mass of the core. For example,
the amplitude of the 88-day libration in longitude,

planet, The concentration ratio of key elements

when the surJace layer (crust and mantle)

such as potassium. uranium and thorium also
reflects the temperature of the feeding zone
where the body was accreted

decoupled from the solid inner core by a molten

Why is Mercury's density so high?
The density of Mercury does not line up with
those of the other terrestrial planets, including

the Moon (FiS. 6); when corrected for
compression due to size. it is the largest of all.
Several scenarios have been proposed to
explain this anomaly:
(a) The iron concentration was larger in the
nlnna*
annrnfnri
foonlinn
znnaru rrihoro
lllU pldl
IUL oUUlEtEu.
rgeuil rV 4ur
vvrruru *Frn
(b)

(c)

Oxides were reduced to metallic form due to
the proximity of the Sun.
The temperature of the young Sun was
sufficient to sublimate and blow off silicates,

Knowledge of global shape, gravity field and
rn+a+innal
otatn
luLotlvl lol JLotv

nra .^nr
oetimqto
qlY
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Lt ru
lvvuilrirael
uu tn
Lv uJUt

which is influenced by the orbit eccentricity,

is

small for a rigid body and increases significantly
is

shell.

What is the origin of the magnetic field?
The previous issue is all the more impodant as
it iq diror:thr ralatcr^l tO the existenCe Of the
mar^rnctrr: ficlr^l one of the mOSt remarkable
discoveries of Mariner-10 (Fig. 7). The field is
weak, a few 100 nT at the equator equivalent to
about one hundredth of that of the Eadh, and
could be generated by an internal hydromagnetic

dynamo driven by a liquid shell, perhaps
5OO km thick, in the outer core. While it is
possible to produce thermal and compositional
models compatible wlth a planetary dynamo,

we must also account for the absence o1
substantial magnetic fields at Venus and Mars.

thereby leaving only materials with higher
cnnr-lonq:tinn tAmncfatUfes.
,vuL,v,,

Lv,,!Yv

(d)The initial composition

of the planet

has
been significantly altered by gigantic impacts,
which may have removed a substantial part
of the mantle.

What

is Mercury's internal structure and is

A detailed mapping of the magnetic field will
provide the necessary constraints on the
structure and mechanism of the internal dynamo

How does the planetary magnetic field
interact with the solar wind in the absence of
any ionosphere?

there a liquid outer core?

Much can be learned from a comparative study

The high density also suggests a relatively large
iron core in which 70 to 80% of the planetary

of the magnetospheres of Eadh and Mercury,

mass is concentrated, and implies

boundary conditions, The size of the hermean
magnetosphere is only 5% of that of the Earth,
although the planetary radii differ by less than a
factor of 3 (Fig. 8). The magnetosphere of
Mercury is exposed to a solar-wind density and
an interplanetary magnetic field (lMF)which are
4 to 9 times larger than at 1 AU. The absence
of an ionosphere and the massive emission of

a

low

due to their vastly different volumes and

,v Lvv,vv
L, v,
^hntnala.trnna
v,

,u

^n

tho

r{arrqido

nnaae

interesting problems regarding the closure of
the magnetospheric currents, the topology ot
which might differ significantly from that
observed at the Earth.

Figure 6. Absolute densities
of the terrestrial olanets and
the Moon
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lf magnetospheric substorms occur. are they
triggered by llVF reversals or internal
instAhilities? Are thev waves at the electron
gyro frequency similar to the auroral kilometric
radiation emitted from the Earlh? ls the

bepicolombo

planetary, magnetic field perturbed by a ring
current associated with possible radiation
belts? How are field-line resonances, if they
nnnr rr effaniod
vvJLlhrr iho ro{lontinn nrnnortioc nf
the surface? Magnetic-field, wave and particle
observations will tell us whether phenomena

reminiscent

of the Eafth's environment

also

take place in the magnetosphere of Mercury.

ls there any water ice in the polar regions?
Mercury is a wodd of extremes. The surface
temperature at the sub-solar point reaches 700
K (427"C), 100'C above the melting point of
lead, but it can be as low as 100 K (-173'C) in
shadowed areas. New observations from the
ground have added new questions to the long
list left open by Mariner-10. A major discovery
was made by radar observations in 1992 The
possibility that water ice or, more prosaically.
sulphur may be present in permanently
shadowed craters near the poles. deposited
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and ion sputtering, and impact vaporisation by
in falling micrometeorites. Study of the
exosphere will therefore provide another clue
as to the chemical composition of the surJace,

Figure 7. Modulus of
Mercury's magnetic field (in
nanotesla) measured during
the third flyby of Mariner-10
(after Ness et al., J. Geophys.
Res.. B0: 2708.1975\

Can we take advantage of the proximity of the

Sun to test general relativity with improved
Which volatiles compose the exosphere of
Mercury?
Mercury has no stable atmosphere; the gaseous
environment of the planet is best described as
an cxosnhere i c a mcdium so rarefied that its

accuracy?
A Mercury orbiter offers a unique oppodunity to
lcql ncncral rclaliriilv 2nd alternatlve theOrieS Of
a.a',i+',
9t ovrLy.
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improved accuracy and new experiments

neutral constituents never collide The
existence of five elements - O, H, Ne, Na and
K - has been established by Mariner I O and by

the high eccentricity of Mercury's orbit

enntrihr rtoel hri
(, ,v ronnliih
, vvv,,
,, rnr-l nnccihlo icoe
vJ tho

frequent solar occultations. The classical tests
ra[r rrnnn iho nronoqqinn nf iho noriholinn nf

ground-based observations. Other elements,
"

noar tha nnloq marr ho rlolonioel r rcinn I l\/
cnoeirncnnnin nhcorrTgfj6pg Of the limb.
Production mechanisms include solar photo-

BOW
SHOCK

based upon different observable quantities can
be performed due to the proximity of the Sun.
and

Mercury. the deflection of radio waves by the
Sun, and the time delay of radio signals. The

accurate orbital determination required by

MAGNETOSHEATH

MAGNETOSHEATH

TT
^

Figure B. The magnetosphere

DIAMETER OF THE

EARTH

4

of Mercury (from Slavin et
al., Planet. Space Sci. 45:
133.1997)
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these measurements also yields

the

of MMO because Ka-band rather than X-band

is

to fulfil the imaging

quadrupole moment of the Sun and the time
derivative of the gravitational 'constant'. All of

telemetry

these experiments require precision spacecraft
tracking, a good solution for the gravity field of
Mercury, and accurate measurement of nongravitational accelerations, in particular the
radiation pressure.

of the two orbiters; the largest data volume

required

requirements. The MSE data are relayed by one
is

achieved with MPO, which has an orbital period
four times smaller than that of MMO and

therefore offers more oooortunities for
telemetry links with MSE.

The importance of the tests of general relativity
could indeed justify a fully dedicated Mercury
orbiter. but BeoiColombo combines these

A mass of 1000-1200 kg must be placed in
orbit around Mercury to fulfil the mission
objectives. The elements of the spacecraft

objectives with others pertinent to planetary
and magnetospheric physics in a truly multi-

composite can either be launched together on
one large rocket (Ariane-S) from Kourou, or
separately on several smaller rockets (SoyuzStarsem) from Baikonur.

disciplinary mission.

ls the Earth threatened by cosmic impactors?
A mere 65 million years ago,an impact created
the Chicxulub crater in Mexico and wioed out
7Oo/o of the Earth's living species, including the
dinosaurs. lt is believed that there are many
Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) with small aphelia,
or whose orbits lie entirely within that of the
Eafth (lEOs), which have never been detected.
BepiColombo has the potential to observe
such objects at distances from the Sun as

In the single-launch approach, the spacecraft
composite consists of MPO, MMO and MSE;
the wet mass of the total system (SEPM and
CPM included) is 2500-2800 kg at launch. ln
the dual-mission scenario, MPO and the MMOMSE composite are launched separately with
their own electric and chemical orooulsion
modules, the overall system masses at launch
both being close to 1500 kg.

small as 0.4 AU.

An artist's impression of the
Launch configuration and mission design
The scientific payload is a combination of highpriority instruments and forms a representative
model that addresses the scientific objectives

of

BepiColombo. These instruments do not
necessarily constitute the final payload, but
they provide a set of realistic requirements for
the system design, mission analysis, data links

single-launch

cruise configuration (height 5.1 m; wing span
up to 32.8 m) is shown in the frontispiece. The
split configurations are illustrated in Figures
9a,b, which show MMO on top of MSE and
MPO, respectively. The split-spacecraft elements

are designed for a dual launch on

a Starsem-

Soyuz, but are also compatible with a single
Ariane-S launch, using the Speltra adapter.

and flight operations.

Combining electrical propulsion with Venus,
The planetary and magnetospheric instruments
have very specific requirements in terms of
orbit, attitude and electromagnetic cleanliness.

They are therefore carried by two different
spacecraft elements: MPO (Mercury Planetary
Orbiter) and MMO (Mercury Magnetospheric
Orbiter).

Mercury and even Moon gravity assists
provides mission flexibility and short cruise
times of 2.6 to 3.6 years, against 6 years or
more for entirely ballistic flights, which
constitute back-up options. Electrical propulsion
is therefore considered as a baseline flable 2);
launch windows at intervals of 1.6 years, the

of Venus, offer optimal
conditions for the first oravitv assist from this
synodic period

The main reouirements of the orbiters and
those of MSE (Mercury Surface Element) are
compared in Table 1. The orbits are polar in
order to ensure global coverage of the planet.
The data volume of MPO is about 10 times that
Table 1. Requirements summary

Stabilisation

MPO
3-axis

Altitude/latitude

400 km x 1500

Spacecraft Element

> 50 kg
mass
Data volume
1550 Gb/yr
Equivalent bit rate 50 kb/s
Nominal lifetime >1yr
Payload

km

MMO

MSE

Spin

NA

400 km x 12000 km

t85"

>25k9

-6kg

160 Gb/yr

75-138 Mb/week

5 kb/s

128-228 b/s

>1yr

> I weeK

planet,

Depending upon the size of the spacecraft
composite, SEPM is equipped with a solar
array delivering 6 to 10 kW of power at 1 AU
and 3 or 5 engines having individual nominal
thrusts of 0.2 N, which provides for recovery
strategies in the event of single, or even double,
thruster failures. NASA has successfully tested

electrical propulsion with the DS1 mission
and ESA will launch SMART-1 in late 2OO2 to
validate all aspects of a mission associating this
technique with gravity assists.

The Mercury capture manoeuvres are executed
to

bepicolombo

with CPM, which can also be used earlier
during the transit for a partial recovery of the
mission in the event of total SEPM failure. The
chemical module is a bi-propellant system with
a 400 N main engine and eight 20 N thrusters
for attitude control durinq the cruise.

Figure 10 shows one

Figure 9a. Split-spacecraft
cruise configuration: MMO
and MSE

of many possible

interplanetary trajectories. In the single-launch

scenario, MMO is first placed in its Mercury
orbit with CPM; a second burn lowers the
apoapsis to an altitude of 1500 km as required
for MPO. In the split-launch scenario, a similar
aooroach is used to insert MMO and MPO
independently into their nominal orbits (Fig.

1 1).

The pericentre of the two orbits is in the
antisolar direction when Mercury rs at perihelion

to minimise thermal constraints; the ratio of the
orbital periods is an integer (4:1), so that a
back-up telemetry relay configuration can be
implemented around periapsis if the two

Figure 9b. Split-spacecraft

configuration: MPO

spacecraft are operated simultaneously. MSE is
delivered from the MPO or MMO orbit to its
destination on the surface of the planet, at a
latitude of + 85o near the terminator, where the
environmental conditions are less severe.

Spacecraft composite
Planetary Orbiter
The Planetary Orbiter configuration is driven by
scientific requirements as well as thermal

constraints (Fig. 12). lt has the shape of a
truncated pyramid; the apertures of the
remote-sensing instruments are located on the

base and point constantly along the nadir
direction; the antenna is mounted on an
adiculated arm attached to the opposite side
and has a diameter of 1.5 m. The radiator is
never illuminated by the Sun and is protected
from the planet lR flux by a shield; the three
other sides are covered with solar cells, which
deliver 42O W, The mass of MPO is 360 ko,

An imager system performs a global mapping
of the surface at better than 200 m resolution
and explores selected areas (up to 5% of the
total surface) at better than 20 m resolution; the
orbital period of 2.3 h provides for a suitable
shift in ground track between successive orbits.
An lR spectrometer has a range that covers the

absorption bands

of most minerals, and

spatial resolution varies from 150 m to

1

its

Figure 10. Ecliptic projection of the trajectory from Earth to
Mercury for a launch in 2009 (the SEPM thrust is parallel or
antiparallel to the direction of motion along the green and red arcs,
respectively; planetary flybys are indicated by stars)

.25 km.

A UV spectrometer observes the limb airglow
by means of an arliculated mirror and identifies
the constituents of the exosphere through their
emission lines. A geochemistry package yields
the surface concentrations of various elements
and searches for polar water deposits.

A radio-science experiment

(RAD) investigates

the rotation state (libration), global gravity field
and gravity anomalies (mascons) of the planet

Table 2, Mission opportunities with Ariane-S and Starsem-Soyuz
Date

Launcher

2009/01

Ariane-5

2008/01

Starsem-Soyuz**

2009/07

Starsem-Soyuz..

Mass margin*
41 o/o

24%
22%

Gruise time (yr)
2.6

36
3.3

. with ion thrusters

"' with

lunar flyby
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to
8000

6000

4000

2000
i

E

constrain

its internal structure and

the

physical state of its core; RAD observes the
motion of Mercury around the Sun and studies
the propagation of electromagnetic waves
between Mercury and the Earth to solve for
fundamental quantities such as the oblateness
Direction
of the
Sun at
Perihelion

o

N

-2000

- 4000

of the Sun, J2, the general relativity parameters,
p, y and 11, and the time derivative of the
gravitational'constant' G, with unprecedented
accuracy. RAD is a complex experiment which
combines the measurements performed with a
dedicated radio transponder, an accelerometer,
a high-resolution imager and a star tracker.

A

laser altimeter is also considered as a
to the payload, because

desirable addition
6000

-

1t000

4000

.t000

6000

t2to4

tqto4 t6to4

topographic measurements with a resolution of
a few 10 m are reouired for the evaluation of the
gravimetry data.

X (km)

Figure 11. The nominal

orbits of MMO and MPO
around Mercury

A small telescope with an aperture of 20 cm
can be dedicated to the observation of NEOs
with few additional constraints on soacecraft
resources and operation. Owing to the unique
location of Mercury, it is believed that, in order

to fulfil similar objectives from an Earth orbit,
one would require an instrument with the
capability of detecting objects with magnitudes
of the order of 20-21 and pointing at angles of
less than 20 deg from the Sun.
Mag netospheric Orbiter

The Magnetospheric Orbiter is spin-stabilised

at 15 rpm about an axis perpendicular

to

Mercury's equator, which facilitates the
deployment of a wire antenna and the azimuthal
scan of the particle detector fields of views. The
line of apsides of the orbit lies in the equatorial
plane, which makes it possible to explore the
magnetotail up to planetocentric distances of
almost 6 Mercury radii.
Figure 12. The Mercury
Planetary Orbiter (MPO)

MMO is cylindrical in shape (Fig. 13); the top
and bottom are used as radiators and the side

wall carries solar cells, which deliver 185 W.
1m-diameter antenna is used to
communicate with Earth. The overall mass of
MMO is 160 kg.

A magnetometer is essential since it addresses
both the planetary and magnetospheric
objectives. A set of charged-particle detectors

Figure 13. The Mercury Magnetospheric Orbiter (MMO)
1B

covers a combined energy range of several '1 00
keV. The spectrum of electromagnetic waves is
measured with a search coil and a 7Om-long
electric antenna. The mass of the wave and
pafticle instruments is minimised by including a
common central processor, which ensures
single interfaces for telecommands, telemetry
and power. MMO is electrostatically and
electromagnetically clean. The sudace of the
is conductive and an ion emitter is

bepicolombo

Figure 14. The hard and soft
lander concepts (left and
right)

included to prevent its potential from reaching
several 10 V and invalidating the low-energy

recording simultaneously, both on MMO and
MSE, the magnetic-field fluctuations induced

oarticle measurements.

by the solar wind. A seismometer enhances the
scientific return orovided that MSE's lifetime is
significantly longer than one week.

A

multicolour camera

is

considered

as

a

backup for the imagers carried by MPO; its
resolution varies from a few

1O

m to a few 100 m

from periapsis to apoapsis. This payload
complement rs certainly not exhaustive and

Conclusion

The potential scientific return from

the

BepiColombo mission is both significant and

additional, or alternative, instruments such as
an energetic neutral imager are also desirable.

novel; it addresses the planet's internal
structure and magnetic field, the surface
features and composition, the planetary

Surface Element

environment, as well as important fundamental

Two versions of the Suriace Element have been
studied: a hard-lander consisting of a penetrator
linked to a surface station by means of an
umbilical, and a soft-lander equipped with a
self-penetrating device (Fig. 14). The hard-lander
relies on a solid-orooellant descent motor and

science issues and Near-Ear1h Object (NEO)

crushable material

to limit the impact

deceleration. The soft-lander makes use of a
liquid propellant motor and airbags to further
constrain the impact shock below 250 g (1 g =
9.81 ms-2). The dry mass of MSE is of the order

of 50-70 kg. The hard-lander version

is

assumed in the cruise configurations illustrated
in the frontispiece and in Figure 9a.

observations.
The study has demonstrated that an attractive

strategy exists for interplanetary transfer to
Mercury, combining gravity assists and electric

propulsion. The requirements of the electricpropulsion elements (thrusters, solar array) are

compatible with current technologies. The
proposed concept is modular, and lends itself
reconfiguration depending on the future
evolution in terms of mission goals, funding

to

scenarios and international cooperation.
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Darwin - The Infrared Space
Interferometry Mission
C.V.M. Fridlund
Space Science Depaftment, ESA Directorate of Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction

To address fully the recommendations of the

ESA already identified interferometry in space

Horizon 2O0O+ Survey Committee for Darwin, it
is necessary to:
directly detect exoplanets
define and observe the fundamental requirements for life as we know it

as an important topic in its original Horizon
2000 plan. Consequently, a number of
conferences/workshops were held during the
1980s in order to define the scientific case, and
even then the search for terrestrial exoolanets
figured prominently. When an external survey
committee made its recommendations for the
extension of the Horizon 2OO0 Programme
(Horizon 2OOO+), in response to technology
developments worldwide, they identified interferometry from space as a potential Cornerstone

candidate for the new programme.

Darwin is a suggested ESA Cornerstone mission, with the express
purpose of achieving unprecedented spatial resolution in the infrared
wavelength region, leading to new astrophysics discoveries and the
carrying out of the first direct search for terrestrial exoplanets. The
detection and study of the latter promises to usher in a new era in
science and will have an impact on a broad spectrum of science and
technology.
Within the interferometric context, three topics
were identified for further studv:

-

Astrometry.
The search for terrestrial exoplanets, including

of their orooerties and
atmospheres and the possible detection of
biospheres through remote sensing,
Astrophysical imaging at a spatial resolution
2 - 3 orders of magnitude higher than that
foreseen with the Next Generation Soace
characterisation

Telescope (NGST).

Of these, the first was considered to be
(relatively) 'simpler' to implement and subsequently resulted in the GAIA mission
proposal and study. The Darwin study
concerns itself with the two latter concepts,
and during the mission definition phase the
possibility

of

addressing both topics

exoplanets and imaging
was given great weight

-

with a single mission

-

define and observe signposts for the existence
of life as we know it.

Below we describe the 'model mission',
resulting from the system-level scientific and

that can fulfil these
requirements. The version of Darwin that finally
flies may depart significantly from this model
mission, in the light of possible collaborations
(see below), We also outline the intended
technology-development schedule, the
industrial study,

necessary pre-cursor programmes, and

a

oossible framework for collaboration with other
an2aa 2nanarae

Ground-based observations of exoplanets
The last five years have seen the detection of
many planets beyond our Solar System. Since
the first detection of a planet around 51 Peg,
reported by Queloz and Mayor in 1995, several
groups have added about 30 planets to the
map in our immediate neighbourhood in the
Galaxy. The so-called 'indirect' technique used
provides very little information about the planet
itself (essentially its minimum mass, because
the planetary orbit's inclination to our line of
sight is unknown). The reflex motion in the
oarent star with resoect to the common centre
of mass of the star-planet system caused by
the planet's gravity is observed as a periodic

Doppler shift in the stellar spectrum over a
relatively long period of time. The groundbased method's precision therefore depends
on the accuracy with which we can measure
the star's spectrum and is currently limited to a
of a few ms-1 , allowing the detection of planets

like Jupiter (12 ms1) or Saturn (3 msl).

lt

therefore appears unlikely that this method
could be used to infer the oresence of Earth-

darwrn

type planets. The lower limit

eventually

expected to be attainable is more plausibly a

planet about the size

of Uranus, but

humanities. Being so cross-disciplinary, therefore,

the mission can also address the question:

at

significantly smaller distances.

"Are we alone in the Universe?"

Nevertheless, important results have been and
are being achieved with this method, including
the detection of the first planetary system
upsilon Andromedae, which contains three
planets with minimum masses of O.77 MJupite'
2.11 MJup;1g, and 4.61 MJupiter. The planets so
far discovered are also found mainly to have
shod orbital periods - something that has been
clearly demonstrated to be a selection effect
caused by the period of time during which

which is one of mankind's longest standing
quests. Although this question has been the

observations have been carried

however, have problems explaining the
formation of the 'hot Jupiters' - the massive
planets orbiting very near their parent stars - as
well as the high eccentricities possessed by the
majority of the confirmed planets.

Another 'indirect' ground-based method is to
obtain astrometric data and thus track a star's
path across the sky, measuring the wobble
introduced by the rotation around the common
centre of mass of the star-planet system.

Reports

detection of planetary
to some nearby stars have been

of the

legion during the last century. Both Barnards
star and 61 Cyg have several times become the
central objects of planetary systems, but none

of

sufficiently to allow it to be properly addressed.
In order to answer questions like:
How unique is the Earth as a planet?

How unique is life in the Universe?

out

being
relatively short, Consequently, as time passes,
longer and longer periods are picked up, and
there are now a number of confirmed planets in
orbits with periods of a few years. Theorists,

companions

topic of vigorous philosophical and religious
debate for centuries, we have finally arrived at
a point where technology has advanced

these observations have ever

been

confirmed. In contrast, Hipparcos data have
recently provided upper masses for a number
of planets, including 51 Peg. ESA's GAIA

we need to observe other stars and directly
determine the existence and characteristics of

any accompanying bodies. This has hitherto
been imoossible because of the influence of the

star on the attempts

to

observe any planet

circling it.
Definition of an unambiguous signpost for life is

another matter completely. First we need to
define what is life, and then to determine how
that life affects its environment. Finally, we need
to define observables that can be obtained with
the level of technology foreseen for the mission.
In the context of Darwin, we have so far
avoided the first of these questions by instead
specifying the mission requirements based on
life as we have observed it on Earth. We thus
disregard speculation about life forms based on
a chemistry different from that found on our
own planet. We then try to imagine the
life were
differences that would occur
nonexistant on Eadh, and to use information on
how life disturbs the eouilibrium in the Earth's
atmosphere as our criterion.

if

mission promises statistical surveys of massive

planets over large distances. The microarcsecond wobbles introduced in the solar

To fully answer the questions raised above, we

proper motion across the sky, as viewed over

-

distances of order 10 pc are, however, too small
to be detected by this mission. Moreover, if a

need to:

Detect planets within the 'life zone' (term
coined by Frank Drake), i.e. the orbital radii
where water is found in a liquid state sur-

system involves more than one planet, there is
a difficulty in characterising the planets (orbital
period, mass) uniquely and unambiguously.

temperature and a range, and does not a

The scientific case for studying terrestrial
exoplanets
The scientific case for Darwin is easy to state,

priori take into account atmospheric pressure,
etc. This assumes, of course, that life is based
on the existence of liquid water.
Determine the planets' orbital characteristics,

but complex to describe. The phrase to detect
and study Earthlype planets and characterise
them as possib/e abodes of /lfe, summarises

the case nicely, but nevertheless does

rounding other stars. In the Darwin study, the
life zone is defined in terms of a black-body

-

not

project the complete picture. The simple fact is
that Darwin is not only an astronomy mission,
but also contains elements from geophysics
(including atmospheric physics), biophysics,
organic chemistry and philosophy and the

-

to repeat the
observations several times.
Observe the spectrum of the planet (Does it

which means that we need

have an atmosphere?) and determine its
effective temperature, total flux and diameter
(emitting area x albedo).
Determine the composition of the atmosphere
vrz. the presence of water and ozone/oxygen
for an Earth-type planet, mainly inert gases
zl
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Figure 1. Left:
Representative spectra (left)
of the planets Venus, Eadh
and Mars at the relevant
wavelengths. Right:
schematic of the

for a Marsfuenus-type planet and hydrogen/
methane atmospheres for Jupiter-type planets

scientific soecification for an Invitation to Tender
(lTf) for industry, and arrived at the end of 1997

(Fis. 1a)

at the following specification:

The Darwin Science Advisory Group and
the industrial study

-

ESA received the Daruuin proposal in response

to a Call for ldeas in 1993, and it was among
the mission concepts selected for a systemlevel industrial study. lt can be briefly described
as a nulling interferometer comprising five 1 m-

order of magnitude better than that expected

class telescopes, flying at a distance of about
5 AU from the Sun (to reduce the background
radiation from the zodiacal dust).
was
specifically designed for the detection and

(NGSr).

dJ.

study of terrestrial exoplanets (Fig. 1b). A

-

lt

Figure 2. The Earth's
spectrum as it would appear
observed with Danivin from
a distance of 10 pc. The
spectral range has been
specified here as 7 to 17
microns. ldeally, one would
like to observe a larger part
of the spectrum in order to
detect the thermal
continuum on both sides of
the H2O and CO2 lines.

-

Major Goal l: to detect Earth-like planets
orbiting nearby stars and to set constraints
on the possibility of the existence of 'life as
we know it' on these olanets.
Major Goal ll: to provide imaging in the 5 to
28 micron band, with spatial resolution an

of the Next Generation Space

More specifically, these targets were quantified

subsequent reevaluation of the dust emission in
the inner Solar System led to the currently
favoured orbit at about 1 AU.

The Darwin community prepared for the
coming study activity by holding its first
(European) workshop in Toledo, Spain, in

-

March 1996. To advise ESA on Daruyin-related
matters, a temporary external advisory body

-

the Daruvin Science Advisory Group (SAG) was formed in early 1997. This group was first
tasked with aiding in the preparation of the

Telescope

-

Directly detecting an Earth-like planet

at

a

black-body temperature close to 300 K,
circling a GOV star at a distance of at least
1O pc (preferably 20 pc) with a signal/noise
ratio of 5-10 in a reasonable integration time
(less than 30 h)
Characterising the detected planet physically
through determination of its orbital elements,
requiring observations at several epochs.
Obtaining the planet's thermal spectrum with
a spectral resolution large enough (more than
20)to determine its atmospheric composition
(Fig. 2).

One item here requires further comment,
F

namely the selection of the thermal spectrum.
In principle, one could also use the reflected
spectrum of the planet and detect signatures of
life within the visual or ultraviolet soectral bands.
As explained below, however, observations in
these wavelength bands would severely
constrain the mission in a number of ways.
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This specification was provided in the ITT
offered to European industry in September
1997. After a tender evaluation of industrial
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proposals to ESA, Alcatel Space Division (at the
time Aerospatiale Space Division) was selected,
10

12

Wovelenglh ln microns

14

thus concluding the evaluation phase. Their
study ended in mid-April

2OOO.

oarwtn

The specific goals of the feasibility study were
to:

-

define a model mission that would be able to
achieve the scientific goals
identify a technology development programme

identify the necessary pre-cursor missions
(ground- and space-based).

The current mission-model baseline consists of

six free-flying 1 .5 m telescopes, arranged in a
hexagonal configuration, with in the centre of
the array a beam-combining satellite equipped
with optical benches for both the 'nulling' and
the 'imaging' parts of the mission axis the

-

so-called 'Robin Laurance configuration',

in

honour of the first Danrvin Study Manager who
tragically passed away in 1999, developed

by A. Karlsson at ESTEC (Figs. 3 a,b). All
components in the optical path, from the main
mirrors to the output of the beam-combination
unit, need to be passively cooled to less than

40 K,

launched by a single Ariane-S vehicle into a
direct transfer orbit to the L2 Lagrangian point
in the Sun-Earth system.
The nulling-interferometry technique
As mentioned above, directly detecting
exoplanets is essentially a matter of contrast
and dynamic range. The star around which the
planet revolves is going to be more than 10s
times brighter than the planet, if we chose to
observe in visual light. The planet is also going
to be very close an Earth-type planet in an
orbit in the 'life-zone', i.e. 1 AU from its sun, is
going to be 1 arcsec away at a distance of
1 parsec. Unfortunately, the closest potential
target we have is a Centauri at 1.1 parsec. To
get a suitable number of targets, we have to
reach out to at least 10 parsec, and preferably
25 parsec, thus making the life zone viewable
at 0.1 and 0.04 arcsec. respectively. This is for

-

solar-type targets;

for K- and M-type

stars,

something that Alcatel's thermal

which will dominate our sample, the separation

modelling indicates is possible if the mission is
flown in an orbit far from heat sources such as
ihe Farth
lFio 2\ To minimise the influence of
."\"Y4t"""
the zodiacal dust emission at 10 micron, the
observing zone is a 40 deg cone around the
anti-Sun axis. This planar configuration (good
thermal environment) combines transfer optics
of manageable size with a good relection ratio

will be much smaller, because of observing

of the central null, and can use both internal
modulation and simole translational movement

for discriminating, for example, exo-zodiacal

planets within the zone where we expect water

to be liquid. lt is clear that, using conventional
telescopes, our detectors would have to handle
an impossible dynamic range in order to
separate out the planetary light.

The problem is alleviated by going to the
infrared, where the relative contrast between
primary and planet drops several orders of

and a nulling mission to be flown on the same
soacecraft,

magnitude (Fig. 4). This was first pointed out by
Bracewell (in 1978) and Angel et al. (in 1986),
who also pointed out the advantage of using
lines of the H2O,O3 and CO2 molecules as
tracers of life as we know it. Kasting et al. (in

The six telescopes, the hub beam-combiner
satellite and a separate power and communications soacecraft are all foreseen to be

demonstrated that 03 is a very nice tracer for
02, since the former has logarithmic
deoendence on the concentration of the latter.

light from the signature of an Earth-type planet.
It also allows, in principle, for both an imaging

1985) and Leg6r

et al. (in 1993) have

a

Figure 3. Left: Artist's
impression of the current
Darwin configuration, seen
orbiting at the Sun-Earth L2
point (courtesy of Alcatel).
Right: the planar Robin
Laurance conf iguration,
which is the current Darwin
baseline
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We then have suitable tracers for Eadh{ype
atmospheres in a wavelength band between
about 6 and 20 microns. We can still only allow
100 of the stellar light to remain in the input
feed to our spectrograph if we are to have any
hope of detecting the planetary light and
registering its spectrum in a reasonable time.

It can be shown that coronographic methods
monolithic telescopes do not suffice to

on

dust. The zodiacal dust in our own Solar

accomplish such an extinguishing of light at the
relevant spatial scales. To overcome this hurdle,

System is strong enough to be seen as a bright
band (in visible light)from dark locations on the

baselined for Darwin. A nulling interferometer
(also known as a Bracewell interferometer) can

ground. At a wavelength of 10 microns, this
radiation is dominant (the zodiacal dust
temperature within the 'life zone' will also be

the 'nulling interferometry' technique is
h^^+
h^
!^^^-ih^i bv considerino two
UgDL
Ug
UEJUI IUCU

telescopes. By restricting the beams coming
from each of the telescopes to the diameter of
the point spread function, and after making the
light beams parallel, we can introduce a phase
shift of Q = n into one of the ray paths, which
will achieve destructive interference on the
optical axis of the system (in the combined

beam).

At the same time, we will

have

constructive interference a small angle 0 away.
This angle 0 depends on the distance between
the two input telescopes (Fig. 3b). The output
of this system is a set of intederence fringes or

'map', with a sharp 'null' in its centre. By
placing the central star under this null, and the

zone where for example H2O will be liquid
under a bright fringe, one can in principle
search for planets in the 'life zone'. Now, by
using more telescopes, we can achieve a
symmetric pattern around the star, with a deep
central null on top of the star. The actual shape
and transmission properties of the pattern
around the central 'null' depends on the
configuration of, and the distance between the
telescopes.
Essentially, if we had an ideal case with a star
and a single planet and no disturbing sources,

such as exosolar zodiacal dust, i.e. dust

left

over from collisions between asteroids. comets
Figure 3. Left: contrast
between the solar flux and
the Earth as a function of
wavelength in microns, with
the Darwin spectral band
indicated (adapted from
Angel, Cheng & Woolf,
1986). Right: a twotelescope nulling
interferometer, where the
angle theta depends on the
distance D (drawing
courtesy of lAS, Orsay,
France)

and suchlike in the target system, the detection
of a positive flux would imply that a planet is
present, if the star is well and truly 'nulled out'.
This means that the detector could consist of a
single element. We wish, however, to also carry
out spectroscopy with as high a resolution as
possible, and a linear array is thus indicated. In
the real world, there is of course a signifrcant
amount of background radiation coming from
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close

to 300 K, and thus the peak of

the

emission is radiated around 1O microns) and
thus a significant background signal is present
in the inner Solar System,
When observing the Solar System at interstellar
distances, the zodiacal dust is actually about
4OO times brighter than the Eafth at these
wavelengths. To separate out the planet's signal
from this background, one needs to modulate
the signal from the planet and from the zodiacal
dust at different freouencies. This ls done either
by switching between different combination
schemes (certain geometrical arrangements of
the telescope array), or by moving the individual
telescooes around. or both.

Technology development and precursor
mtsstons
One prominent goal in the Alcatel study was to
identify a technology-development programme
leading to a Daruuin mission as soon as possible.

Consequently,

an

ambitious technology-

development plan has been initiated, including
space qualification and verification, in the
context of ESAs SMART programme. Activities
planned for the next three years include
development and construction of:
high-stability optical benches

-

^^+ir,^ v|/LruD
^^+;^^ vvt
^^^+,^l
ovLrvv
tLt vl

-

fibre-optic wavefront filtering, with singlemode fibres operating in the 1O micron
region, and an investigation into the phasing
capabilities of fibres
integrated optics, optical components for
nulling and imaging inter-ferometry

achromatic phase shifters

for

nulling

interferometry
detectors and cooling systems

satellite formation flying, deployment and
control, with a local GPS svstem for 1 cm
positional accuracy
ultra-high-precision (laser) metrology

Field Electric Emission Propulsion

(FEEP)

technology.

One of the key issues is to develop and verify
'nulling'interferometry.
is currently not

deemed necessary

to

lt

demonstrate this

in

space, but a representative breadboard with an

associated simulator providing the necessary
input signals has to be designed and built
within the next few years. An associated pre-

cursor activity is observation of the exozodiacal light from target systems. This can be
carried out from the ground, using the
breadboard in conjunction with a large enough
interferometer, e.g. using the Very Large
Telescope Interferometer C/LTI) of the European
Southern Observatory (ESO). By using the

breadboard together with

the VLTI,

its

qualification would also provide much-needed

scientific information. Plans

for such

a

collaboration between ESA and ESO are well
advanced and a joint ESA/ESO science group
has been formed.

One of the most challenging technological
aspects of the Darwin mission is that it requires
several spacecraft
be flown in close
proximity wlth centimetre precision. This control

to

is

to

precursor mission to actually test:

-

the deployment, acquisition of

-

observing
positions, and control of a spacecraft flotilla
the metrology components - fringe tracker,

-

the software/hardware of the control system
milli- and micro-Newton thrusters.

laser system

Consequently, this technology is also being
introduced into the SMART precursor mission
programme. lt should be noted in this context,
that most of the new technologies required for
Darwin will also have other valuable
applications, the flotilla flying (for communication satellite purposes), interferometry (Earth
observation of many kinds) and the ultra-high-

precision laser metrology being good
examples. This provides an additional source of

support for Darwin, since many of the
technology-development items can be partially
or totally funded from outside the Science

Programme. This is also an added factor in
ensuring that such developments can be
carried out relatively quickly.

International collaboration
Space interferometry is also being pursued
elsewhere outside Europe, the two most
obvious examples with the capability to search
for exoplanets being SIM (Space Interferometry
Mission) and TPF (NASA's Terrestrial Planet
Finder). SIM is an optical interferometer which
will use relative astrometry to attempt to detect

'super-Earths', i.e. planets of

5 to 10

Earth

masses, through an indirect method. Another
of its goals is to carry out 'nulling interferometry'
one part in ten thousand at visual

to

wavelengths, Because of these targets, SIM
can be considered a ore-cursor mission to
Darwin and TPF.

be provided during an
with micro-NeMon FEEP thrusters

TPF has the same objectives and uses the

(the greatest disturbing force in an L2 orbit is
the differential solar photon pressure on the
individual spacecraft). Spacecraft deployment

that both projects are extremely complex,

foreseen

observation

-

-

and source acquisition will be effected using
milli-Newton FEEP thrusters. A local GPS

system keeps the spacecraft within one
centimetre of their intended positions. while a
laser metrology system measures their actual
positions to within 5 nm. A separate channel in
the intederometric system will observe the
fringes from the central star in the target system
- which is nulled out in the 'science channel'

and since the observed systems are

-

all

relatively nearby, there is no lack of photons for
tracking the fringes. This information is fed into
the control loop of the interferometer's two
'nulling' and imaging circuits, as well as into the

attitude and control systems of the individual

spacecraft. This technology requires

a

same technology as foreseen for Darwin. Given
require very ambitious technology-development

to

programmes, and are likely
be very
expensive, it would make sense for NASA and
ESA to cooperate. Discussions have in fact
begun regarding a possible joint mission, to be
launched sometime around 2012.
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The GAIA Science Advisory Group

classification, GAIA will provide the detailed

lntroduction

of each star observed,

GAIA builds upon the observationaltechniques

physical properties

pioneered and proven by ESA's Hipparcos
mission to solve one of the most difficult yet

characterising their luminosity, temperature,

deeply fundamental challenges in modern

massive multi-oarameter stellar census will

to create an extraordinarily precise

three-dimensional map

provide the basic observational data required to
quantify the origin, structure and evolutionary

beyond.

history of our Galaxy.

astronomy

-

In the

of our Galaxy and
process, by combining

positional data with radial velocities, GAIA will
map the stellar motions, which encode the
the
origin and subsequent evolution
photometric
Through
comprehensive
Galaxy.

of

GAIA was the Greek goddess of Earth worshipped as the universal
mother who had created the Universe, More recently her name was
taken by James Lovelock for his theory on the interdependency of the

Earth's atmosphere and biological organisms, Now it is the name
given to an ambitious project to unravel the structure, origin and
evolution of our Galaxy. GAIA is a Gornerstone candidate in ESAs
Scientific Programme, proposed to carry out a stereoscopic survey of
more than a billion stars - a detailed census of around 1 percent of the
stellar content of our Galaxy. lt will also detect upwards of 20 000
extra-solar planets, provide a comprehensive Solar System census of
asteroids, and undertake tests of General Relativity with
unprecedented accuracy. The extensive harvest from this
revolutionary undertaking is expected to have enormous scientific
implications.

gravity and elemental composition. This

GAIA will achieve this by repeatedly measuring

the positions and multi-colour brightnesses
of all objects down to V = 20th magnitude
(400 000 times fainter than the human eye can
see). On-board object detection will ensure that
variable stars, supernovae, transient sources,

micro-lensed events and minor planets
(including those that cross the orbit of the
Earth) will all be detected and catalogued
to this faint limit. Final accuracies of
10 microarcsec at 15 mag, comparable to the
diameter of a human hair at a distance of
1000 km, will provide distances accurate to
10 percent as far as the Galactic Centre,
30 000 light-years away. Stellar motions will be
measured even in the Andromeda galaxy more
than 2.5 million light-years away, and tens of
thousands of extra-solar olanets will be
discovered.

A Scientific Haruest of Enormous Extent and lmplication
GAIA will pinpoint exotic oby'ects in colossal numbers: many thousands of extra-solar planets will

be discovered (see 'Extra-Solar Planets'), and their detailed orbits and masses determined;
brown dwarts and white dwarts will be identified in their tens of thousands; some 100 000
extragalactic supernovae will be discovered, alerting ground-based obseruers to follow-up
observations;So/ar System sfudies will receive a massive impetus through the detection of many
tens of thousands of new minor planets (see Asterords and Near Eafth Objects'); inner Trojans
and even new trans-Neptunian objects, including Plutinos, will be discovered. ln addition to
astrophysical and Solar System studies, GAIA will cointribute some surprlsing results to
fu ndamental physics (see'General Relativity').

gaa

Science with GAIA

Stellar Astrophysics

The primary science goal of the GAIA mission is

to clarify the origin and history of our Galaxy,
quantifying tests of galaxy formation theories,
and also dramatically advancing our knowledge
of star formation and evolution. This is possible
since low-mass stars live for much longer than
the present age of the Universe, and retain in
their atmospheres a fossil record of the
chemical elements in the interstellar medium at
the time of their formation. The orbits of these
stars similar! encode their dynamical histories,
so that the GAIA results will precisely identify
relics of tidally-disrupted accretion debris, and
orobe the distribution of dark matter. The GAIA
survey will establish the luminosity function for
pre-Main Sequence stars, detect and

categorise rapid evolutionary stellar phases,
place unprecedented constraints on the age,
internal structure and evolution of all stellar
types, establish a rigorous distance-scale
framework throughout the Galaxy and beyond,
and classify the star formation, kinematical and
dynamical behaviour across the Local Group of
galaxres.

Our Galary

- the Milky Way

GAIA will determine the physical characteristics,
kinematics and distribution of stars over a
significant fraction of the Galaxy, with the goal
of achieving a full understanding of the Galaxy's
dynamics and structure and consequently its
formation and history (Fig. 1).

GAIA will provide disfances of astonishing accuracy and in remarkable
numbers for all types of stars of all stellar populations, even the brightest,
or those in the most rapid evolutionary phases, which are very sparsely
represented in the solar neighbourhood. About 20 million stars will be
measured with a distance precision of 1o/o (compared to a few hundred
now), and about 200 million will be measured to better than 10o/o (compared
to about 20 000 now). Some 10 million resolved binary systems will be

detected within 250 pc. With the parallel determination of
extinction/reddening and metallicities by the use of multi-band photometry
and spectroscopy, this huge amount of basic data will provide an extended
basis for reading in-situ stellar and galactic evolution. All paris of the
Hertzsprung-Russel/ diagram will be comprehensively calibrated, including
all phases of stellar evolution, from pre-Main Sequence stars to white
dwarts and all existing transient phases,' all possible masses, from brown
dwarts b the most massive O stars,' ail types of variable stars; all possib/e
types of binary systems down to brown dwai and planetary systems; all
standard distance indicators (pulsating stars, cluster sequences,
supergiants, central stars of planetary nebulae, etc.). This extensive amount
of data of extreme accuracy will stimulate a revolution in the exploration of
stellar and galactic formation and evolution, and the determination of the
cosmic distance scale.

The most conspicuous component of our
Galaxy, or Milky Way, is its flat disc which
contains nearly 1011 stars of all types and ages
orbiting the Galactic Centre. The Sun is located
at 27 OOO light-years from the Galactic Centre.
The disc displays a spiral structure and
contains interstellar material, predominantly

atomic and molecular hydrogen, and

a

significant amount of dust. The inner part of the

disc also contains the buloe. which is

less

Extra-Solar Planets
ln the past five years, a huge programme of high-precision ground-based radial velocity (Doppler)
measuremenfs has /ed to the detection of about 40 extra-solar planets surrounding stars other
than our Sun. Ihese are all within a distance of about 100 light-years. The planets detectable by
this method are rather massive, comparable to Jupiter (which has about 300 times the mass of
Earth). The sysfems have some surprising propefties: two thirds of fhese giant planets are
orbiting their host stars much closer than Mercury orbits the Sun (0.39 astronomical units), some
having periods as short as 3 days. More than one third have significantly elliptical orbits, with
e > 0.3, compared with the largest eccentricities in our Solar System of about 0.2 for Mercury ano
Pluto, and 0.05 for Jupiter. The puzzle is how they can have formed or been displaced to such
unexpected orbits. Theories of planetary formation developed to explain the formation of our own
So/ar System predicted that they would not form so c/ose to the central star, where temperatures
are high, and where the amount of protoplanetary disc matter was believed to be small. A transil
across the face of the parent sfar has been obserued for one system, and this leads to estlmates
of the radius, mass and density of the planet. One system is multiple, consistrng of three massiye
planets, and theorists are involved in modelling its stability, and how it too might have formed.
Over the next 5 years, a total of about 100 extra-solar planets may be known.
GAIA will completely revolutionise the field of extra-solar planetary physics. lt is estimated thal
the remarkable precision of GAIA's positional measurements will lead to the detection and
measurement of between 20 000 and 30 000 extra-solar giant planets out to distances of 300500 light-years, coffesponding to some 20 new planets per day, for each day of the S-year
mission. Masses and orbits will be determined for each, leading to a comprehensive inventory
of planets near to our Sun. Iheorists are currently estimating temperatures, radii, chemical
compositions and other properties of extra-solar planets, aiming to predict which combination of
physical parameters will lead to planets on which life may have developed: for example, as a
function of stellar type and age, distance from the central star such that water will be in liquid
form, mass and radius of the planet, etc. GAIA's suuey will underpin future ambitious rnisslons
related to extra-solar planets, such as Darwin and Eddington.
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Figure 1. This composite
near infrared (COBE) image
of the Milky Way shows our
Galaxy as it might be seen
by an external observer. lt
shows red stars and dust in
our Galaxy superposed
against the faint glow of
many dim stars in distant
galaxies. Faintly visible as
an S-shaped sash running
through the image centre is
zodiacal light - dust in our
own Solar System. The thin
disc of our Galaxy is clearly
visible
(Courtesy of Edward L.
Wright (UCLA), COBE,
DIRBE. NASA. used with
permission)

flattened and consists mostly of fairly old stars.
At the centre lies a massive black hole of about
2.9 x 100 solar masses. The disc and the bulge
are surrounded by a halo of about 1Oe old and
metal-poor stars, as well as some 140 globular
clusters and a small number of satellite dwarf
galaxies. The entire system is embedded in a
massive halo of dark material of unknown
composition and poorly known spatial
distribution. The various components of the
Milky Way (stars, planets, interstellar gas and
dust, radiation and dark matter) are distributed
in age (reflecting their birth rate), in space
(reflecting their birth place and subsequent
motion). on orbits (determined by the
gravitational force generated by their own
mass) and with different chemical abundances
(determined by the past history of star
formation and gas accretion.) The history of the
formation and subsequent evolution of our
Galaxy is thus preserved in these complex

distributions. Unravelling these complex
nattornq t^ ir2na fha darralnnmoni nf nr rr
Galaxy since its creation is the primary aim of
the GAIA mission.
The Galactic Disc
Star formation has been reasonably continuous
in the disc of the Galaxy over the past 12 billion
vears and. as a result. the disc contains stars
with a range of chemical compositions, ages
and kinematics. In the past decades, radio

and millimetre observations, combined with
kinematic models, have revealed the
distribution and kinematics of the interstellar
gas for nearly the entire Galaxy. They have
delineated the spiral structure, and mapped a

warping of the galactic disc outside the solar
orbit. However, very little is known about the
stellar disc beyond about 1000 light-years from
the Sun. This is due to significant interstellar
extinction towards the central regions of the
Galaxy at optical wavelengths, and our inability

Taurus

Cygnus

Sagittarius
Vela
28

to

determine accurate distances and space
motions, The GAIA parallaxes, proper motions,
radial velocities and photometry will allow
derivation of the structure and kinematics
throughout the stellar disc for a large fraction of
the Milky Way (Fig. 2).
Figure 2. The disc of the Milky Way based on Hl
observations. The vertical axis is exaggerated by a
factor of 10. The arrows show the motion of the
Sun and an outlying star on their orbits in the
Galaxy. The outlying star has an upward motion as
seen from the Sun. Directions in the sky as seen
from Eadh, are indicated by their constellation
names. GAIA observations will provide an enormous
advance in understanding the structure of our
galactic disc
(Courtesy of R.L. Smart et al.)

gara

Spiral arms
Spiral arms are a distinguishing feature of disc
galaxies with
appreciable gaseous
component, and are clearly evident in the radio
and far-infrared emission of our Galaxy. They

an

are an important component, as they have
associated streaming motions, redistribute
angular momentum and are the primary
locations of star formation, funnelling mass
from one component (the gas) to another (the
stars). Currently, our understanding of the
large-scale dynamics and structure of the
galactic disc derives mainly from 21 -cm
observations of Hl, but these observations only

provide the density as a function of radial
velocity in any given direction, i.e. a single

velocity component. To infer the actual
distribution of the gas, and its kinematics, we

rely upon the assumption of circular rotation.
Even with this assumption, distances within the
solar circle are ambiguous. GAIA will overcome
these problems by providing a direct map of all

of the major arms on our side of the

Galaxy,

using the location of young tracer populations.

It will

identify what constitutes

an arm,

its

kinematic signature, and its stellar population mix.

Galactic disc warps
Galactic discs are thin, but they are not flat.
Approximately one-half of all spiral galaxies
have discs that warp significantly out of the
plane defined by the inner galaxy. Remarkably,
there is no realistic exolanation of this common
phenomenon, though the large-scale structure
of the dark matter, and tidal interactions, must
be important, as the local potential at the warp
must be implicated. Neither the origin nor the
persistence of galaxy warps is understood, and
insufficient information exists
define
empirically the relative spatial and kinematic
distributions of the young (OB) stars, which
should trace the gas distribution, and the older

to

(gKM) stars, which define

a

averaged gravitational field. At

more timea distance of

50 000 light-years from the Galactic Centre, for
disc
rotation corresponds to 6 milliarcsec per year.
The kinematic signature from a 30OO light-yearhigh warp corresponds to a systematic effect of
about 90 microarcsec per year in latitude and
about 600 microarcsec per year in longitude.

a flat rotation curve, the systematic

The study of the galactic warp will be well
within the limits of GAIAs performance.
Galactic interstellar matter
The combination of GAIA parallaxes with GAIA

photometry over

spectrum

a

large part of the visual

will provide a

database of
unprecedented size and accuracy with which

to

investigate the distribution of interstellar
matter. The dust embedded in the gas causes
extinction of starlight, both in terms of dimming,

and as a colour change. These can then be
used, through the known correlation of
extinction and column density of neutral gas, to

estimate the amount of gas along the path
length to the star. The power of this method
was demonstrated by the Hipparcos data.

lmportant topics in this area that can be
addressed with GAIA data are the optical
thickness of the Milky Way disc, and the scale
length of the dust distribution.
Dark matter in the disc
The distribution of mass in the galactic disc is
characterised by two numbers, its local volume
density and its total surface density. They are
fundamental parameters for many aspects of
galactic structure, such as chemical evolution
(ls there a significant population of white dwarf
remnants from early episodes of massive star
formation?), the physics of star formation (How

many brown dwarfs are there?), disc galaxy
stability (How important dynamically is the selfgravity of the disc?), the properties of dark
matter (Does the Galaxy contain dissipational
dark matter, which may be fundamentally
different in nature from the dark matter

assumed to provide flat rotation curves,
what is the local dark matter density

and
and

velocity distribution expected in astro-padicle
physics experiments?), and non-Newtonian
gravity theories (Where does a description of
galaxies with non-Newtonian gravity and no

General Relativity

ln

1919, Einstein's General Theory

of

Relativity was

put to its

first

observational fesf - at the time of a total solar eclipse, the displacement of
stellar images c/ose to the Solar limb was measured, and demonstrated to
be consistent with the deflection of 1.7 arcsec predicted by General
Relativity. This was the first of many experimental tests that General
Relativity has been subjected too, and all have been passed with flying
colours. ESA's Hipparcos sate//lfe measured light deflection from space even 90 deg away from the Sun, starlight is still bent by 0.004 arcsec due
to the Sun's gravitational field. Hipparcos was able to place one of the best
constraints on light bending, demonstrating the accuracy of General
Relativity to 1 paft in 10s.
GAIA achieves such extraordinary measurement accuracies that a number

of other key fundamental physical constanfs will be

measured with
unprecedented precision. The light-bending term, y, will be measured with
an accuracy of 5 pafts in 107. Another important number in'Parameterised
Post-Newtonian' formalism of gravity is a quantity referred to as B, which
GAIA will measure with a precision of about 1 part in 10t. These numbers
are important srnce deviations from General Relativity are predicted in
scalar-tensor theories of gravity, which are being considered in view of
recent developments in cosmology (inflation) and elementary particle
physics (string theory and Kaluza-Klein theories). GAIA will accurately
measure the solar quadrupole moment from the perihelion precession of
minor planets. lt will be able to place the best constraints on any change in
the value of the constant of gravitation, G, over cosmological tlme sca/es,
based on models of the cooling times of white dwarfs. Even gravity wave
detection is in principle possib/e, although unlikely. All of these remarkable
measurements are consequences of the exquisite measurement
capabilities of GAIA. Not only one billion stars in our Galaxy, but even space
itself. will be seen to move.
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Asteroids and Near-Earth Objects
As lt sweeps the sky, GAIA will observe everything fhaf crosses its sensitlve fields of view. Supernovae will be seen in huge
numbers, gravitational micro-lensed events will be detected, and variable stars of all descriptions will be detected as they
oscillate in brightness throughout the mission lifetime. Also within our Solar System, GAIA will provide a whole range of
spectacular resu/ts. Because of its accurate positional measurements, anything that moves will be noted immediately.
Simulations show that GAIA might detect up to a million minor planets, or asteroids (about 60 000 are known at the present
time). The Edgewofth-Kuiper Belt objects, now known to move around the Sun beyond the orbit of Neptune, will also be
detectable. GAIA could even discover objects like Pluto if they exist and if they are moving on orbits inclined to the ecliptic plane
where they will not have been detected up to now. Detection and classification of these obJects is of tremendous interest for
studies of the formation and evolution of our Solar System: they are relics of this formation process, and their physical propefties
as a function of distance from the Sun will reveal important clues about the So/ar Sysfern's origin.

A particular c/ass of obiects which will also not escape the sate//ite's sensitive vision are the Near-Eafth Obiects, of significant
interest due to the fact that they may impact the Earth in the future, with potentially catastrophic results, albeit with a very low
probability. The Barringer Meteor Crater in New Mexico probably resulted from the impact of a 40 m diameter obiect. The obiect
that is believed to have ended the Cretaceous period probably had a diameter of about 10 km. By April 2000, the Minor Planet
Centre had recorded 75 Atens-class objects, 455 Apollos, and 442 Amors (these c/asses reflecting their orbital characteristics).
Many objects so far undetected with sizes from tens of metres up to 1 km will be detected and measured by GAIA.
ln a related field, GAIA will measure the trajectories of stars that have passed c/ose to the Sun in the (geologically) recent past,
and will identify those that will come c/ose to the Sun in the future. Ihese c/ose ste//ar passages are believed to be responsible
for disruptions of the Oort Comet Cloud, which may lead to the divefting of swarms of objects into Eafth-impacting orbits. The
Hipparcos resu/fs have already shown that the star called Gliese 71 0 is approaching our Solar System at about 1 4 kmls, and will
pass through the OorI Cloud in about 1 Myr. But the trajectories of many other, fainter stars, will be probed by GAIA.

dark matter fail?). The most widely referenced
and commonly determined measure of the
distribution of mass in the galactic disc near the
Sun is the local volume mass density, i.e. the
amount of mass per unit volume near the Sun,
which for practical purposes is the same as the
volume mass density at the Galactic Plane. lts
local value is often called the 'Oor'r limit'. The
contribution of identified material to the Oort
limit may be determined by summing all local
observed matter an observationally difficult
task. The unceftainties arise in part due to
difficulties in detecting very low luminosity stars,
part from
even very near the Sun,
uncertainties in the binary fraction among lowmass stars, and in part from uncertainties in the
stellar mass/luminosity relation. All of these
quantities will be determined directly and with
extremely high precision by GAIA.

-

in

The second measure of the distribution of mass
in the solar vicinity is the integral surface mass
density, the total amount of disc mass in a

column perpendicular to the Galactic Plane. lt

is this quantity which is required for the
deconvolution of rotation curyes into 'disc' and
'halo' contributions to the large-scale distribution
of mass in galaxies. lf one knew both of these
quantities, one could immediately constrain the
scale height of any contribution to the local
volume mass density that was not identified. In
other words, one could measure directly the
velocity dispersion, i.e. the temperature, of the
'cold' dark matter.
The Bulge
At the centre of our Galaxv is a more extended,

roughly spherical agglomeration of stars, the
bulge. The distance to the bulge is so immense
that studies of its composition, dynamics and

age are very difficult. Bulge stars are
predominantly moderately old, unlike the

present-day disc they encompass a wide
abundance range, peaking near the Solar
value, as does the disc and they have very low

specific angular momentum, similar to stars in
the halo. Thus the bulge is, in some fundamental
oarameters. unlike both disc and halo. There
are many open questions about the origin of
the bulge: What is its history? ls it a remnant of
a disc instability? ls it a successor or a precursor
to the stellar halo? ls it a merger remnant? lt is

not clear whether the formation of the bulge
preceded that of the disc, as predicted by
'inside-out' models of galaxy formation; or
whether it happened simultaneously with the
formation of the disc, by accretion of dwarf
galaxies; or whether it followed the formation of

the disc, as a result of the dynamical evolution
of a bar. Large-scale surveys of proper motions
and photometric data inside the bulge can cast

light on the orbital distribution function.
Knowing the distance, the true space velocities

and orbits can be derived, thus providing
constraints on current dynamical theories of
formation. GAIA data for bulge stars, providing
intrinsic luminosities, metallicity and numbers,
can be inverted to deduce star-formation
histories.
There is substantial evidence that the bulge has
a triaxial shape seen nearly end-on. Indications
for this come from the asymmetric near-infrared
light distribution, star counts, the atomic and

gara

molecular gas morphology and kinematics, and
the large optical depth to micro-lensing. The

actual shape, orientation, and scale-length of
the bulge, and the possible presence of an
additional bar-like structure in the disc plane,
however, remain a matter of debate. The
reason why it is so difficult to derive the shape
of the galactic bar is that three-dimensional
distributions cannot be uniquely recovered from
projected surface brightness distributrons such

as the COBE/DIRBE maps. GAIA

proper
motions to faint magnitudes, in particular in a
number of low-extinction windows, will allow

unambiguous determination

of the

shape,
orientation, tumbling rate mass profile and starformation history of the bulge.

and blue horizontal branch stars. G and K
giants are intrinsically bright, they form in all
known old stellar population types, they have
easily measurable radial velocities, and they are

historically well studied because they are the
most easily accessible stars in the globular
clusters. Horizontal branch stars have been the
preferred tracer stellar type for the outer halo to
date, because they can be much more easily

identified amongst field stars than G and K
giants. In particular, blue horizontal branch
stars have been very easy to locate. However
they are a biased tracer of the halo population
in the sense that they do not always form in old

metal weak populations. Redder horizontal
branch stars and G and K halo giants are
drowned out by the huge numbers of fore-

The Halo

ground turnoff and dwarf stars in the galactic

The stellar halo of the Galaxy contains only a

disc.

small fraction of its total luminous mass, but the
kinematics and abundances of halo stars.

globular clusters, and the dwarf satellites
contain imorints of the formation of the entire
Milky Way. In fact the halo is likely to be the
most important component that may be used
to distinguish among competing scenarios for
the formation of our Galaxy. The classical
picture of inner monolithic collapse plus later
accretion in the outer Galaxy predicts a smooth
distribution both in configuration and velocity

space for our solar neighbourhood, which

is

consistent with the available observational
data. Currently popular hierarchical cosmologies
propose that big galaxies are formed by
merging and accretion of smaller building
blocks, and many of its predictions seem to be
confirmed in high-redshift studies. These
merging and accretion events leave signatures
in the space and velocity distribution of the
stars that once formed those systems. Recent
work has considered the present-day signature
that could be observed arising from the debris
of a precursor which was disrupted during or

soon after the formation of the Milky Way.
These studies show that while there are no
strong correlations after 1O billion years of
evolution

in the spatial distribution of

-40

-40
X

0
-20
(kpc) galactic center

20
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a

satellite's stars, there are strong correlations in
velocity space. These correlations manifest
themselves as a very large number of moving
groups each having a small velocity dispersion
and containing several hundred stars. To detect
individual streams would require accuracies of
less than a few kilometres per second, requiring
measurement precisions of microarcseconds.
GAIA will be able to achieve this (Fig. 3).

GAIA will circumvent all these difficulties. The
late-type foreground dwarfs are much closer
than the background late-type giants, so that
even at the faintest magnitudes the dwarfs

The Outer Halo
GAIA will find several million individual stars in
the outer halo, at distances of more than about
50 000 light-years from the Galactic Centre.
These will mostly be G and K giants and red

The GAIA observatory

have a measurable parallax while the background

giants do not. lt will be possible to iift the veil of
foreground stars and reveal millions of

background halo stars, on the giant branch,
and the red and blue horizontal branch.

GAIA will

do more than just record huge

volumes of positional data on a vast number of
astrophysical targets. GAIA will also provide a
complementary range of data, with a diversity

Figure 3. This simulation
shows how a galaxy halo,
like our own, may have been
built up by the accretion of
50 dwarf galaxies colliding
with the galaxy at various
times during the last 10
billion years. The unit of
distance is the kpc, or
kiloparsec, where 1 kpc is a
little more than 3000 lightyears. GAIA would be able
to detect the fossil streams
of these ancient merging
events
(Courtesy of Paul Harding)
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of applications. Every one of the 10"

GAIA

targets will be observed typically 100 times.

each time with

a

complementary

photometric filters, and

a

set

of

large fraction also

a radial velocity spectrograph. The
available angular resolution exceeds that
available in ground-based surveys. Source
detection haooens on-board at each focalplane transit, so that variable and transient
with

sources are detected. All these complementary
data sets, in addition to the superb positiond
and kinematic accuracy derivable from their
sum, make GAIA a powerful and revolutionary
observatory mission: every observable object

the Horizon 2OO0+
1994). The limiting

requirement specified by

Survey Committee

in

magnitude and the number of objects that can
be observed with GAIA follow from this
accuracy requirement. The current technical
design allows meaningful observations to 20th
magnitude; this implies that impodant galactic
tracers that only become accessible at 17-18th
magnitude will be observed in significant
numbers. A global sky-surveying mission such
as GAIA must also be complete to well
specified limits: this can be achieved by the onboard detection of all oblects crossing the fieldof-view.

will be scrutinised every time it crosses the
focal plane.

There are three motivations for considering
the oarallel acouisition of radial velocities

These data allow studies from asteroids to
distant supernovae, from planets to galaxies,

with GAIA: (i) the astrometric measurements
supply only two components of the space

and naturally interest almost the entire
astronomical community. Because of this
enormous interest, GAIA will be an open

motion of the target stars. The third component,
tha radial riolnciiv
ic ,vvur
ronrriror{
fnr
nrnnor
rvl
vv,vv,ty.
,u
vv

observatory mission, directly making available
its rich scientific resource to the sponsoring
communities. The scale of the GAIA data is
such that some analyses can be undertaken

kinematic or dynamical studies: (ii) radial
velocity measurements are a powerful
astrophysical diagnostic tool; (iii) at GAIA
accuracies, perspective acceleration must be
accounted for.

during operations, while others must await final

data reduction. The GAIA observatory will
provide exciting scientific data to a very wide
community, beginning with the first photometric
observations, and rapidly increasing until the
fully reduced GAIA data become available, The
resulting analyses will provide a vast scientific
legacy, providing a wealth of quantitative data
on which all of astrophysics will build.

GAIA photometric measurements will provide

essential diagnostic data, allowing the
classification of all objects observed on the
basis of luminosity. effective temperature,
mass, age and composition. A wide separation

individual viewing directions is a
fundamental pre-requisite for the payload,
since this leads to the determination of

of two

absolute trigonometric parallaxes, and thereby

The payload
To access a very significant fraction of
Galaxy requires accuracies

the

of 10 micro-

arcseconds at 15th maqnitude (this was also a
Figure 4. Characteristics of
the observing strategy. The
satellite rotates slowly about
its spin axis, which itself
precesses at a fixed angle
of 55 deg to the Sun. LOS 1
and LOS 2 indicate the lines
of sight for the two viewing
angles which scan the same
great circle on the sky

circumvents the problem that has plagued
ground-based parallax determinations, namely
the transformation of relative parallaxes to
absolute distances.

The measurements conducted by

a

continuously scanning satellite can be
shown to be almost optimally efficient,

with each photon acquired during

a

scan contributing to the precision of the
resulting astrometric parameters (Fig. a).

Pointed observations cannot provide

the overriding benefit of
astrometry using

a

which is that a

global

scanning satellite,
global instrument

calibration can be performed in parallel,
and the interconnection of observatrons
over the celestial sphere provides the
rigidity and reference system, immediately
connected to an extragalactic reference
system.

Quantifying and generalising from these
basic design considerations, the

general principles

of the

proposed

mission can be summarised as follows:

(i)

Figure 5. Overview of the
astrometric focal olane
(identical for Astro-1 and
Astro-2). Star images cross
the field, are detected by
the astrometric sky mapper
(left), observed in windowing
mode across the main CCD
arrays, and finally across the
broad-band photometric
field

it is a continuously scanning instrument,

capable of measuring simultaneously the
angular separations of thousands of
i'-^^^^
a^
*h^.,
^+^,
srar
rmages as
rney pass across a
field of view of about 1 deg diameter.

Simultaneous multi-colour photometry
of all astrometric targets is a necessary
and integral part of the concept; (ii) high

angular resolution

in the

scanning

is provided by a monolithic
mirror of dimension -1.7 m, (iii) the
direction

wide-angle measuring capability is
provided by two viewing directions at
large angles to each other and scanning
the same great circle on the sky; (iv)the
whole sky is systematically scanned in
such a way that observations extending
ntlor

qotrarll

rroarc

normif
rrilr

a nnmnlato
vvrrrvrvlu

u

separation of the astrometric parameters

describing the motions and distances

o1

the

accompanying video chains per focal plane. a
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stars.

and an integration time of

The resulting payload design consists of:
(a) Two astrometric viewing directions. Each of

these 'Astro' instruments comorises an allreflective three-mirror telescope with an
apefture of 1.7 x 0.7 m2. the two fields

There is also

a

-

L

0.9 s per CCD

broad-band photometer,

providing multi-colour, multi-epoch photometric
measurements for each object observed in the
astrometric field.

separated by a basic angle of 106 deg (Fig. 5).
Each astrometric field comprises an astrometric
sky mapper (providing an on-board capability
for star detection and selection, and for the star
position and satellite scan-speed measurement),
and the astrometric field proper, employing

(b) An integrated radial velocity spectrometer
and photometric instrument, comprising an allreflective three-mirror telescope of apedure
0.75 x O.7O m2 (Fig. 6). The field of view is
separated into a dedicated sky mapper, the

CCD technology, with about 250 CCDs and

Spectrometric Instrument
(Primary and tertiary mirrors)

ASTRO-1 secondary mirror
Basic angle

monitoring device
ASTRO-1 focal plane

Common Ootical Bench

?-

Wide Field
Star sensor

Platform Interface Figure 6. The GAIA payload
includes two identical
(Titanium bipods)
ASTRO-2 primary mirror

ASTRO-1 primary mirror
Spectrometric nstrument
(Secondary Reflector & Focal Plane)
I

instruments (Astro-1 and
Astro-2) separated by the
106 deg basic angle, as
well as a spectrometric
instrument which shares the
focal plane of a third
viewing direction
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a mediumhand nhntnmetpr rnri{fi 1 1 tilterS. BOth
radial-velocity spectrometer, and

instrument focal planes are also based on CCD

technology operating in TDI mode. The

1

1

medium spectral bands have been provisionally
qolcctcri In nntimisp the SCientific Content Of
these photometric measurements.

(c) The opto-mechanical-thermal assembly
comprising: (i) a single structural torus
supporting all mirrors and focal planes.
employing SiC for both mirrors and structure;
(ii) a deployable sunshield to avoid direct Sun
illumination and rotating shadows on the
payload module, combined with the solar-array
assembly; (iii) control of the heat injection from

positional accuracy and 200 pm range. to
corrcct fnr tolesr:onc aberration and mirror
misalignment at the beginning of life; (v) a
permanent monitoring of the basic angle. but
without active control on board.

Spacecraft design, launch and orbit
The GAIA spacecraft has been designed to
take advantage of a dual/multiple launch with
the Ariane-5 launcher (Fig. 7). The satellite
consists of a payload module and a service
module, which are mechanically and thermally
decoupled. The solar arraylsunshield assembly

has a span of 9.50 m when deployed The
optical covers are removed from the instrument
entrance apertures in orbit.

the service module into the payload module,
Figure 7. The GAIA satellite
in orbit, with solar panels
and sunshield deployed,
viewed from above (top) and
below (bottom)

and control of the focal-plane assembly power
dissipation in order to provide an ultra-stable
internal thermal environment; (iv) an alignment
mechanism on the secondary mirror for each
astrometric instrument, with micron-level

The service module has

a

conical shape to

avoid any turning shadows falling onto the solar
arraylsunshield assembly. lt interfaces on one
side with the standard 1666 mm adapter'of the

Ariane-S launcher, and on the other with the
payload module, The service module structure
is made of aluminium, with CFRP shear walls.

All units accommodated in the module are
thermally coupled to the lateral panels of the
module, which are used as radiators and
covered with optical solar reflectors. The
tomnoretr rro nf thc scryj6g module in ofbit is
around 2O"C. and the payload module
temperature about 200 K, with a temperature
stability of the order of tens of pK. The system
fharofnro nrnrrirloc
a \/an/
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riot qland ctahlo
u
vv, f
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thermal environment for the payload optical
Oencn.

The solar arraylsunshield assembly includes six
solar-array wings, which are stowed during
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service module. Each wing is made of two solar
panels based on Ga-As cells on CFRP
ctrr rnir rra l-linnoq haqo Or-l a Snape-memory-
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alloy construction, are foreseen between the
panels, as well as between the wings and the
service module core structure. The solar panels

are insulated from the payload module with
multi-layer insulation (MLl) on their rear face.
Additional MLI sheets, reinforced with kevlar
cables, are spread between the solar-array
wings to complete the sunshield function. They

are deployed together with the solar panels.
The communications to ground are provided by
an X-band link, with 3 Mbps science data rate,
RF on-board power of 17 W, and a high-gain,
electronically-steered phased-array antenna.

The Perth 32 m diameter ground station is
foreseen to be used for GAIA, with around
B hours of visibility per day. The satellite
telecommand (2 kbps) and housekeeping
telemetry (2 kbps) is provided by a low-gair
antenna system with omni-directional coverage,
Tha
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autonomous propulsion system with a 400 N
motor, to take the satellite from geostationary
transfer orbit to its final orbit around L2. This
propulsion system could be deleted, thereby
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LISA - Detecting and Observing
Gravitational Waves
R. Reinhard
Space Science Depaftment, ESA Directorate of Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

In Newton's theory of gravity, the gravitational

interaction between two bodies is
instantaneous, but according to Einstein's
theory of gravity this should be impossible
because the speed of light represents the
limiting speed for all interactions. lf a body
changes its shape, the resulting change in the
force field will make its way outward at the
speed of light. In Einstein's theory of gravity,
massive bodies produce 'indentations' in the
'fabric' of soacetime and other bodies move in
this curved spacetime taking the shortest path.

electromagnetic waves, created by the
acceleration of electric charges, propagate in
the framework of space and time, gravitational
waves, created by the acceleration of masses,
are waves of the spacetime fabric itself. Unlike

charge, which exists in two polarities, mass
always comes with the same sign. This is why
the lowest order asymmetry producing
electromagnetic radiation is the dipole moment
the charge distribution, whereas for
gravitational waves it is a change in the
ouadruoole moment of the mass distribution.

of

spherically

Hence those gravitational effects that are

asymmetric way, then the spacetime indentations

spherically symmetric will not give rise to
gravitational radiation. A perfectly symmetric

lf a mass distribution moves in a

travel outwards as ripples in spacetime called
'gravitational waves'.
Gravitational waves are fundamentally different
from the familiar electromaqnetic waves. While

The primary objective of the LISA (Laser Intederometer Space
Antenna) mission is the detection and observation of gravitational
waves from massive black holes and galactic binaries down to a
gravitational wave strain sensitivity of 10-23 in the frequency range
10-4 - 10-1 Hz (Fig. 1). This low-frequency range is inaccessible to
ground-based interferometers because of the unshieldable
background of local gravitational noise,

collapse of a supernova will produce no waves,
while a non-spherical one will emit gravitational
radiation. A binary system will always radiate.
Gravitational waves are a direct consequence
of Einstein's theory of General Relativity (GR). lf
Einstein's theory is correct, gravitational waves
must exist, but up to now they have not been
detected. However, there is strong indirect
evidence for the existence of gravitational
waves: the binary pulsar PSR 1913 +16 loses
energy exactly at the rate predicted by GR by
emitting gravitational radiation.
Gravitational waves distort spacetime; in other
words they change the distances between free
macroscopic bodies. A gravitational wave

passing through the Solar System creates a
time-varying strain in space that periodically
changes the distances between all bodies in

the Solar System in a direction that is
perpendicular to the direction of wave

propagation. These could be the distances
between spacecraft and the Earth, as in the
case of Ulysses or Cassini (attempts were and

will be made to measure these distance

fluctuations) or the distances between shielded

proof masses inside spacecraft that

are

Figure 1. The target sensitivity curve of LISA and
the strengths of expected gravitational wave
sources

lrsa

separated by a large distance, as in the case of
LISA.

The main problem is that the relative length
change due to the passage of a gravitational
wave is exceedingly small. For example, the
periodic change in distance between two proof
masses. separated by a sufficiently large
distance, due to a typical white dwad binary at
a distance of 50 pc, is only 1O-10 m. This is not
to say that gravitational waves are weak in the
sense that they carry little energy. On the
contrary, a supernova in a not too distant
galaxy will drench every square metre here on
Eafth with kilowatts of gravitational radiation.
The resulting length changes, though, are very
small because spacetime is an extremely stiff
elastic medium, so that it takes extremely large
energies to produce even minute distortions.

It is because of the extremely small distance
changes that gravitational waves have not yet
been detected. However, with the LISA space
interferometer, orbiting the Sun at 1 AU, millions
of sources will be detected in one year of
observation with a signal-to-noise ratio of 5 or

-

between the soacecraft
the interferometer
arm length - determines the frequency range in
which LISA can make observations; it has been
carefully chosen to allow for the observation of
most of the interesting sources of gravitational
radiation. The centre of the triangular formation
is in the ecliptic olane, 1 AU from the Sun and
20' behind the Earth. The plane of the triangle
is inclined at 60' with respect to the ecliptic.
These padicular heliocentric orbits for the three
spacecraft have been chosen such that the
triangular formation is maintained throughout
the year, with the triangle appearing to rotate
about the centre of the formation once oer vear.

While LISA is basically a giant Michelson
interferometer in space, the actual implementation in space is very different from a laser
intederometer on the ground and is much more
reminiscent of the technioue called soacecraft
tracking, but here realised with infrared laser

light instead of radio waves. The laser light
going out from the centre spacecraft to the
other corners is not directly reflected back
because very little light intensity would be left
over in that way. Instead, in complete analogy

better.

with a radio-frequency transponder scheme,
the laser on the distant spacecraft is phase-

The LISA mission consists of three identical
-106
spacecraft located 5 x
km aparl, forming
an equilateral triangle (Fig. 2). The distance

locked to the incoming light, providing a return

beam with full intensity again. After being
transponded back from the far spacecraft to

Figure 2. Artist's concept of
gravitational waves emitted
by a binary system, with the

three-spacecraft LISA
configuration and the EarthMoon system
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the centre spacecraft, the light is superposed
with the on-board laser light serving as a local
oscillator in a heterodyne detection.

Each spacecraft contains two

its test masses. These position signals are used

optical

assemblies (Fig. 3). The two assemblies on one

spacecraft each point towards an identical
assembly on each of the other two spacecraft.
A 1 W infrared laser beam is transmitted to the
corresponding remote spacecraft via a 30-cm
aperture f/1 Cassegrain telescope. The same
telescope is used to focus the very weak beam
(a few p\A/) coming from the distant spacecraft
and to direct the light to a sensitive photo-

detector, where

it is

superimposed with a

fraction of the original local light. At the heart of
vacuum enclosure
each assembly
containing a free-flying polished platinum-gold
cube, 4 cm in size, referred to as the 'proof

is a

mass', which serves as an optical reference

('mirror') for the light beams.

A

passing
gravitational wave will change the length of the
optical path between the proof masses of one
arm of the interferometer relative to the other
arm. These distance fluctuations are measured
sub-Angstrom precision which, when
combined with the large separation between

to

the soacecraft. allows LISA to

detect

gravitational-wave strains down to a level of
order A l/l =10 23 in one year of observation (l is
the baseline length of 5 x 106 km).
The spacecraft mainly serve to shield the proof
masses from the adverse effects of the solar

radiation pressure, and the spacecraft's
position does not directly enter into the
measurement. lt is neveftheless necessary to
keep all spacecraft moderately accurately
(10e m Hz-1/2 in the measurement band)
centred on their respective proof masses to
reduce sourious local noise forces. This is
achieved by a 'drag-free' control system,
consisting of an accelerometer (or inertial

Figure 3.Left: Cut-away view
of one of the three identical
LISA spacecraft. The main
structure is a ring with a
diameter of 1.8 m and a
height of 0.48 m, made from
graphite-epoxy for low
thermal expansion. A lid on
top of the spacecraft is
removed to provide a view
of the Y-shaped payload
Right: Detail of the payload
on each Y-shaped LISA
spacecraft, consisting of
two identical telescopes and
two optical benches each
housing a drag-free test
mass (the yellow cubes in
the centres)
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sensor) and a system of electrical thrusters.
Capacitive sensing is used to monitor the
relative motion between each spacecraft and
in a feedback loop to command micro-NeMon
ion-emitting proportional thrusters to enable

the spacecraft to follow its test

masses
precisely and without introducing disturbances
in the bandwidth of interest. The same
thrusters are used for orecision attitude control
relative to the incoming optical wave fronts.
Each of the three LISA spacecraft has a launch
mass of about 460 kg (incl. margin). lon drives
are used for the transfer from the Earth orbit to
the final position in interplanetary orbit. All three
spacecraft can be launched by a single Delta-ll
7925H vehicle.

Several large interferometers for the detection
of gravitational waves are currently under

construction

on the ground: two

LIGO

interferometers in the USA (each 4 km), the
French-ltalian collaborative VIRGO in Europe
(3 km), GEO 600 in Germany (0.6 km), AIGO
500 in Australia (0.5 km) and TAMA 300
in Japan (0.3 km) (interferometer baseline
lengths in parentheses). The ground-based
intederometers and the LISA interferometer in

space complement each other in an essential
way, Just as it is important to complement the
optical and radio observations from the ground
with observations from soace at submillimetre,

infrared, ultraviolet, X-ray and gamma-ray
wavelengths, so too is it important to
complement the gravitational-wave observations
made by the ground-based interferometers in
the high{requency regime (10 to 10s Hz) with
observations in space in the low-frequency
regime (10 4 to 101 Hz).
Ground-based interJerometers can observe the
bursts of gravitational radiation emitted by

galactic binaries during the final stages
(minutes and seconds) of coalescence, when
the frequencies are high and both the
amplitudes and frequencies increase quickly
with time. At low frequencies, which are only
observable in space, the orbital radii of the
binary systems are larger and the frequencies
are stable over millions of years. Coalescences

of

massive black holes are only observable
from space. Both ground- and space-based
detectors will also search for a cosmological
background of gravitational waves. Since both

kinds

of

detectors have similar energy

sensitivities, their different observing frequencies
are ideally complementary: observations can
provide crucial spectral information.

In this arrangement it is assumed that ESA
would provide the three spacecraft, while
NASA would provide the launch vehicle and the
mission operations; the payload would be

shared 50/50. The most drastic cost-saving
measure was a reduction of the number of
spacecraft from six to three; this was achieved
by replacing a pair of spacecraft at the vertices
triangular configuration by a single
spacecraft, with essentially two identical
instruments on each soacecraft. This and other
measures taken together allowed the launch
mass to be reduced from 6.8 t to 1.4 t.

of a

An ESA system-level industrial study
1999

-

feasi bi lity

(June

February 2000) fully confirmed the
of the three-spacecraft confi

gu

ration.

LISA was proposed to ESA in May 1993 in
response to the Agency's Call for Mission
Proposals for the third Medium-Size Prolect

Nevertheless, LISA is not a candidate for
selection as Cornerstone 5 in the September/

(M3). The proposal was submitted by a team of

-

American

and European scientists who

October 2O0O time frame because:

Unlike BepiOolombo and GAIA, the two
candidates for CSS, LISA is a collaboration

envisaged LISA as an ESA/NASA collaborative

with NASA and a commitment by

project. The mission was conceived as
comprising four spacecraft in a heliocentric

cannot be expected by September.
Unlike BepiColombo and GAIA, LISA has no
clearly identified technology demonstration
mission (BepiOolombo has SMART-.1 with a
launch in 2002, while GAIA does not need a
technology demonstration mission).

orbit forming an interferometer with a baseline
ol 5x1UoKm.
LISA was selected for study as an ESA-only
pro1ect, but it became clear quite early in the
Assessment Phase that it was not likely to be a
successful candidate for M3 because the cost
for an ESA-only LISA considerably exceeded
the M3 limit of 350 MEuro. In December 1993,
LISA was therefore re-proposed to ESA, this
time as a Cornerstone mission for 'Horizon

-

LISA requires several new technologies, which

should be tested in space for extended time
periods under zero-gravity conditions. These
are:

-

2000 Plus', involving six spacecraft in a
heliocentric orbit with a oair of soacecraft at

-

each vertex of an equilateral triangle.

-

Initially, ESA scenarios for the launch of future
an ESA-only LISA
launch in 2017 or even later, but then it became

Cornerstones included

clear that by that time the LISA Cornerstone
would in all likelihood be pre-empted by an
earlier NASA mission. Bearing in mind that it

had consistently been the wish of

the
international LISA Team to see LISA carried out
as an ESA/NASA collaborative mission, it was
agreed in the summer of 1998 that this would
be the new baseline. A launch around 2010 of
the ESA/NASA collaborative LISA mission is
now widely being considered as extremely
desirable. Recently, ESA's Fundamental
Physics Advisory Group (FPAG) recommended
capping the ESA involvement in this joint
endeavour at 150 MEuro. In 1996 and 1997,
the LISA team suggested a series of costsaving measures which should bring the total
proJect cost to about 300 MEuro (excl. the
payload), i.e. ESA's contribution of 150 MEuro
should allow a 50/50 partnering arrangement.

NASA

the ineftial sensor perlormance to within

an

order of magnitude of the LISA requirements
the low{requency laser intederometry between
two oroof masses
drag-free satellite operations with two inertial
sensors using field-emission ion thrusters.

a technology demonstration
mission should be launched about five years
before LISA. A launch much earlier would not
allow full utilisation of the latest technologies to
ldeally, such

be tested, while one much later would not allow

full advantage to be taken of the know-how
obtained during the technology demonstrator
flight in the design phase of the LISA mission.
To preserve the possibility of launching the
NASA/ESA collaborative LISA mission in 2010,

the technology demonstration mission should
therefore be flown in 2005.

A LISA technology demonstrator is a

strong

candidate for ESA's SMART-2 (Small Mission
for Advanced Research in Technology) mission

foreseen

for launch in 2005. The

selection

process for SMART-2 willtake place in October

2000.
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ulysses at solar maximum and beyond

Ulysses at Solar Maximum and Beyond
R.G. Marsden
Solar System Division, Space Science Department, ESA Directorate of Scientific
Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
After a brief review of the mission and its
achievements. this article presents some
recent highlights. These include the discovery,

not recognised at the time, that in

1996,

Ulysses set the record for finding the longest
comet tail ever. This record is not the only one

held by ESA's intrepid heliospheric explorer.

and travelled fufther from the Sun than any
other ESA-built space probe. Following a look
at some of the operational challenges ahead,
the remainder of the article is devoted to the
future, which for Ulysses continues to look
bright. The spacecraft and its payload are in
excellent condition, and there are plans to
extend orbital operations until September

Ulysses attained a speed of 15.4 km/s just after

2004. By that time Ulysses will have completed

burn-out of the upper-stage motors, making it
the fastest man-made object to have left the
Eadh's gravitational pull. lt has also reached by
far the highest solar latitude of any spacecraft,

its

The year 2000 promises to be highly eventful for the joint ESA-NASA
Ulysses mission. Not only does it mark an important anniversary - on
6 October, Ulysses will have been in orbit for 10 years - it also sees the

return of Ulysses to the poles of the Sun. Given the spectacular
success of the spacecraft's first visit to these previously unexplored
regions in 1994/95, there is every reason to expect a rich scientific
harvest once again. Bound inexorably by the laws of celestial

mechanics, Ulysses has followed an almost identical path on its climb
to high latitudes to that travelled six years earlier. The conditions it has
encountered this time have, however, been markedly different. The
first polar passes in 1994 and 1995 took place at a time of low solar
activity, whereas now the sunspot cycle is very close to its peak. This
has had a clear effect on many of the phenomena recorded by the
scientific instruments on board the spacecraft.

ser:nnr^l or rt-nf-cr:li9{j6 orbit of the Sun.
ESAs Science Programme Committee (SPC),

at its meeting on 6 June, unanimously approved

the proposed extension. and there is good
hope that NASA will do likewise when the
mission comes up for review next year,

The mission to date
Ulysses was launched by the Space Shuttle
'Discovery' in October 1990. Following a
gravity-assist manoeuvre at Jupiter in February
1992, the space probe and its suite of scientific
instruments have been pursuing goals related
to the Sun, its heliosphere, and the region of
interstellar space surrounding the heliosphere,
all from the unique perspective of a solar polar
orbit (Fig. 1). The portions of the orbit when
Ulysses is above 7Oo solar latitude have been

designated 'polar passes', and the first such
polar passes occurred in 1994 (south) and

Figure 1. The Ulysses orbit
viewed from 15 deg above
the ecliptic plane. Dots
mark the start of each year
41
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1995 (north). The spacecraft takes 6.2 years to
make a complete orbit of the Sun, and so the
second set of polar passes will take place from
September 2000 to January 2001 (south), and
September to December 2001 (north).

Specific topics of interest to the scientists
working with data from Ulysses include the
solar wind and its magnetic field, energetic

-

-

parlicles and cosmic rays, interstellar dust and

gas, cosmic gamma-ray bursts, and natural
radio emission from the Sun, the planets, and
the interplanetary medium. lt is a tribute to the
skill of the engineers and scientists involved in
the mission that such scientific diversity could
be achieved by nine experiments weighing
only 55 kg in total. A small ESA-led team
stationed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena. California, conducts

the

mission

operations.

As reporled in the many articles summarising
the successes of the mission to date (e.9. ESA

Bulletin 92, pp. 75-81), Ulysses has literally
added a third dimension to our knowledge of
the heliosphere and the space that surrounds
it. While far from exhaustive, the following list
highlights some of key findings from the 'solar

-

The density of interstellar atomic hydrogen
and helium has been derived from Ulysses
data, leading to improved knowledge of the
interaction of the local interstellar cloud with
the heliosphere.
oHe
tHe
to
has been
The ratio of interstellar
measured for the first time. The value
suggests that the amount of dark matter
produced in the Big Bang was greater than
previously thought.

The local oooulation of interstellar dust
particles, measured for the first time by
Ulysses, contains a larger number of heavy
by observations of

grains than predicted

starlight. Ulysses also discovered dust
streams coming from the vicinity of Jupiter.
In global terms, Ulysses has taught us that, at

solar minimum, the high- and low-latitude
regions of the heliosphere are much more
intimately linked than was expected. lt has also
revealed that interstellar gas plays a surprisingly
the dynamics
the
imporlant role
heliosphere. Last but not least, Ulysses
continues to be one of the cornerstones of the
interplanetary network of spacecraft recording

of

in

minimum' ohase of the mission.

cosmic gamma-ray bursts. Because of its
unique orbit, Ulysses can provide significant
constraints on the location of such bursts on

-

The existence of two distinct solar-wind
states, a fast high-latitude wind that only
occasionally extends down to low latitudes,

the sky.

and a slow low-latitude wind centred about
the heliospheric current sheet, is confirmed.
These two types of solar wind are separated
by a sharp boundary extending from the
Sun's corona down to the chromosphere.
The magnitude of the radial component of
the heliospheric magnetic field does not
increase towards the poles. The constancy
of the radial field implies that the dipole-like

The Ulysses mission has already

-

configuration of the Sun's sudace field is
not maintained, and that as a result the
polar solar wind undergoes significant nonradial expansion.

-

-

Co-rotating solar-wind stream structures
with fonvard and reverse shock waves, wellstudied at low latitudes and expected to be
confined to those regions, produce effects
extending to the highest latitudes explored
by Ulysses. These effects include the
recurrent modulation of galactic cosmic rays
and injection of accelerated lower-energy
particles into the polar regions, suggesting a
revised global structure for the heliospheric
magnetic field.
The influx of cosmic rays at high latitudes is
smaller than oredicted for the minimum
phase of the solar activity cycle, most likely
as a result of large-amplitude waves found
by Ulysses to be present in the polar
maonetic fields.

Ulysses at solar maximum
clearly

succeeded in extending our two-dimensional,
ecliptic view of the heliosphere into a global,
three-dimensional one. There is, however, a
fourlh dimension to be considered: time. The

Sun, like most other stars, undergoes
significant temporal changes in its activity.
These variations in turn affect the heliosphere,

the bubble in space blown out by the solar
wind, in a way that is literally far-reaching.
Ulysses is ideally placed to study the effects of

changing solar activity on the large-scale
structure of the heliosphere, so this has been
one of the major goals in recent months. Before
a brief
review of the solar activity cycle is given.

turning to the latest results, however,

The solar activity cycle
Even a modest telescope (with a suitable filter
in place for visual observations!) will reveal that
the Sun is not simply a featureless ball of gas.
'Blemishes' that were already noted many

centuries ago in China, and which were first
studied in detail by Galileo at the beginning of
the seventeenth century, mark its surface.
These dark areas are what scientists now call
'sunspots', and they are an indication of one of
the Sun's fundamental properties

-

its magnetic

activity. Daily observations of the number of
sunspots on the disk provide a reasonably

ulysses at solar maximum and beyond

Figure 2. An historical
overview of the solar cycle,
plotted in the form of a socalled'butterfly diagram'
(upper panel), and in a more
conventional representation
(lower panel)
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of this activity going back
hundreds of years. From this record, a very
clear periodicity emerges in which the number
of sunspots, and hence the magnetic activity,
reliable record

varies on average with an 1 1-year cycle. Within
this overall pattern, however, there are

significant variations in both the size of
individual peaks, and the time between
consecutive maxima. Neveftheless, at least
during the last 150 years for which the most
reliable observations are available, the general
pattern seems to hold. Figure 2 shows an
historical overview of the sunspot cycle in two
different reoresentations.
Sunspots typically form in pairs, and the regular
1

1-year variation

accompanied

of sunspot numbers is

by similar oscillations in

the
magnetic polarity of these pairs, The polarity of

the so-called 'bipolar spot groups' in a given
hemisphere switches from one sunspot cycle
to the next, leading Io a 22-year magnetic
cycle. A characteristic feature of the magnetic
cycle is the reversal of the Sun's polar fields
every 1 1 years on average. During the most
recently completed cycle (number 22), which

r940
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1990

Recent results
As noted above, when comparing the current

with

interplanetary conditions

those

encountered by Ulysses at the same location
more than six years ago, the effects of
increased solar activity are quite evident. The
stable solar-wind structures that sweot over the

soacecraft once oer solar rotation in I993 as
solar activity declined have given way to a

much more complex and less repetitive
configuration. This is seen clearly in the plot of
the solar-wind speed recorded by

Ulysses

during its two traversals from the equator to the
south pole (Fig. 3). The regular appearance of
fast (-750 km/s) solar wind flowing from the
southern polar coronal hole that characterised
the earlier period has not been repeated in the

recent data. Given the rapid increase

in

sunspot number at the present time, and the
corresponding evolution of the magnetic field at
the sudace of the Sun, it is unlikely that this will

Figure 3. The solar-wind
speed measured at Ulysses
olotted as a function of
solar latitude for the current
descent to the south pole
(upper panel), and during
the previous descent in
1992-94 (lower panel)
(Courtesy D.J. McComas)

Solar Wlnd Sp€od
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peaked in 1989, the polar fields in the northern

and southern hemisphere were predominantly

of

positive and negative magnetic polarity,
respectively. With the activity of the current
cycle (23) rapidly nearing its peak, the polar
fields are once again reversing, this time
becoming negative in the north and positive in
the south. The change in polarity, which usually
occurs over a period of a year or more with one
hemisphere following the other, has lagged the
sunspot maximum by 1-2 years in recent

cycles. Cycle 23, however, appears to be
unusual in that the polarity reversal is already
underuvay.
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occur a[ all during Ulysses' return to the polar
regions this year and next. Even though 'pure'
fast wind from the polar coronal holes may not
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nra alnrrl',
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nresenf at the hicrhest latitudes encountered so
far. These streams are thought to originate in
the isolated, lower-latitude coronal holes that
clcvelon near snlar maximum. One of the
intriguing questions to be answered is how
different are these fast streams from the fast
wind from the poles?

The approach of solar maximum is

also
in iho haharrinr rr nf lho anoraotin

rnn:roni

parlicles detected by Ulysses during its climb
to high latitudes. Here again, a comparison with
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a consequence of stable. long-lasting

solar-wind structures found near solar
minimum - no longer exist. Instead, a more

Figure 4. Meridional cut
through the heliosphere
showing the surface (blue
curve), calculated from
Ulysses solar-wind
observations, where the
neutral hydrogen density
should drop to 1/e of its
interstellar value. The solar
images (not to scale) are
taken from the EIT and
LASCO C2lC3 instruments
on SOHO
(Courtesy D.J. McOomas)

haphazard picture is seen, due in large pad to
the increase in transient events at the Sun, and
the rapidly changing pattern of solar-wind
streams characteristic of solar maximum. The
dcvclonmcnt nf thoqp and Other trendS will be
watched with great interest as Ulysses passes
over the Sr rn s noles for the Second time.
Ulysses data are being used to infer not only
the local conditions in the solar wind, but also
the global structure of the heliosphere. Charge

with solar-wind protons is the
primary ionization process for interstellar

exchange

hydrogen atoms travelling through the
heliosphere. Ulysses solar-wind data have been

used to examine and quantify variations in
charge exchange. which has implications for,
for examole, the interoretation of observations

of

scattered Lyman-alpha radiation. The

Ulysses observations have revealed that the
charge exchange rate is higher at low than at
high latitudes, and that this rate drops off more

slowly than the inverse square of heliocentric
distance. This result is deoicted in Fioure 4.
Although the scientific focus of Ulysses remains
the heliosphere, the diversity of scientific topics
addressed by the mission has continued to be
impressive. Among the fascinating results to be
repoded recently was the identification of the
passage of Ulysses through the distant (3 8 AU)

ulysses at solar maximum and beyond

tail of comet C/1996 82 (Hyakutake) on 1 May
1996. First repofted in 1998 as a 'density hole'
in the Ulysses solar-wind observations, the

right time', Ulysses now holds the record for
finding the longest comet tail ever. An artist's

'rediscovered'

impression of this serendipitous event is shown
in Figure 5.

independently in the magnetic-field data and
ion-composition measurements. The
magnetic field pattern at the time of the density

The ten years of continuous Sun-related
observations acquired by Ulysses are in

event was subsequently

the

drop-out was highly reminiscent of that
expected within a comet tail, and the unusual
heavy ions present

in the solar-wind data

added weight to the hypothesis. A member of
the lmperial College magnetometer team made
the specific association with comet Hyakutake.
This discovery was due in large parl to Ulysses'
unique, high-latitude position
the
heliosphere, and the fact that both Ulysses and
the comet were immersed in the high-speed
solar wind. By being in 'the right place at the

in

Figure 5. Artist's impression
of Ulysses crossing the
distant tail of comet
Hyakutake (David A. Hardy)

themselves an impressive data set. That these
measurements can form the basis for studies
over a much longer time-scale is equally

gratifying. Ulysses magnetic-field data have
been used to infer global properties of the
Sun's coronal magnetic field extending back in
time to the mid-191h century. A critical part of
the calculation relies on the Ulysses finding that
the radial component of the heliospheric field is

independent

of solar latitude. A particularly
is the fact that the inferred

striking result
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task. lt is performed by dumping
power either into various heaters inside the
qn:nonr:ft
hndri or to external radiatOrs, The
rvqvvv,
u,
power
source is a Radioisotope
sole

operational

RTG Power Prediction
290

.

L

280 -

Thermoelectric Generator (RTG) and its output

decays exponentially with time (FiS. 6).
Delivering 285 W at launch, the RTG now
provides only 223 W so maintaining an

270
260

3 254

acceptable thermal balance while ensuring a

5

ooorl scienr:c d,ala return from all of

^5

the

experiments has become more of a challenge.
A number of redundant components have been

F
c
239

switched off over the past few years and
simultaneous use of several power-hungry

220

nnorctinn mndac hac fggp aVOided. lf, aS iS
hoped, the mission continues past 2001 , some

Figure 6. The power output
of the Radioisotooe
Thermoelectric Generator
(RTG) on board Ulysses

of

time-sharing

Ys
coronal field has approximately doubled in the
nasl 1OO vears nerhans as a result of chaotic
changes in the solar dynamo Although not well
understood, a connection is believed to exist

payload elements will be

inevitable. Even so, it will be possible to power
a group of core-science instruments. together
with a selection of 'dlscretionary' experiments,
at least until the autumn oI 2OO4.

ln

addition

to the continuous decline

available power, another major operational

luminosity, indicating possible implications for
the global climate of the Eadh.

tho

Operationaf challenges in

2OOO / 2OO1

The Ulysses spacec'aft has proven to be highly
reliable, and the members of the Spacecraft
Operations Team have had to cope with
remarkably few in-orbit anomalies during the

past 10 years

Nevertheless. there are

challenge over the next eighteen months will be
retr rrn nf sna.ccr2fl nutation in DeCember
2000. The nutation anomaly was f irst
discovered when the ax al boom was deployed

shortly after launch, and appeared again

illumination by the Sun, the boom goes in and

out of shadow as lhe spacecraft spins. The
resulting thermal stresses cause the boom to

to wobble or nutate. This spacecraft

effect of the Sun on Ulysses varies dramatically

mr

over the spacecratts orbit due to the large

following reasons:
Damage or loss of spacecralt may occur if
is left uncontrolled.

changes in solar distance i 3a - 5 11 AU).
Thermal control ls therefore an important

i6

t.. l
o-12s

flex. and the body of the spacecraft then begins

motion
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1994/95. Under certain conditions of

to be faced during the
upcoming phase of the mission. The thermal

operational challenges

Figure 7. The strength of the
solar-induced forcing
responsible for the Ulysses
nutation anomaly plotted in
arbitrary units versus time

in

between the Sun's magnetlc field and its

99?9
:x:x
iYiT

oo

:^

it

ulysses at solar maximum and beyond

Figure 8. The orbit of
Ulysses, showing the
planned extension of orbital
operations (heavy red line)

-

Flexing of the axial and wire booms may
induce metal fatigue
Booms may wrap around the spacecraft,
dislodge thermal blankets or even detach.
The uncertainty of the spacecraft attitude at
any given time will make data reduction
more difficult.
Large off-pointing of the high-gain antenna
will result in loss of data.

From the graph in Figure

severity

of the

greater than

we can see that the
anomaly in 2OO0/01 will be
7,

in 1994/95, The tools

and
techniques developed in 1994/95 to control the
levels of nutation are being refined, however,

ecliptic orbit of the Sun (Fig. 8). The proposed
extension would enable the effects of the
magnetic polarity reversal on, for example, the
cosmic-ray intensity gradients, to be studied in
detail. At the same time, the additional
observation time will be highly beneficial to the
measurement of rare pick-up ion species and
cosmic-ray isotopes.

One of the 'frequently asked questions'
concerning Ulysses is: 'Will there ever be
another Jupiter encounter?' Although not as

intimately as in 1992, the spacecraft will
approach Jupiter again in February 2OO4,
Compared with the first fly-by, which at 6.3

Jupiter radii from the planet's centre

and will be employed again to minimise the
threat to spacecraft health. A cdticd element in
this regard is the presence of a continuous
uplink beacon for the onboard Conscan
system, and detailed scheduling of the required

the second 'encounter' has a

ground-station coverage

Nevertheless,

is

already

well

underway.

The future
As we have seen, the heliosphere is a dynamic
environment that undergoes large variations in
both large and- small-scale structure over the
period of an 1 1-year solar cycle. lt is cerlain
that new insights will be gained as we continue
to observe the effects of increasing solar
activity, changing coronal structure, and the
reversal of the solar magnetic polarity from
Ulysses' high-latitude vantage point. Based on
the success of the 'prime mission' (launch to
September 1995), ESA and NASA agreed to
continue Ulysses operations until December
2001, the end of the second north polar pass.
The recent ESA SPC decision opens the way
for a fufther 2.75 years of orbital operations.
The spacecraft will then have reached aphelion
again, thereby completing a second out-of-

dramatically modified the Ulysses flight-path,

closest
approach distance of 1682 Jupiter radii and

will not change the orbit

significantly.

it should provide a unique

opportunity to observe Jovian radio emissions
from the planet's polar regions.

Another important argument in favour of
extending the mission is the opportunity
afforded for joint observations by members of

the 'Solar Armada' that includes Ulysses,
SOHO, TRACE, Yohkoh, and ACE. This
formidable fleet is soon to be joined by the four
Cluster-ll spacecraft. Collaborations with other
space missions and ground-based projects
already characterise a significant part of the
scientific work carried out using Ulysses data.
In all such studies, the unique high-latitude
perspective of Ulysses and its integrated
instrument payload are, and will hopefully
continue to be, invaluable assets.
@esa
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MERIS

- A New Generation of Ocean-

Golour Sensor onboard Envisat
J.-L. B6zy, S. Delwart & M. Rast

ESA Directorate of Applications Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
In mid-2001, ESA will launch the Medium
Resolution lmaging Spectrometer (MERIS)

onboard

its

polar-orbiting Envisat Earth-

observation satellite. MERIS, initially primarily
dedicated to ocean-colour observations, has
had the scope of its objectives broadened
during development to include atmospheric
and land-surface related studies. This has been
possible due to the great flexibility that sensor
and ground segment provide.

to

land-surface parameters,

in

particular

vegetation processes.

With all of the above-mentioned
MERIS is considered to be a remote-sensing
tool with great potential to contribute to climate
studies and global-change observations by

addressing environmental features

in

a

multidisciplinary way. This adicle introduces the
MERIS end-to-end mission concept (Fig. 1),

based upon the scientific requirements and
mission objectives.

ESA has developed a multidisciplinary Earth-observation instrument
that focuses on biological ocean observations. This Medium
Resolution lmaging Spectrometer (MERIS) will provide a remotesensing capability for observing, inter alia, oceanic biology and marine
water quality through observations of water colour. MERIS, which will
be the first spaceborne wide-field imaging spectrometer, is a nadirlooking sensor operated in a push-broom mode. The instrument
measures the solar reflected radiation in fifteen spectral bands in the
visible and near-infrared parts of the spectrum. Of particular interest
is the ability to programme the position and width of the spectral
bands in flight. This allows a large set of applications, making the
instrument concept also attractive for future Eadh Watch missions.
ESA will produce a set of validated data products, such as chlorophyll
concentration, water vapour and global vegetation index, which will
be available at two spatial resolutions (300 m and 1200 m).
MERIS will have a high spectral and radiometric
resolution and dual spatial resolution, within a

global mission covering open ocean and
coastal-zone waters and a regional mission
covering land surfaces. One of the instrument's
most outstanding features is the programmability of its spectral bands in terms of width
and position.
N/ERIS's global mission

will make a

In advance of launch, the ground segment

is

being designed and algorithms are being
developed for the interpretation of MERIS's
observations, and dedicated studies are
establishing the means for validating its data
products. This effort is being undedaken in
close co-operation with the European Expert
Support Laboratories, whose scientists are the

main providers of the retrieval algorithms.
Wherever possrble, the underlying physical

models are being validated based

on

experience acquired before Envisat's launch,
using data provided by airborne or shipborne

campaigns and in-situ measurements at
specially equipped campaign sites.

Scientific rationale
With the advent of large-scale optical imaging
spaceborne sensors in the seventies, a tool
was found that enabled the observation and
monitoring of the Earth's surface in a
qualitative, but synoptic fashion. The biggest
asset of these sensors, of which the Advanced

Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) is
the most prominent example, was their large

major

coverage swath and high repeat rate, enabling

contribution to scientific projects that seek to
understand the role of the oceans and ocean
productivity in the climate system, through its
observations of water colour, and will further
rncrease our ability to forecast change through

the timely observation of changing large-scale
ohenomena. With the end-of-life of the US

modelling. Secondary objectives of the mission
will be directed to the understanding of
atmospheric parameters associated with
clouds, water vapour and aerosols, in addition

Coastal-Zone Color Scanner mission (CZCS) in
1986, the scientific oceanographic community
demanded a new soaceborne ocean-colour
observing system that would allow more
accurate determination of oceanic constituents,

such as chlorophyll, suspended matter and
decayed organic material, thereby providing

mer s

Figure 1. The MERIS flight
model during integration at
Alcatel Space Industries in
Cannes (F)

vital information about the water's quality and

Atmospheric mission

its productivity.

The radiation balance of the Earth/atmosphere
system is dominated by water vapour, carbon

Driven by the concerns about our environment
and the pressing need for a new ocean-colour

dioxide and clouds, as well as being very
dependent on the presence of aerosols.
However, the global monitoring of cloud
properties and their processes is not yet

observing system, ESA, supported by its
international scientific advisors, began the
development of a spaceborne large-scale
optical system with the primary objective of
providing quantitative ocean-colour measurements, but having enough flexibility to also
serve applications in atmospheric and land-

sufficiently accurate. MERIS is intended to help

redress this balance

by providing data

on

cloud-top height and optical thickness, water-

vapour column content, as well as aerosol
orooedies.

surface scrence.

Land mission

Mission objectives

Based

on the above rationale,

mission

objectives were derived driving the development
of the MERIS instrument and its mission.

Ocean mission

The principal contributions of MERIS data to
the study of the upper layers of the ocean will be:

- the

measurement of photosynthetic
potential by detection of phytoplankton
(algae)

-

the detection of yellow matter

(dissolved

organic material)

-

the detection of suspended matter

(re-

suspended or river-borne sediments).

Apart from the above three major observable
features, it should also be possible to detect
special plankton blooms, for example red tides

through their absorption feature near 520 nm.
In addition, investigations of water quality, the
monitoring of extended pollutlon areas and

topographic observations (such
erosion) should also be possible.

as

coastal

Questions related to global change include the
role of terrestrial sudaces in climate dynamics
and bio-geochemical cycles. Spatial and
temporal models of the biosphere are currently
being developed to study the mechanics of
such complex systems in order to predict their
behaviour under changing environmental

conditions. These models are based on
physical and biophysical relationships, which
need to be validated on a regular basis using
data from spaceborne sensors. Bepetitive,
accurate physical measurements are
necessary to quantify surface processes and to

improve the understanding of vegetation
seasonal dynamics and responses to
envrronmental stress.

Scientif ic requirements
In order to achieve these mission goals, the
different radiometric and geometric

requirements imposed by the various
objectives have to be satisfied. With the help of
the ESA Science Advisory Group for MERIS,
these requirements have been refined, taking
into account the constraints imoosed bv

a
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polar-orbiting platform and the technical
capabilities of an imaging spectrometer,

of MERIS is lustified by the
different scales of the various targets to be
programmability

observed and the diversity of their spectral and

Geometric requ irements
The MERIS data are of interest both for global
observations and for detailed examinations for
regional applications. and operation at two
spatial resolutions has therefore been selected.
Full-resolution (FR) data with 300 m on-ground

resolution at the sub-satellite point will be
mainly required in coastal zones and over
land. Reduced-resolution (RR) data with 1200 m

on-ground resolution at the sub-satellite
pornt are intended tor large-scale studies.
Oceanographic and atmospheric investigations
require global Earth coverage within three days

spectral band, but also in being able to tune the
dynamic range and adapt it to different target

of higher
priority during the lifetime of the MERIS mission.

observations, which may become

Rad io metric req u i reme nts
The radiometric pedormance is one of the most
crucial requirement for MERIS because the
signals coming from the ocean are weak and

thus most difficult to detect and quantify Even
though the radiometrically most challenging

Spectral requirements
MERIS is designed to acquire 15 spectral
bands in the 390 - 1040 nm region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. The band position,

target to be observed is the open ocean.

bandwidth and gain are in-flight programmable.
The spectral bandwidth can be varied between
1.25 and 30 nm. depending on the width of a
sncctr:l
fealrrre tn be observed and the
L, el
uvvv
amount of energy needed within a given band

clouds and land surfaces. throughout its
spectral range. This imposes demanding

to

perform an adequate observation. Over

open ocean, an average bandwidth of l0 nm is
required for bands located in the visible part of
the spectrum. Driven by the need to resolve

other spectral teatures such as the oxygen
absorption band occurring at 760 nm, a

spectral bandwidth lower than 1O nm

is

required. In accordance with the mission goals

and priorities for this instrument, a set of

spectral bands has been derived

15

for

oceanographic and interdisciplinary applications
ff^hr^ 1 \ Th^-^ DPEVLT < bands are used as the
\ rduru r/. | | rEoE ^^^^+"?l

reference set for prototyping the groundsegment algorithms Preliminary results seem
to advocate a fine tuning of some of the bands
to optimise product quality. lf confirmed, this
f

ine-tuning can

be performed using

the

instrument's programmability
Table 1. The 15 spectral
bands of MERIS

radiometric properties The advantage of the
programmability lies not only in belng able to
select the width and position of a padicular

The spatial, spectral and

radiometric

MERIS also has to have a large dynamic range

to

cover these low-level signals as well

as

signals emanating from bright targets such as

radiometric pedormance requirements.

- Open ocean
ln the upper layer of the open ocean, the
chlorophyll concentration varies from less than
O.O3 mg.m s in oligotrophic waters, up to about
30 mg.m-3 in eutrophic situations. Ocean
colour responds to this variation. which spans
over three orders of magnitude, in a non linear
manner. The goal with MERIS is to discriminate
3O r:lasses of nioment concentrations within
the three orders of magnitude. These classes
should be of equal logarithmic width. This
requirement translates into a radiometric
sensitivity of 2 x 10 4 for NEAR (noise equivalent

cnantral
rofloctanno:t
ql

rvvvU

ca: loriol\ haino eot for

N/ERIS.

- Coastal waters
For the detection of several water substances,
commonly used techniques like simple colour
ratios which are applied successfully for open
oceans, are not sufficient. The similarity of the
spectral scattering and absorption coefficients
for all optically active water substances poses

problems in finding an adequate procedure for
2
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12
13

775
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890
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10
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Yellow substance, turbidity
Chlorophyll absorption maximum
Chlorophyll, other pigments
Turbidity, suspended sediment, red tides
Chlorophyll reference, suspended sediment
Suspended sediment
Chlorophyll absorption
Chlorophyll fluorescence
Atmospheric correction, red edge
Oxygen absorption reference
Oxygen absorption R-branch
Aerosols, vegetation
Aerosols correction over ocean
Water vapour absorption reference
Water vapour absorption, vegetation

their detection. Here the Sun-stimulated
chlorophyll fluorescence at a wavelength of
681 .25 nm can improve the detection of
pigment concentration. The fluorescence signal

is small, but is detectable from space.
spectral resolution should ideally

be

The

better

than 1O nm and the radiometric resolution better
than 0.03 W (m z sr 1 nm r) for the discrimination
of a 1 mg.m 3 pigment concentration.
Outstanding radiometric accuracy is imperative

for the atmospheric correctton, which is of
critical imporlance since, over ocean, typically

Orbit
North Pole

of the

signal reaching the sensor
originates from the atmosphere. MERIS is
deslgned to achieve this by having spectral
9Oo/o

bands positioned such that quantification of the
atmosphere's influence is possible. Moreover,
MERIS is required to have a sensitivity to the
polarisation of the incoming light scattered from
the atmosphere lower than 1%.
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Measurement principle

MERIS

is an imaging

spectrometer that

measures reflected solar radiation in the visible
and near-infrared parts of the spectrum. lt is a
nadir-looking sensor operated in a pushbroom
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Instrument operation

Figure 2. MERIS operation
profile
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Orbit

permits a much longer dwell time compared to

satellite. Envisat also has a Solid-State
Recorder (SSR) which can be used to record
FR data when outside DRS coverage or
ground-station visibility. The combined usage
of DRS, ground station and SSR will ensure

classical scanners. The spectrum of every
single ground pixel is recorded thanks to the

that every part of the globe can be accessed
with FR data.

mode. lmage acquisition is performed with a
line of detectors scanning the two-dimensional

scene. The motion of the satellite orovides the

along-track dimension. This imaging mode

use of a two-dimensional detector. The swath

width is imaged over the detector line, the
spectrum over the detector column. The
instrument has the ability to transmit 15
spectral bands. As a unique feature, the
spectral bands can be changed in width and
position by ground command. The global Earth

coverage within three days required by
oceanographic and atmospheric investigations
is ensured thanks to the larqe instrument swath
of 1150 km.

Operating concept
MERIS is designed to acquire data whenever
illumination conditions are suitable, Instrument
operation is restricted to the day zone of the
orbit where the Sun's incidence angle is less
than 80' at the subsatellite point (Fig. 2).
Calibration will be carried out, on average, once

every two weeks, when the spacecraft flies

over the south orbital pole and the

Sun
illuminates the instrument's onboard calibration
device. For the rest of the orbit, N/ERIS will be
in non-observation mode.

The MERIS instrument is designed to serve
both global and regional applications. lt will
acquire reduced-resolution (RR - 12OO m) data
continuously over the Sun-illuminated part of

the orbit, with data recorded on-board

and
dumped once per orbit (every 1OO min) via X- or
Ka-band links to high-latitude ground stations.
This data will be processed systematically for all
orbits.

In addition to the RR data, MERIS will deliver
full-resolution (FR - 300 m) data in the same 15
spectral bands, This FR data will be transmitted
via a Data Relay Satellite (DRS) or an X-band
ground receiving station when in view of the

Instrument design and performance
Figure 3 shows the mechanical layout of MERIS.

The instrument consists of five

identical
cameras sharing the large field of view of 68.5'.
These cameras are arranged in a fan-shaped
configuration in which their fields of view
overlap slightly. The modular design ensures
high optical rmage quality over the large field of
view. The output of each camera is processed
separately
analogue and digital
processing unit (Fig. 4).

in an

Optical sub-assembly

The optics of each camera has an external

window, a folding mirror, an off-axis
catadioptric ground imager and a
spectrometer. The window scrambles the

incident light coming from the Earth, making
the instrument less sensitive to changes in
polarisation. The dispersive element of the

spectrometer is a low-groove-density holographic grating. The apefture stop is located on

the grating. The entrance pupil is located

in

front of the camera optics, making it a suitable
position for the scrambling window.
Focal- pl ane su b- assem bly

The camera's detectors are CCD

arrays

specifically developed for MERIS (Fig. 5).
Thinned back-side-illuminated CCDs have
been selected, which offer the required high
responsivity in the blue part of the spectral
range. The CCDs are operated in frame transfer
mode. At the end of a fixed period (integration
time), the charges are rapidly transferred to the

store region allowing the acquisition of the
next frame to start. Charges in the store region

are subsequently transferred
register.

to the shift
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Earth

Figure 3. The MERIS
mechanical layout, showing
the locations of the various
subsystems

A
Sun baffle
(for calibration modes)

Sun

Calibration mechanism

1

Electronic units
(data processing,
power suppry,
instrument control)
Nadir

a vAnlr-sun
stde
' I Flight direction

Baseplate interfacing
with the olatform

Figure 4. MERIS functiona
block diagram

Opticol Sub-AssembV
Depolarizing r,riFF^F Ground Spectrometer
Window -'v""v' - lmager- (grating)
Flat Diffuser
(oeproyaore)

Focal Plane

(ccD)
Spectral relaxation (l)

coribrotion Hordwore
12 gains [1 to 3.75]

On-ground colibrotion mode

ADC (12 bits)

FSR

RSR

FSR

RSR

Figure 5. The MEBIS CCD

:
:

Spotiol Resolution dqto [260 m x 300 m ot nodit]
Reduced Spotiol Resolution doto [ 040 m x 1200 m of nodir]

Full

The spectral range of MERIS is 390 to 1040 nm,
with a spectral sampling interval of 1.25 nm.
530 rows are required to cover this range,

including a margin of I O rows for spectral
alignment. The camera swath is imaged over

740 pixels along the CCD line. lncluded on
either side of the line are dark reference pixels,

which are covered by the aluminium shield.
These pixels are used for offset compensation
to ensure the stringent signal stability required
along the orbit and between calibrations. The
CCDs are ooerated aI -22.5"C to reduce the
dark current.

A special coating has been developed for the
CCD surJace. This coating features a wedge
along the CCD column to reduce internal stray
light to an acceptable level.
52
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The CCDs play an important role in the

the dala need to be corrected for any non-

programming of the spectral bands. Thanks to

uniformities and distortions introduced in the
overall measurement system, as well as being
converled into radiance values. Four in flight
calibration sequences are defined:
- dark calibration
- radiometric gain calibration
diffuser ageing characterisation
- wavelength referencing.
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in the shift register before
clocking out the pixels. The selected bandwidth
is obtained by summing the correct number of
lines. The CCD lines that fall outside the 15
accumulated
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During the dark calibration, the signal is
recorded with the tarth and Sun apefture
closed, In the gain calibration mode. a white

required image quality. Analogue electronics

diffuser plate, Sun-illuminated, is inserted at the

Processing chain
I

perform pre-amplification of the signal,
correlated double sampling and gain
adjustment before digitisation of the video
signal on 12 bits. The signal amplification is
done by selecting one of the 12 fixed gains

cross-over point of the fields of view of the five

cameras The diffuser provides a reflectance
standard across the entire spectral range and
field of view.
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band to minimise the noise contribution of the
processing chain Thus, the saturation level of
any band can be optimised for the purposes of
that band. For instance, a spectral band used
only for ocean applications can saturate over
clouds, leaving the full 12'bit digitisation for the
useful dynamic range of the oceanic signal.

The digital output of the Video Electronic Unit
iq ct thqanrronilv nrnceqqor-l
hrr
lho l-)inital
vJ/
vr vvvuvvv
Processing Unit in three major steps:
completion of spectral relaxation up to the

-

Geometrb lmage Quality
Field of View
Swath width
Localisation accuracy
Spatial resolution

nn4in'
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var Lruurqr

390 nm - 1 040 nm
1.25 nm
1.8 nm
15 bands programmable in position and width
Programmable from 1.25 nm up to 30 nm
< 0.6 nm

Radiometric lmage Quality
<21" in reflec:Iane (i.e. relative lo the sun irradiance)
Up to bright clouds (1 00 % reflectance)

Radiom€tric accuracy
Dynamic range
Signal to nois€ ratio
Polarisatio n sensivity
Orbital s[nal

stability

1650 (@ 412-5 nm) for typical ocean signal
< 0.3% over the lull spectral range
< 0.050/"

lnterface Budgetg

Mass
Power
Data rate

200 kg

175W
RR: 1.60 MbiUs
FR:24.0 Mbius

The calibration diffuser will be exposed to the
Sun for a total cumulative period of about t h

during MERIS's lifetime. Some
denrar^lation drrc
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Table 2. MERIS performance
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though ground testing has demonstrated
remarkable diffuser stability over the instrument's

spectral range.

A

second white diffuser

is

therefore implemented to evaluate changes in

BRDF

camera and instrument level (Table 2). Of

< 0.1 FR pixel

Spectrometric lmage Quality

gain non-uniformity
rer-lr rr:tinn of the snat al reSOlUtiOn Of the data
to 1200 m for the global mission summation
of four adjacent pixels across-track over four
consecutive frames.

Performances
Verification of the instrument's performance is
based on an extensive testing programme at

m x 1200 m (nadir)
FR:260mx300m(nadi0
RR: 1040

Spectral rarge
Spectral samping interval
Spectral resolution
Band transmission capability
Band width
Band center knowledge

subtraction of the offset and correction for

tho nrnr rnel ln tha latior naco nffcot and nain
nnrronlinn ^16 vyl-\\/n.SSed
in lhe OnbOafd
vq!
processing flow and pedormed on the ground.

1150km
< 2 km (without the use ol landmarks)

Band to band registration

ranr rirod l-'anrharir'llh

The nffsel anr^i r-rain corrections are based on
coefficients computed during the calibration
sequences. These coefficients are stored onboard as well as being sent to the ground. The
instrument design offers the flexibility to have
these corrections applied either onboard or on

68-5" c€ntred about nadir

of the gain

calibration diffuser. This

diffuser will be used infrequently and will thus
Innt
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diffuser, Diffuser ageing will be monitored by
comparing the data acquired with both diffusers.

+^
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noise ratio in the blue pad of the spectrum,
which permits the required Noise Equivalent

Wavelength calibration

Difference in Reflectance at sea level to be met

absorption peaks. N/ERIS spectral bands will
be reprogrammed to sample the absorption
features adequately, From this calibration, the
spectral position of any spectral band can be

Instrument calibration
To meet the stringent accuracy requirements,

will be achieved by
using another diffuser featuring well-known

Ee
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derived. Use of the solar Fraunhofer absorption
lines as an alternative when observing the Sunilluminated white diffuser is also envisaged.

Following extensive environmental tests,
SpectralonrM has been selected for the diffuser

plates.

Diffusers manufactured with this
material offer both the requisite uniformity over
the field of view and remarkable stability. A
diffuser olate dooed with a rare Earth oxide is
used for the wavelength calibration.
The calibration hardware is imolemented on a
selection disc (Fig. 6). A stepper motor allows
the selection of five disc oositions, as the
instrument mission requirements dictate. The
calibration mechanism also suoports the
diaphragm introduced into the field of view to
minimise stray light when observing the Earth.

Global and regional products
MERIS oroducts will be available in FR and RR
resolution. The RR data will be acquired
globally for the entire daytime orbit and
processed systematically for all orbits. The FR

data will be available mainly over land and
coastal zones, representing the regional
mission for which data will be processed only
n

n I reor ronr roqf

Data product levels

ESA has defined the following data product
levels for MERIS fl-able 3):
- Level-) Product: This raw format data will

-

Data processing

-

with both near-real-time

and consolidated processing

-

and with
on the

different spatial scales depending

geographical location - global (1200 m) and
regional (300 m) products - and with different
levels of processing (1b & 2).

external (auxiliary) data become available over

consolidated data products are the same, but
the quality of the auxiliary data used in the

processing

of the

consolidated product

is

Level-2 Products: These are called
'r-listrihr rted' nroclucts because the
geophysical quantities found in the data sets
being
measured. They will contain both geophysical

vary depending on the surface
oarameters

and surface radiances/

reflectances, depending on the surface
products group - ocean colour products,

data 3 h after acouisition. Consolidation is a

time. The consolidated data products will
therefore typically be available within about
three weeks. The formats of the NRT and

in

(ECMWF).

-

Near-real-time and consolidated processtng
The Near RealTime (NRT)services will provide

gradual process by which more accurate

calibrated top-of-atmosphere radiances

15 VIS/NlR spectral bands, geolocated and
resampled on a regular grid. Annotations will
include surface identification (land, sea and
clouds), localisation (latitude, longitude,
altitude, or bathymetry), viewing and solar
geometries, as well as meteorological data

The MERIS oroducts will be available with
different time scales

not generally be made available to the users.
of

Level-lb Products: These consist

-

land products and cloud products.
Browse Product: This will be processed
systematically to a 4,8 km resolution for the
entire daytime orbital segment. lt will consist
of an RGB colour product, where the three
MERIS bands have been chosen for the best
visualisation of the land, sea, ice and cloud
features. The browse will enable the user to

choose the position of a scene of interest.
User tools will be provided to allow the

improved.
Figure 6. The MERIS

selection and ordering of scenes of 1 150 km

calibration mechanism

x 1 150 km for RR products, and of 575 km

supporting three diffusers for gain calibration (1), for
diffuser ageing monitoring
(2) and wavelength
calibration (3) - the Earth
shutter (4) and the Earth
diaphragm (5)

x 575 km or 296 km x 296 km for FR
products located anywhere along- and
across-track in the acquired data sets. Users
will be able to order multiple scenes to
acquire a complete (daytime) orbit.
Processing architecture

of

the MERIS Level-2
processing is shown schematically in Figure 7.
Pixel identification is the orocess bv which the
ing surface type (cloud, land and ocean)

The architecture

determined. This is achieved using radiometry

tl
rl
rt

V:

v

bt'"*
tr,4

S

camefas

to separate bright targets (cloud, snow and ice)
from land or ocean, The darker targets (land
and ocean) are further classified according to
their typical spectra and, finally, clouds are
distinguished from the other bright targets
using pressure (altitude) information retrieved

Table 3. MERIS oroducts

2

3600 Mb lor 20'oer Orbit
N/A
'157 Mb for 575kmx575km

.3.2 Mb per Orbit

RedGreenBlue
Geolocated and calibrated TOA
radiance + auxiliary data (meteo,
geometry, altilude, bathymetry)
Geolocated oceanic, cloud, land
and waler vapour geophysical
parameters + surface leaving
reflectances+ auxiliary data

1b

Level

. 522 Mb per Orbit

Annotaled source Dack€ts

Level 0
Browse
Level

.39

Mb per scene
(1150kmx1150km)
.532 Mb per Orbit
. 48.5 Mb per scene
(1 150kmx1 150km)
.620 Mb per Orbit

1

87 Mb for 575kmx575km

from the bands situated in the spectral
absorplion teatu'es of oxygen (/60 nm).

Water vapo.rr is computed over arl

Onno lho

the aerosol contribution to the signal

targets
qr rrf

eno nrno hrq hoon idontif iorl

surface-specitic comouting can sLart, Over

surJace

q ruruu
t',nnc
cnmn
nlnnri+[m
rqorl vvur
nrior ur
hrinhi
Lyvs-. Thn
| | rY oqr
rrv qrvwr
rtr il rr .o
rvr rL

-

land and Sun glint. Over the ocean.
is

corrected for.

water, computation stafts with the identification

of tf'ose areas affected by Sun glint (drrect
retlectior o* Sun or the water surface) and its
partial correctron in order to increase rhe
^"^^ ^+
illu ocean-colour prooucts.
covurage area
or +A^.

This is followed by the identification

of

whitecaps and high inland lakes where the
atnospheric correction quality will be reduced.
Turbid waters are then screened and a special
'hrrnhf rrief or' nnrrantinn iq qnnliod tn romnrio

the marine signal contribution in the

Finally, all intermediate results are formatted
according to the Env,sat product specifications
and the nrndrrr:t conf idence ,nformation
compuLed usrng all of the results of the rnternal
tests perforrred durng the computation.

The data products
The variety of geophysical parameters rhat are
[o be measured by MEFIS will support a host of

applications

near
infrared (NlR) prior to entering the atmospherrc

in

marine biology 'and and

atmospheric sciences, as outlined below.

correction, which is based on the assumption

that the marine signal in the NIR is nil. The
atmncnhorin-nnrractinn

anmnrrl2linnq

rolrrrn

water-leaving reflectances which are used for

the estimation of the ocean colour products
(see below) and the aerosol optical thickness

and type, which are then used in the
+-+i^h
^^'-^,
I ^{or ,^,-+^r'
wdrer-vapour cor-Lent over
cor'tprJriiilor
oceans. Ocean-colour products are then

Ocean products
flcorn nnlnr rr ic tho L or, nhiontirro
nf tha I\,4trRlQ
vvlevLrvv
is
missron and therefore Lne ocean
the surJace
for which the largest number of products will be

generated. In the open ocean (9/oo of the
Worid's oceans), the concentration of
phytoplankton (algae) is a key parameter for

cnmn, rionl rrcinn hrnal reirnq nrror tha nnan

understanding the processes involved in the
carbon cycle. In coastal areas. phytoprankton

ocean, while for the more complex coastal-

nnhahit
,qurr
uvr

f,^ ^--U UJUU dJ
rniater
rcie uil
rll rriq,l^l^
vvqrer nrnrlr
vrrrulu A^^
Udl IUJ dl
l.JrvvuuLJ
inputs to a neural network.

rrrith
er re^anAnA
vvrLrr ouovgr
ruYu

nrrlinr
rlr+a
pol
LluuloLU
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dl
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dissolved detritus .natter (yellow substance)
which will be derived by inverting a model of the
optical properties of these complex water

Figure 7. Level-2 product
processing steps

Over clouds, the cloud optical thickness

and albedo are derived llps6lly usinQ
rnn-nf-:tmnqnhcre radianCes and the

results of the cloud-top pressure
comouted earlier: a simple cloud type
ic

nnmnrr-ort

hacol

On

V

Conversion of
Radiance in Reflectance
V

CIOUO

Pressure Estimates

by the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Prolect (ISCCP).

characteristics estabiished

V

Pixel ldentification
Water
ptxels

I

Over land, the MERIS Global Vegetation
Index (MGVI) is compu,ted using top-ofaimnqnhoro
qL
I ruJlJr ruru

roflontennn.
ruiluuLu' ruuJ,

Armnonha"in
nLl
I lwJvl lul lu

correction here consists only of removing
molecular scattering and absorption.
r,vhilc thc acrosol ontrcal thiCkneSS and

t\/no 2ra nnmnr rtorl nnlv :hnvo fhnco
'2rocls ir^laniif rer^l 2S DenSe Dark
Vegetatron (DDM, where it is assumed
that the target has a well-determined
reflectance

V

Cloud
ptxets

Cloud and
land pixels

Ocean Processing

Land
ptxels
V

Land Processlng

Waler Contrdence Check
N/GVI

Turbid water screen ng

t
Cloud
Proc,essing
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Atmospheric corrections

Atmospheric corrections
over tan0
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bodies using

a

neural network. The
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) - the
amount of radiation available to the oceanic
flora will be provided to suppod studies
of chlorophyll fluorescence. Desert dust,

-

continental and maritime aerosol types and
their optical thicknesses will be generated as a
byproduct of the atmospheric correction.

Breadboarding

for

modelled test-cases has

enabled the accuracy of the products expected
from MERIS to be estimated flable 4). Typical

images of the soft that vuill be acquired by
MEBIS are illustrated in Figure 8. They have
been generated by the MERIS processor using
reformatted MOS data.

Product validation

Figure 8. lmages generated
by the MERIS processor
using reformatted data from
the Modular Optoelectronic
Scanner (MOS) on India's
IRS-P3 satellite:
- TOA Radiance is a
Level -1 b product in band 2
acouired over the Adriatic
Sea, central ltaly and the
Tyrenean Sea

- Chlorophyll concentration
and MGVI illustrate the
Level-2 distributed product
concept over the same area
as TOA Radiance
- Cloud optical thickness
and water vaoour
computed using an image
acquired over Germany

Cloud products
Cloud-top pressure, optical thickness, albedo
and type will be provided for climatological
studies of the Earth's radiation budoet.

ESA has the responsibility to guarantee the
quality of its data products. Consequently. a

Land oroducts
The MERIS Global Vegetation Index (MGVI) is a
measure of the presence of healthy live green
vegetation, estimated from the fraction of

validation. The plan forms the basis for developing

absorbed photosynthetically active radiation.
Surface pressure will be provided as an
experimental product. Aerosol optical thickness
and type will be provided for users to improve
the atmosoheric correction over land.
Water-vapour products
The concentration of water vaoour found in the
total atmospheric column will be computed
over all surfaces. lt is of oarticular interest over
land where the traditional measurement means

are limited and where MERIS can

provide

products with a resolution of up to 300 m.

calibration/validation plan is being defined that
includes in-flight calibration and campaigns in
support of vicarious calibration and product

scientific exploitation and application pilot
projects related to MERIS, as already selected
through the first Announcement of Opportunity
for the exploitation of Envisat data.

Conclusions
The Medium Resolution lmaging Spectrometer
(MERIS) belongs to a new generation of oceancolour sensors that will provide major
improvement in our knowledge of such crucial
processes as the contribution that the oceans
make to the carbon cycle. The instrument
has
in-flight
unique capability
programmability of the position and width of

a

the

of

the 15 spectral bands acquired in the visible
and near-infrared pads of the spectrum. Data
will be acquired with two spatial
resolutions, 300 m and 1200 m, over a
swath of 1 150 km.
ESA will produce a set of validated data
products from MERIS that will be
available at various spatial resolutions,
processing levels and within different time
frames. These products and geophysical

parameters have been identified as the
most important, globally attainable
parameters to be derived from MERIS. In
addition to the Level-2 data, ESA will also

nrnvidc thc rscr with

TOAradiance Chlorophyll
@ 442.5

nm

Water
vapour

MERIS Global Cloud optical
concentration Vegetation Index
thickness

SuffiCient

information to process the data to higher
levels. The inherent flexibility of the
MERIS instrument and the phased
implementation plan will result in the

development of a ground segment
providing the most up-to-date products
possr0re.

Chlorophyll retrieval
Sediment
Yellow Substance
Water Vapour
Cloud Top Pressure
Cloud Albetb
Clord Optical Thickress

Table 4. Estimated product

accuracles
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30%
30%
50%
1(F/o (over land)

1W
10'1"
30o/"

Aerosols Oilical Thidtness

20% (over ocean)
507" (over land)

Surface Pressrre
Surface Refledance

5% (over land)

1W
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Introduction
Two different hydrological business cases have

been investigated in the framework of an
ESA study. 'Service Case 1' addressed run-off
forecasting for the hydro power generation
chain on the Austrian Danube. 'Service Case 2'
looked
trans-boundary river-basin
management system embracing agriculture,
forestry, environment, flood
risk
management within a shared watercourse, for
the Limpopo River in Mozambique.

at a

and

altitude ot 157 m together with the substantial
(1 980 m'/s average discharge at the
Slovakian border) provides imporlant potential
for energy production.

flow rate

There are in fact ten major power stations on
the Austrian stretch of the river, all of which are

multi-purpose schemes, including power
generation, flood protection, navigation, and
environmental protection issues.
The main interest of the inhabitants of the river-

Enormous socio-economic and environmental pressures in both
developed and developing countries are making proper integrated
management and efficient exploitation of water resources, often in a
trans-boundary approach, an absolute necessity. This requires better
information and management systems. Space-based systems that
integrate weather, remote-sensing and communication satellites
could provide a major contribution. A recent ESA-sponsored study
has shown that the use of satellite remote sensing leads to an
economically attractive solution compared with conventional
monitoring and ground-based survey methods.

bank zones is early warning of flooding and
the reduction of damage to property and
infrastructure. Knowledge of the potential
impact of flood events is a prerequisite for the
planning and installation of appropriate
protection measures.

The main interest for river navigation is to
ensure regular shipping conditions. Timely
notification of shipping companies of expected

changes in water level and flow forecasting
both of low water and of potential flooding
Gase 1: Operational run-off forecasting for
the Danube River Basin
Along its 2857 km length, the Danube drains
water from much of central Europe, with the
total catchment area amounting to 817 000
kmz. In Austria itself, an area of 80 700 kmz
(97o/o of the country) drains into the Danube,
which is about lOVo of the river's total
catchment area. The topography is broadly
divided into the alpine area in the west, and the
pre-alpine region in the east. The Austrian parl
of the Danube is 350 km lonq. and the fall in

is

for

-

-

essential
secure navigation and
economically efficient river-based operations.

The main interest for

energy-production

forecasting is to optimise the operation of the
hydro and thermal power plants. This can be
ensured by gathering real-time data and

making shorl-term forecasts, ranging from a
few hours to one day ahead.

Mid-term forecasts (over a few days) are
for the economic ootimisation of

essential
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electric,ty generation and supply from the
service-provider's point of view. So far, these
forecasts have been based on ground-based
hydrological. and even more importantly
ground-based meteorological parameters.
Longer term forecasts (one week or more)
would be essential to optimise decision making
ih
lll

+hn
Ll lu

na rnnrrln+arl
uu-luvuloLvu

Fr
rrnnarn |
LulvyEol

olonirinitrr
rulLy
9lsuLl

marketing sector. The meteorological parameters,
particulary precipitation and snowmelt, are

therefore of critical impodance,

Mozambique, stretching for more than 1450 km
and draining an area of approximately 412 000
km2. lts catchment area extends over four
southern African countries (Fig. 1): South Africa,
Botswana, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. The
river actually rises South Africa, near Pretoria, at
an altitude of 15OO m, and eventually drains into
the Indian Ocean at Xai-Xai.

The basin has an annual mean rainfall of 560
mm, varying from 4OO to 1500 mm year on

year. The mountains situated between the

-

-^:^{^il
ldil
ildil +^.^^^^+^
tut uuoDLo

Limpopo and Elefantes rivers receive between
800 and 15OO mm of annual rainfall. The annual
precipitation in the remaining catchment area
varies from 400 to 800 mm.

-

soil-moisture models
snow-melt models.

Agriculture can

Forecasting on a regional scale (about 100 000
km2) calls for the modelling of run-off and flood
routing, based on:

The efficiency of the proposed combined
control of the hydropower plants along the
Austrian Danube based on existing numerical
approaches has been questioned because of
the restrictions imposed by the weir operation
rules (which are specific for each power plant
and establish the background for a fine-tuned
system for coordinated discharge control) and
limited application possibilities (once or twice

per yeafl. The economic

area, in Gaza Province, with a cultivated area of
345 000 ha, corresponding to 4.60/o of the total
area of 7.5 million ha. The main crops are:

Maize
Rice
Peanuts
Manioc
Beans

59o/o

8.2ok
4.3o/o

12.3%

nntatocq
vvLeLvvu

9.0%
2.7%.

Srnroot
uvvvv(

forecasting are therefore restricted. However,

irrigation, those for the urban population can be
neglected today, the two main urban centres
being Xai-Xai and Chokwe.

on the
integration of satellite-gathered data would stil
be highly advantageous for the timely

/-nmnarnn
llPol gu
vul

+n
rnnlri
vvqLUr ou|'/vry
tv +ha
tr rv rlator-qr

noodc

tnr

along the Austrian stretch of the Danube.

The most serious problems in the Limpopo
River Basin, which are typical also for similar
river basins in both Africa and Asia, can be

Integrated river-basin management for the
Limpopo
The Limpopo is the second largest river in

-

implementation
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main

advantages
achievable by the optimised operation of the
hydropower chain with better run-ofl

improved flood forecasting based

Figure 1. The Limpopo River
Basin in Southern Africa

be considered the

economic activity of the Limpopo catchment

of flood-protection

measures

summansed as:
irregular seasonal variations in water supply
over the year

an2ao uulu
al2l2 |hoLn
I l)vlvlvg'Uol
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disastrous droughts and floods
increasing demands on water for irrigation
purposes
growing importance of crop yield
progress've erosion caused by f loods.
deforestation and inappropriate agricultural

t/"^r"n"^"i\.
Area \
Management:
Groundwater

\in,seo,y

practrces

uncontrollable inflow from upstream basins
perrodic floods causing public caramiLies
insufficient waste water treatment

Central

threats to groundwater quality by pollution

Database

and salt intrusion.
Comprehensive analysis of the above problems
in integrated waTer.resource management

ls,

\
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DSS

Many diffe.ent hydrological and ecological
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quantity and
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water-quality orocesses (F'g 2)
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The integration of the most appropriate sources

of

available information, using

the

GUI

latest

Geographical Information Systems (GlS) and
other special environmental and hydrological
models. is critical to achievrng a successful
srraregy

.

To assist the Limpopo River

Basin

-

Management Unit (UGBL) with an improved
information system to sr,pport its decision
making. the following processes have to be

optimal operation and managemenr of the
water resources
access to the different rypes of ntormalion
needed for decision-making in f ood
silrrations ancl dnr neriods
optimisation of the water-distribution procedures
evcnt-dcncnclcnl .nnlrnUOUS COmm-niCatiOn

addressed:

system

processes
- flnnel nrniaciinn,/flnnd nlrin m2n2nomonl
Watershed run-off forecasting
Water distribution and reservoir management
Land-use and forestry managemenl
Detection of erosion prone areas
- Fstimation of aorrcr rrtural water Oemand ano
crop yield.

hetter manancmenr and evaluatior of the
flow received from neighbouring basins and

(i) Planning

-

-

The role of satellite-based technologies
mote- sen si ng tech no og i es
Space-based Eartts observation techniques

Re

-

Flooo forecasting and warring
Daran+innI v|nf frnnr-r
||vvv
^,cne areas
v|\

Determination of soil moisture
Determinatron of evapo-transpiration
Monitoring of water quality and quantity
lrrigation management and water accounting
Data communication (telematics).

Most of the population of Gaza province lives
close to the river banks, in cities like Massingir,
Pafuri, Chokwe, Guij

,

Chibuto and

I

ean ho annlionl tn

(ii) Operationai processes
,-,----.Ing
- Praninitatinn , fnroneci

-

improved flood alarms
implementation of ar appropriate 'Decision
Supporl System'.

operation models based on monitoring data
and meteorologica satellite images

-

information

-

rmprove and optimise the assessment of

flow transfer and flood warning

from

neighbouring countries through additional

They are therefore very vulnerable to flooding of

information system are therefore fundamental
requirements for human safety and prosperity.
The construction of such a system would allow:
- optimal operation and management of the
hyd ro-meteorological network

the information system, allowing
immediate decision-making before flood
improve

situations occur and in case of drougl^t
through additional global meteorological

Xai-Xai.

the Limpopo. An adequate observation
network and a comprehensive hydrological

the management of the water
resources through utilisation of combined
rainfall run off routing and reservoir

optimise

-

'trans-boundary' meteorological information
improve flood-risk assessment and delineation
of flood hazard areas using satellite imagery
improve agricultural development by the

optimisatlon

of land irrigation

through

registration of cultivated areas and observation
of the changes in the vegetation cover

Figure 2. Schematic of the
proposed data integration
approach for the Limpopo
River Basin, with a central
database and user-friendlv
Graphical User intedace
(GUl). The Decision Support
System (DSS) represents the
backbone of the system for
the various applications
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Figure 3. A satellite-based
telemetry and datatransmission network for
the Limpopo River Basin
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Central Facility
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detect changes in the water bodies. e.g.

Space-based data transmission and

chlorophyll and turbidity
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Satellite remote-sensing and grourd-truth data
have to be: (i; acquired. (i ) nade ava'able. .e,
transferred to the point of data utilisation, and (iii)
merged and converted into rnformation through
innaqlion inlo a sta*c gf the an infOrmatiOn
system (Fig. 3) equipped with an appropriate
graphrcal user interface (GUl). Ihe 'Hydrological
Intormatio.r System (HlS) must therefore be
capable o' receivrng and processing data from
several diflerent sources in order to produce the
desired output Ihe reception path could be via
land lines, but satellite links might be the more
convenient or the only solution in this region,

A

satellite

rk con nectiv ity

based data and

A,^h hi+ -^+^
| ilvt t-utL-t oLE

-^,^r-u^bservation data trans_
Lot

Lt

mtsston

transcontinental compu Ler-neh.trork connectivity.

Tho nrnr .nd mprqr rrpment Stattons ShOuld be
onrrinnori rvith e:tollitq terminals whiCl" Can
communicate (in Ku band) via a geostationary
satellite with a hub at the central facility in Xai-

Xai. For the reception of Eadh observation
d,aIa a satcllite link rs foreseer from Xai-Xai to

the provider location in Europe or Africa, The

SAR lnterferometry:

- ERS 1/2 Repeat Pass (35 days)
- ERS 1 - ERS 2 Tandem (1 day)
- Radarsat SAR Repeat Pass

ol DEMs from INSAR
of crossing passes

(24 days)

- Sep.1999 SRTM

Ground Conlrol Points
(GCPs)
- urJ
- Carthographic maps

Figure 4. Flow chart for
data integration and DEM
generation
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High resolution optical
data - (stereo pair)
- SPOT 1-4 PAN
(10m resolution)

-

IRS-1

C/D PAN

computer

communication system for the Limpopo Biver
Basin management system would include:
- two way low-bit-rate data transmission
between ground measurement devtces

Case 3
Fusion of DEMs

space data help hydrological services

system implementation, maintenance and
network management can be supported by an

'engineering and training centre', located in
Europe, until full hand-over of system
operations to the central facility in Xai-Xai has
taken place Global Internet access can also be
established via the same lines.

The Integration of Earth-observation

information
Our studies have identified six key targets for
monitoring and measurement via satellite:
precipitation run otf
detection of flooded areas and flood plains
^,^{^.
ilgruuilurilr
ilrilnagemenl
- aa"in' 'l+' '.al 'wilrer
-^

-

-

Fainfall Map

,^,^+^r' \luqilty
^,,4^^^
^, ,^l;+,,
rouv-vvoLEr
our

erosron

forest monitoring.

To achieve this, the following source elements
nood tn ha inlanraiorl'

Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
The mathematical-hydrological descriptions of

the interrelations leading from precipitation to
run off within river basins, or selected river sub-

basins, form the basis for river run-off
prognosis. the operation of flood warning
systems. flood-control planning and the
operation of reservoirs for drinking water.
hydropower generation and irrigation and

The data-integration concept is shown in
Figure 5, Future extension of the system to

drainage. The DEM raster size and accuracy
needed for water-management activities in the
Limpopo Basin still have to be specified exactly,
but will be more in the metre rather than in the
10 m domain. For distributed run-off modelling
and forecasting, a coarser resolution would
probably be sufficient. For deriving physiographical information and for terrain-corrected

and its visible (VlS: 2.5 km resolution at nadir),

include ground-based or satellite radar data is

optional, The initial data source would be
Meteosat. with its 30 min imaging sequence.

Land -u

Using hierarchical and statistical classification

special activities (e.9. flood protection and other

construction work) are planned. Figure

shows an example

of a

4

data-integration

schemes. combining GIS and satellite data, will
nrovide the hesl resr rlts. With NOAA-AVHRR
lnput, the classification can be based on the
Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI),

if

by

augmented

SOUTCES.

!^+UdLd.

Precipitation intensity and distribution

several classes of vegetation, but future satellite
sensors, such as those
the MERIS
instrument on Envisat, will have better spectral

of the spatial and temporal

variability of rainfall is of primary importance for

water management and run-off forecasting.
Conventional rain gauges only provide point
measurements. The combination of groundbased measurements and complementary
Eadh-observation data will significantly improve
the input for run-off calculations, especially for
convective events in small sub-basins. For the
Limpopo River Basin, a combined system with

necessary

thermal-infrared

TAi^
qonaralinn
^r-^^!. , Ul
^^ lquruo
ahloc thp
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Li ru ouvut oLrvt I n{
vl

of

capabilities and will provide more sophisticated
products on a pre-operational basis.
Evapotranspiration

Evapotransporation (EVPT) is by far the
dominant loss factor as far as the waler

is
nrnv oil
n',rilaAla
nrnnnqad
2e lhaao
pr v|\Juouu. qo
Lr ruru rlatn
uqrq qr
vouy / qvqilqutu
^lr^-^'

balance in the Limpopo Basin is concerned. In
addition, EVPT data are required for irrigation
planning and estimation of reservoir losses. In
conventional run-off models, EVPT is estimated
from meteorological measurements, which is

operationally.

insufficient particularly

geostationary satellite (Meteosat)

data

Basin (rain radar optional)

se classificati on

approach for DEM from different optional data

Knowledge

Data integration

^^^^+.^ldr A^^:JVUUU
Udr rUJ

spacing would

sufficient, but lower
resolutrons might be used for sites for which

5.

infrared (lR) and water-vapour (WV) absorption
band (5 km resolution at nadir) channels. The
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG), with a
15 min imaging sequence, will eventually
provide improved resolution and additional

nen-r'nr-linn
it'L r::n
hc aSSUmed that a 50 m
vs'
'y'
' vv

be

Figure

concept for rainfall
monitoring in the Limpopo

for semi-arid regions.
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Management

Satellite Applications and

Methods

lmprovements

Status

1. Planning:

Flood Protection
(high-precision Digital Elevation
Model: DEM)

High-resolution optical satellite data
Stereoscopy

Poor vedical accuracy

Laser altimeter; very high
resolution panchromatic
stereo data

Flood Plain l\/lanagement
(flood monitoring)

Optical images (VlS channels)
Active MW (change detection)

Disturbances by clouds
Active MW: poor time

Wide-swath SAR with higher
repeat cycle and beamsteering capabilities

resolution

Watershed Definition for
Forecasting (DEM)

Run-off

Stereo imagery matching with highresolution optical data (VlS, NIR)
SAR intederometry (ERS, SRTM)

SRTM data
(depending on data delivery

Operational

policy)

Multispectral data (V|S,N|R,SW|R)
lrrigation and Drainage
(registration; land-use classification) Active MW (SAR)

Operational

High spatial and spectral
resolution

2. Main Services.'
Partly operational

Cloud indexing C/lS, lR)
Thresholding (VlS, TIR)
Cloud life history VlS, TIR)
Passive MW (18-85 GHz)

Precipitation Forecasting
(indirect determination)
(direct observation)

Rain radar: active MW (13

Link to operational run-off

models still missing

-

25 GHz)
Operational for optical
sensors and for SAR wetsnow mapprng

VlS,NlR,SWlR; Active MW
Passive MW for dry-snow mapping
Active MW for wet-snow mapping

Snow Cover
Snow Water Equivalent

Moisture

Active and passive MW
Determination of Soil
(soil moisture content rn the top layer) Wind scatterometer for very large scales
Temperature maps (meteorological

Estimation of Evaootranspiration

satellites)

Satellite rain radar with
increased swath width used
in synergy with other
sensors due to restricted
repeat cycle of radar
Multichannel imaging MW
Radiometer with improved
^^^+i^l .^^^1,,{i:n
r vouru uvr
JPdLrdt

I

Experimental

Dual L- / X- band SAR and
3 to 5 day coverage.

Poor spatial and spectral

SVAT-models and high-

resolution

resolution VIS/lR sensors

Poor spectral resolution
and need for thermal lR

Several narrow spectral
bands (MERIS standard

(indirect method, statistical approach)
Quality of Surface Water
(empirical and analytical methods)

High spectral resolution (VlS NIB)
Thermal maps fllR)
Active MW (oil slicks)

bands VIS)

3. Communication:
Data Transfer from On-site

Monitoring C-, Ku- or L-band on-demand

access

Table 1. Satellite

Satellite Earth-observation data

applications within River

spatially distributed estimation of EVPT.

Basin Management, and the
proposed technical
solutions for improvements

enable

the flood level and of flood

propagation.

Satellite-based Synthetic-Aperture Radar
(SAR) is then the best source of data due to its

Successful operational applications of satellite
EVPT monitoring have been reported not
only for semi-arid areas, but also for the

cloud penetration and hence all-weather
operation, with geodetic, and if possible
accurate digital-elevation data as

mid-latitudes. In both cases the hourly VIS-

complementary information

and lR-Meteosat data are being used

:

in

synergy with ground-based measurements.

-

SAF data sourcesr ERS SAR precisionimage (PRl)

Flood-plain maps
Maps of flooded areas are required in nearreal-time for the taking of emergency measures
and for the short-term prediction of changes in
62

Operational costs have to be
reouceo

Operational

mode (64 kbiVs)

Stations

and

Radarsat SAR SGF data,

with day and night acquisition independent
of cloud cover. A change-detection method
can then be applied (e.9. ratioing) using data
for times with and without floodinq.

space data help hydrological services

-

Optical images: e,g, SPOT HRV Landsat
TM/ETM+; the flooded parts cannot be
mapped for cloud-covered areas, A method

for the classification of ooen-water areas
can be applied. This daia is. however. only
of secondary interest because of the weather

oepenoence.

Agricultural water management
Registration and development of agricultural

regions requires detailed geographical
information on land use, cropping and
irrigation infrastructure. With multi-spectral
high-resolution sensors and with a two-step
strategy for surface type-classification, highresolution land-cover maps can be derived for
agricultural areas for irrigation and crop-yield

surveying. SPOT HRV Landsat-S
Landsat-7 ETM+ can be exploited.

TM

and

Water quality
Detection of water parameters can be carried
out
weekly basis with imaging
spectrometers for the reservoirs of Massingir,
Macarretane and other natural lakes close to

on a

Chokwe, which are large surface-water
bodies. Data sources can include the MODIS
instrument on NASA's Terra platform and the
MERIS instrument on ESA's Envisat (due to be
launched in 2001).
Forest monitoring
Forested areas have positive effects in terms of
floods and erosion, and therefore need to be

treated differently from other surface types in
distributed hydrological models. The two
parameters of most relevance for hydrology
are the forest area and its temporal changes,

and the forest type. Both require

highresolution data, but due to the reduced need
for repeat surveys, aerial photographs may be
suitable for surveying small areas. For large
drainage basins, however, satellite imagery is
the only economic source of data.

financing institutes as the European Union and
the World Bank. River-basin management has
on the one hand the nature of a public good,
which can be used by anybody regardless o1

financial means, and on the other that of a
technical-assistance prolect where the
objective of the investment is primadly to
create conditions for sector reform rather than
to generate a high return on investment.
Careful analysis of the needs in this particular
case have shown that the estimated costs of
completing the project (initial investment,
operations
maintenance) using

and

conventional means are approximately 18%
higher than when using satellite-based data,
based on the defined investment, operation
and maintenance cost conditions.

Conclusion
The capacity

to

monitor the global state of

hydrological elements faces several technical,
economic and institutional limitations, which
have tended to result in restrictive data oolicies
worldwide as well as severe delays in data
availability to research institutions. Remote
areas also suffer from a scarcity of hydrological
observations and great difficulties in acquiring
data in near-real-time, especially in the
developing countries.
Remote-sensing techniques, parlicularly from
provide
permanent surveillance
hydrological
parameters on both a continental and a global
scale. Satellite-based sensors can therefore be
expected to play a major and growing role in
hydrology and water-resource management in
the coming years.

space, have the potential

of

to

For the Limpopo River Basin Management
System, our studies have shown the clear
advantages of space-based Earth-observation

technology for hydrological services in terms
of:

A business plan
Establishing a realistic business plan involves
investigation of the relevant market and
potential clients, as well as the development of
a market strategy and financial planning. For
the Limpopo Water Service case, we have to

distinguish between national water sector
planning, which falls to the national government

and/or its autonomous corporations, and the
policies of the international financing institutes.

The main objectives are to provide capacity
building to the water sector and to promote
regional co-operation by translating global
water concerns into regional initiatives. The

-

improved product quality

by

integrating

spatially distributed information from satellite
in place of ground-based point measurements

-

less dependence on trans-border hydro-

-

logical information systems, and
better access to remote reoions.

The Least Cost Analysis (LCA) method has
also conclusively demonstrated the greater
cost-effectiveness of using satellite-based
technology, which can also open up new
market possibilities for the region, with the
orosoect of additional commercial benefits.
@esa

financing for a trans-boundary water resource
proyect of this nature, in a developing country,
can be sought from such international
63
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Using Open-Source Software and LowCost Computers for Earth-Observation
Data Processing
M.6nnestam
ESA Directorate of Applications Programmes, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

W. Balzer
Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
M. Gurtis
National Remote Sensing Centre Ltd. (NRSC), Farnborough, United Kingdom

System re-hosting

Processing Earth-observation data

The Agency's Earth-observation

projects

The current evolution of technology in general

involve space missions in which instruments
carried by polar-orbiting satellites provide data
to numerous users all over the World. This data
arrives in a raw format requiring processing on
the ground to convert it to data products that

and computers and electronics in padicular,

can be understood and exploited by users.

equipment, as spare parts for and knowledge
of the systems become scarcer after a number
of years, lt also becomes increasingly difficult to
add or change functions of the original

This processing has until recently required very
specific hardware and software, implying
expensive electronic and computer equipment.
The evolution of technology over the last few
years, however, has now made it possible to
use standard, high-performance computers
even for these demandinq tasks.

The introduction of open-source software compliant with industry
standards has allowed the use of low-cost standard computers for a
new set of Earth-observation applications, The Linux operating
system is an example of this kind, which makes it possible to use
ordinary PCs for demanding data-processing needs. ESA has
benefited from this opportunity by replacing old and difficult to
maintain systems with new ones providing both a significant increase
in performance and a reduction in investment as well as maintenance
'costs.

means that systems that were fully state of the

art in their design when built rapidly become
obsolete as more modern solutions become
available. This creates problems in maintaining

systems, as their pedormance is limited and
difficult to increase. lt can also be difficult to find

new peripheral equipment compatible with the
older technology.
The basic algorithms used for data processing
meanwhile often need to be maintained in the
same state throughout the lifetime of an Earthobservation mission, which can last for many
years. The in-orbit instrumentation always
remains the same, although it may degrade
slightly. This means that the original software

and algorithms need to be kept for several
years, whilst the computer hardware needs
regular replacement.

The Agency utilises

Eurooe

for its

a

number of facilities

in

Earth-observation data-

processing tasks, where equipment, systems

and resources have been assembled to form
entities that provide the required services. The
ERS mission is such an example, supported by

so-called'Processing and Archiving Facilities'
(PAFs) where the data are archived and made
available for processing. The PAFs have dataprocessing systems that read data from the
archives and produce data products for the
USETS.

64

The process of changing the

computer

equipment while maintaining the software and
algorithms is called 're-hosting'. lt means that
hardware is replaced by new equipment while
the software remains, wherever possible,
identical. The main problem in this process is
that new hardware often requires a new
intermediate layer, the Operating System,

where basic input and output and most
impodantly mathematical functions are
implemented in different ways. This leads to
situations where the oriqinal software needs to

low-cost eo data processing

be updated although the intention is to keep it

unchanged.

lt

also means that thorough

validation and testing is required to prove that
the re-host generates output indistinguishable
from that of the original system.

Open-source software
The recent evolution in networking using the
Internet has enabled software develooers
around the World to co-ooerate in the socalled 'open-source' movement. This has been
based on the GNU General Public license for
software whereby anyone has the right to
modify the code and re-distribute it as they see
fit. The Linux operating system is one example

of this international co-ooeration. lt is
technically a Unix kernel managing the
computer hardware and networks that was
first developed for the PC architecture. lt is
now also available for many other platforms.

the products looking for global trends and
changes ideally require a coherent data set
processed with the same software version
covering the full mission. The requirement for
re-processing capabilities was therefore
acknowledged by the Agency during 1998.
The GDP at that time was coping successfully
with the processing of new data, but could not
simultaneously support extensive reprocessing. ESA therefore asked the institution
hosting the processing facility, namely the

Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft- und Raumfahrt
(DLR),

to examine the possibility of upgrading

the processing capacity. lt was soon apparent
that there were two possibilities, to extend the
system with the same brand of hardware or to
replace the system with low-cost PCs running
Linux. The second possibility offered a price/
performance ratio an order of magnitude better
than the more traditional first alternative.

It is possible for anyone, through the licence,

to

acquire the source code of Linux by
it from an Internet server. In

The fact that the original processing system
used hardware running a Unix operating

practice, however, is it more convenient to buy

system helped at this stage when the effort to
re-host was analysed. Linux, being a flavour of

downloading

a CD-ROM on which the source code is

for

distributed together with support programs

Unix aiming

and aoolications.

supported the application well without requiring

The fact that the source code is open and

major coding changes. The Agency therefore
finally selected the PC-based solution whereby
twenty identical units would be assembled into

freely available makes modification

and
tailoring for a specific application possible. The
code can be changed and re-built for the
specific environment by the teams building the
application. This means also that the
application when ready is more amenable to
future re-hosting, if required.

The GOME Data Processor re-hosting

The GOME Data Processor (GDP) at the
German Processing and Archiving Facility
(D-PAF) in Oberpfaffenhofen generates data
products for the monitoring of the Earth's
atmosphere. This processor has been in
operational use since the launch of ESA's
ERS-2 Earth-observation mission in 1995. The

output products derived from the Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME)
instrument provide global information about
the atmosphere's content of trace gases like
ozone.

The GOME algorithms and

processing
software used by the GDP have evolved over
the years since the start of operations, due both
to increased knowledge of the instrument's
capabilities and to innovations in processing
techniques. This led to data acquired at
different points in time being processed with
different versions of the data processor, leading
in turn to small but significant differences in the
product output. However, the scientific users of

standard compliance,

a 'PC-farm' to execute the most demanding
parts of the data processing (Fig.

1).

The original software already supported an
architecture in which the processing could be
spread over a network of computers. The main
advantage of this was that one unit could fai
without disturbing the others and that the
overall performance would only be slightly
degraded.
The scope of the proyect at this stage was:
Re-hosting of the most demanding part of
the application, the data-processing engine,
stafting from calibrated instrument data and
ending with user products containing geophysical information.
Maintenance
existing external
interfaces by keeping the system front-end
as it was without changing the hardware.

-

of all

-

of memory handling to
differences in orocessor

lmplementatjon

handle

the

architecture correctly.

The GDP re-hosting project now consisted o{
two major activities related to the application
software: the original software had to be re-built

for the new Linux

environment, and the
differences in processor architecture had to be
handled correctly. The software re-build
demonstrated the fact that Linux and software
65
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showed very small relative differences, all within

the level of mathematical precision, but very
few cases where the relative difference was
high but the absolute difference was low,
because the comouted values were close to
zero.

The D-PAF now uses the re-hosted GDP for its
GOME data processing, The first re-processing
campaign took place during autumn 1999. The

processor generated user products for all
ERS-2 GON/E data over a number of months,
achieving a speed whereby one year of data

got processed in one month, despite several
hardware problems. This can be compared
with the previous pedormance of processing
two months of data in one month with no
ooerational failures.

The UK-PAF re-hosting
The United Kingdom Processing and Archiving
Facility (UK-PAD has provided data-processing
and product-generation services for the user
community since the first ESA Earthobservation mission, ERS-1, was launched in
1991. The oroducts have been derived from
the source data of the main ERS instruments,
i.e. the Radar Altimeter (ALT), the Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) and the Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer (ATSR). The architecture
known as the Earlh Observation Data Centre

was first assembled to suooorl the ERS-1
mission. lt was subsequently extended during
1994 and 1995 to suooort ERS-2.
Figure 1. The Linux larmtor
GOME data processing at
the German Processing and
Archiving Facility (D-PAF)

designed for Linux follows accepted standards
more strictly than other commercially available
products, where machine-specific extensions
are often introduced. The tool translating the
code to machine instructions, the compiler, in
this case showed this behaviour. The original
code used many of these specific extensions,

which the Linux compiler did not support. A
complete inspection of the code was therefore
needed to remove all such extensions. This
also had the beneficial effect that several
previously undetected errors were spotted and
also corrected.
The second major task was the implementation

of the memory handling. the so-called

'by'te

swapping'. The new PC architecture differed in
its memory organisation from the existing
hardware. The project therefore implemented a

byte-swap routine at an early stage that
corrected for this.

One of the main UK-PAF data products is the
Radar Altimeter Waveform Product (ALT.WAP),
which contains the processed RA telemetry as

well as important annotations such

as

correction factors for atmospheric conditions.
This is a global data product offering a unique
r|ata
uoLq
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masses, which no other Radar Altimeter data

set is capable of delivering. The

ALT.WAP

processing chain is located only at the UK-PAF
and its hardware has not been updated since
the ERS-2 launch.
In 1998, the Agency began replacing obsolete
Earth-observation data-

hardware

in its

rocessing facilities, while also ensuring year2000 system compliance. The UK-PAF host,

the National Remote Sensing Centre Ltd.
(NRSC), carried out a study of the implications

for their facility. lt was found that the
architecture from 1995 utilised computer

After these two activities had been completed,
the prolect proceeded smoothly and the

application software could be compiled and
executed on the new PC hardware just 60 days
after the kick-off Comparisons between
outputs from the new and the existing chains

.

hardware that was obsolete such that it made
maintenance very expensive and the

replacement of peripheral equipment like
magnetic tape devices almost impossible.
Moreover, the operating system was not year2OOO compliant.

lt was also recognised that

low-cost eo data processing

Figure 2. The system
architecture of the UK
Processing and Archiving
Facility (UK-PAF)

I Cbit

Fibrc Bactbone

- NIW Linur System

critical subsystems drd not have

any
redundancy, which would cause long periods
of unavai ability in case of failures.

All of these facts led to an NRSC study
whereby the possibility of an upgrade was
considered. The alternatives were soon
recognised. as in the case of the D-PAF, as
either renlar:inn the hardware with a modern

computers (Fig. 2). The lower hardware cost
qllnrnlarl
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function could thus reside on
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at least two

computer hosts. This, combined with the use
of RAID (Rapid Array of Independent Discs)
technology allowing secure data storage and
redundant local-area networks, removed all
possibility of outages due to a single failure (Fig. 3).

version from the same manufacturer, but still

The re-hosting project not only aimed

using the same basic software, or replacing the
hardware with PCs running Linux, which would
also imply system re-hosting. The fact that the
operating system in use at the UK-PAF was an
older version complicated the alternative of a
simple hardware replacement. as the existing
operating system would not execute on any

replacing obsolete hardware, but also had the
goal of securing UK-PAF operations in the year
2000. This meant that the schedule had to be
very ambitious, to allow stadup before the end
of 1999 The project was therefore divided into
three phases, with the most critical functions to
be addressed first, thus securing at least limited
use, The first of the phases secured the

new platform available. This meant that both
alternatives would effectively lead to a rehosting, and the study showed that the effort
required would be of the same magnitude in

at

Figure 3. The scheduler
subsystem of the UK-PAF.
The black unit on the left is
the RAID unit, providing full
data redundancy

both cases.
The success of the D-PAF re-hosting, together
with the significantly better price/pedormance
ratio of the PO-based solution combined with
much lower maintenance costs, led to the
selection of this alternative and the re-hosting

project was started

in late spring 1999.

lt

included all external interfaces, the control of
the SAR and ATSR processing chains, and the

full ALT.WAP processing. The SAR and ATSR
processing chains were not included as they
arc dclivcrad hri
nthor
entitieS
vJ
vL,,v,
r
fOr the UK-PAF'S
USE,

to maintain the existing
rro rarhprehri disCfete fUnCtiOnS afe
statically distributed over a network of

The project elected
:rr:hitontr
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difficult to understand The values in the output

products differed from those of the original
chain in a way that could not be justified. Finally,

a single instruction, namely a numencal
^i,,i^i^^
r, qppuor uu *^ be critical where the
urvrJrur
Lw

rounding systematically differed compared to

the original system This error was

then
propagated throughout the chain to the output
results. The dilterence could Lhus be explained
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ready to use.

The UK-PAF is now fully operational for all
production chains ten months alter project
kick-off. The new systems perform according
tn
ovnonlelinnc
an.l rnioll ahnria tho
nrorrin,
rq
(v
L' 'v
v/\vvuluL,v
Y v v 'vvv
system levels (Fig. 4).

Re-hosting achievements and benefits
The two Linux re hosting projects described
Figure 4. One of the UK-PAF
data-processing subsystems. The unit on the left
is a robotic cassettehandling facility enabling
continuous data processing

exTerlal intedaces of The UK-PAF to erable at
.easT manually conLrolled data processing The
second ir-tegrated the funcL,ons of controlling

in

this arlicle have both shown the excellent
pedormance of this low-cost alternative. lt is

the SAR and ATSR processing chains, tfrus
altowing automated processing 'or these

orri^ont in
nncq,hiliiioq nf
,, I nartinr
L,vu,ulrlar rhat iho
vs,
multiplying the hardware in a way tfrat
traditional alternatives do not permit raises the
performance significantly. This means in the

sensors, The last provided the fully automated

end that much higher throughputs can be

ALT.WAP product processing.

achieved for a similar or even a lower cost.

T

he project experienced some initial delay due

The re hosting

to

Linux on PCs requires

to problems with one of the Custom Off-the

sncr:ifir: atientinn tn two issues: the differences

Shelf Software (COTS) products being used
This item provided the management of the UKPAt databases and had,ust been released as
a native version for Linux. The prolect initially
successfully used a preview version that was
^ot offic,ally supported. but encountered
problems when trying to use a later supported
rrorqinn Tnoqo nrahlpmq nrnrrod qn qprint tq th:t
the preview version was actually recovered ard
used in the final operational system

memory organisation between different
hardware types, and the differences in
mathematicat precision. Re-hostrng projecLs
should therefore identify and establish

in

,^^ i^
+h^ ^^-r,,
qirelonioq tn h:ndlo tn^^^
II I IIIU UOI
IY
.,,UJU i^^,
IJJUUJ
stages, ln order to avoid surprises when the
new outputs are compared with those of the
ex sting systems.

The two

implementations have also
the reliability of the Linux

demonstrated
The first two phases, allowing SAR and ATSR
product generation and suppotling all external
intertaces. were linisned just in [,me for
Christmas 1999 and the UK-PAF successfully
nnmnlotoci tho irce' 2000 "Oll-Over, The final
phase did, however, encounter problems that
delayed the re-stading of ALTWAP producl
generation,

operatrng system. There have been very few
ronnnecl vuluvvu
nr rt:noq u,
and
\all have been related to
'v
hardware or other components outside the
control of the operating system. Projects
implementing this Lec.rnology should therefore

select hardware with a good reputation for
reliability in order to benefit fully from the good
performance of the Linux operating system
itself

The ALT.WAP re-hosting differed from the rest
of the project in that it touched upon the data
processing itself. and not just the processing
control. This meant that the issues of memory
organisation and mathematical precision also
encountered in the D-PAF case became valid.
The first of these caused some problems and
delay. but were resolved quickly in a similar way
to the D-PAF when a general byte-swapptng
strategy was implemented The latter. on the
other hand, created problems that were more
68

.

All things considered, Linux is proving a very

good candidate for use as the operating
system of choice in Earth-observation dataprocessing

facilities.
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it-based quality management of eo operations

lT-Based Quality Management of EarthObservation Operations at ESRIN
W. Lengert
Earth observation Applications Department, ESA Directorate of Application
Programmes, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly
U. Gebelein & G. Lavaux
Serco SpA, Frascati, ltaly

Introduction
The ESRIN Eadh Observation (EO) operational
environment consists of a network of remote
facilities (acquisition stations and processing
and archiving facilities) scattered throughout

Europe and Canada, supporling the payload

data-handling operations

for the

Earth-

for supporting the remote operations. Since
then, the ESRIN facility has been growing
steadily in terms of the number of missions
handled and adapting to the changes in
technology and the constantly increasing user
requirements. With the Agency's ERS missions,
the ESRIN facility became the 'Central

observation satellites operated by ESA. The

Processing Reference Facility'

network is managed by ESRIN in Frascati, ltaly,
where centralised facility supports the
operational activities.

including the functions

a

of

(CPRF),

ERS operational

mission planning, ERS sensor monitoring and
product generation and
control,

and

distribution, mainly related

to data

received

The facility was created within the Earthnet
Programme in the late 1970s to ensure the

from remote international ground stations.

minimum capability needed
solving
problems encountered at the remote sites and

The rapid growth in the functionality and the
services required resulted in an increasing
number of on-site contractors from several

The functions and services provided within the Earth-observation

different companies, quickly transforming the

operational environment at ESRIN have grown rapidly in recent years.
This has resulted in the need for a rationalised approach providing

Centre into a complex operational environment,
This in turn has called for constant organisational
adjustments and has demanded a very rational

for

transparency, optimum use of human and facility resources, and
structured reporting as a basis for sound decision making, planning
and resource allocation. Methodologies have been developed to
improve both the quality and efficiency of the Earth-observation
operations, with an intranet-based framework to support quality
management.

approach to the management of the access to
and control of the computing infrastructure and
the related human resources.

This complex task of rationalisation has been

completed

by

applying

an

Information
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Technology (lT) based framework, into which
identified key functions have been integrated
and are monitored to provide reliable quality
management. This solution allows the
standardisation of procedures for handling
service requests, service provision, conflicts of

requirements monitoring, resource allocation
and control, and generally improves visibility
for the user and the management. This article
describes the methodology adopted, the offthe-shelf tools used, and the many benefits that
have been obtained on a comparativelv shotl
time scale.

The complexity of the environment

The operational computing

of a

under operational qualification on both old and
new technology equipment. The infrastructure
is based on about 100 platforms from the most
popular vendors, and several hundred
peripherals of various types (magnetic/optical),
plus quite a number of very specific pieces of
equipment and laboratory-type units. Most

integration

-

application/system troubleshooting
product and system operational qualification
product and software quality control.

The major tasks can be grouped into seven
broadly defined 'key classes':
Computer Operations (including support to
specialised services)
System Administration
Historical Data Archiving
System/Application Library
Logistics
Shipment
Hardware/Software Inventory.

-

-

hardware items are running very specialised

Quality-management objectives

applications.

operations

which requires specific

configurations.
Operations also require an adequate logistics
set up including hot spare parts, shipment o1
products, consumables procurement and
^+^,^^^
^r |^ardware and software
AVE, +-^^:^^
Lr OUil rV Vr
JLU|
|

configuration changes, tracking of data and
hardware (down to board level) in transit to and
from the remote facilities (stations, Processing
Figure 2. Kiviat graph of
identified QM functional

-

environment

non-homogeneous mix of
computer equipment in the computer room
and various offices running operational and
scientific applications, including applications

consists

The EO operations consist of some predictable
routine work, activities initiated by random user
requests and special tasks, requiring
continuous adaptation of the infrastructure as
well as ad-hoc solutions:
day-to-day operations
data-transfer monitoring
product generation and distribution
reference system operations
acceptance of new operational chains
installation of EO applications and system

and Archiving Facilities) and

hardware

undergoing repair or on loan.

Production Data
Acquisition

Anomaly
Handling

in

Commitments to be fulfilled at alltimes as part
of the routine service to external users by the
operational facility can be summarised as:
Guaranteed availabilitv and reliabilitv of the

-

TESOUTCCS.

-

Satisfaction of customer/user needs.
Defined and committed product quality.

The problem was how to fulfil

such

commitments despite the complexity of the
service requirements highlighted above, and
the constant evolution in the environment being
managed. The solution was to adopt a proper
integrated management system allowing those

Reporting

responsible to work in a fully synchronised
fashion, with everyone aware, at any given
User Request
Handling

time, of the system requirements, the expecteo
workload, the availability of resources, and the

expected output. Full system visibility has
thereby been extended to all people involved in
the operational process, including the service
requesters.

Controlled
lnterfaces

Documentation
Availability

The main objectives set for quality management
were:

Software
Quality Control

in the

EO

ooerations-orovided services towards ESA

management and within the industrial
contract providing the operational services
to ESA

Human Factor

Handover to
Operations

ensuring transparency

-

ensuring continuous control over best usage

of the human and facility

resources, for
increased system efficiency and monitoring

it-based quarity nanagement of eo ope.ations

Services

System

Computer
Operations

Interfaces
Handling
Anomay Handling
Report ng
Controlled
User Request

Handn're. -n Onera linrc
Production Data
Documentation Availabi
Software Qua ity
Human
Data

Acquisition
ity
Conirol
Factor
Integration

Historical
Data
Archive

System/Application
lihranr lnnictinc

Hardware/Software
Inventory Shipment

MN/
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MIV
NM
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Legend
M ([,4andatory)
R (Recommended)
O (Optional)
N (Not App icab

aoso ulety necessary
helps in the day to day work, but depends on the seryice requestor
value-added service, case-dependent
fJncl oral a' t vil\ 1ot pad o' se.vi, e

e)

providing for structured repoding and
decision mechanisms for the timely

identification

of any

rril

tl

''recessary

correclive actions to the core services
allowing proper planning for resource

indq

allocation, taking technological
evolution and evolv ng user requirements into account.

Epmd all

' i!

The QM methodology adopted
An analysis of the work processes and

flow identified ten major

Collepsc all

Intcgratcd t-ogistic Suppori
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activities as being of highest priority and

therefore candidates

of
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constant
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' il
h

monitoring and improvement to ensure
the continued availability of high-level
FO senrir:os :nr-l
rv nror^lr
vr vvur 1619.

part.portlrg
sr,ipp;g
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The methodology adopted was based
as a first step on an evaluation of the

relationship between the f unctional
activities and the services to be
provided. The accompanying matrix
/ahnrro\ eon/ac .c in axample Of the identified
links and assigned weights, depending of the
value of the operational process. Ihe idea was

to build up an adaptive

system

to

allow

flexibility and incremental implementation,

The Kiviat graph in Figure

2 depicts

each

function along an axis and shows a qualitative
measure of its importance for improving the
nerformancc
nf FO nnerations,
,",,,
Y",

BekEow

Controlled lnterlaces
The complexity of the system to be managed
demanded that careful attention be paid to

interface identification and control, The
methods employed had to be flexible and
adaptable to the different levels of
communication required. The information
necessary to supporl operation and monitoring

must be systematically organised and kept
,^h

,.,^, , +L^{ i+

^ ^^ I uu
ha uooily
aacihr tsU
rotriotror]
^,
^ VVdy tl ldl lL UCtl
DUUI
Id
tgvsu

To implement the chosen methodology,

an

in

rn^tU
ot

anaryseo.

Intranet-based framework called the Common

Support System. or CSS. was built up.
Reflecting the structure of the rationalised
organisation, it links the chosen support tools
to an integrated information system and is thus
a logical model of the operational supporl
structure. I he entry page is shown in Figure 3

:i

\z

Formalisation

of the

interactions between

service units was therefore considered a key
issue in improving quality management. Means
had to be found to:
- collect data and maintain the historical data
records

Figure 3. Top level of the
CSS framework
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structure and attribute the data
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-

allow monitor ng of interactions and control
of deadlines

-

allow bas

c

reporting with the provision of

more flexible reporting

become an integra part

-

of the work

sJpport decisior 1laking, The presentation o'
the information needs to be standardised, with
? drSlrnct o^ between two types of report: those
r^ mln2^omant nroqontinn lrandq qriqtom:lin

problems, and the scope of the work
perrormed. ano detaireo repo4s allowng tie
technical officer to closely fo low the services

processes without disturbing them

being provided.

make previously 'personalised' information
easily ava lable to staff and marage-ent.

Anoralinncl
nt
d)ta era hri ihorr netr rro
vl,JEl dLlul rqr nrarl
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Within the CSS framework, such nteractions
were therefore modelled and formal sed via
Web data-entl/ pages Work-flow managemenL

was

implemer-ted where Task exec.tio-

inconsistent, incomplete and, in isolation from
their context, not very meaningful, Processing
anomalies have to be handled properly by data
collect on Too s, wh ch ensure dala consistency
and integrity

needed to be synchronised,
Reporting is updated on a weekly basis mainly
User Fequest Handling
Arjenr r:to mtrlhoos nccded to be identified ar-d
implemented to:
r reor .on
vYUvuLroslg
- roniqler uvvr
- lon rha cr ,rrcnt qtatr rS of activties
- keep track of activit es pedormed
- control deadlines
keep any informatio^ related to "eq-ested
tasks
- al ocate resources and assign pr ortt es.

Within the CSS, requests can be structured
hierarchically both ln terms of time scale

lh^-^^,,,^^
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^ udtdudJu
^^+^^^^^
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queried

to

answer operational ouestions

concerning performances, bottlenecks and
critica depenoencies Figure 4 is ar exa'nole
o'a typical 'epon used today within tre CSS

"a'nework. Ihe wor< packages are lrnked to
app ications, to statf and to the conputer
systems uti ised. The throughput of crtical
sysle'ns tor each work step is displayed ard is
checked for consistency with tbe overal
system performances, thereb,y ensuring the
re iab lity of the information in the repod.

^il hi^.^.^hi^^
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Anomaly Handling

t^,,^t^
tgvYt).

Proper structJreo 'eponing is 'eq;ireo fo'
mnnilor nn nr rrnoscs but also to measure t^e
performance of the service and thereby

Existing knowhow was used to control anomaly
handling, leading to the implementation of a
d sLr b-ted Charge Request Management
System (CBN/S) Th s COTs package was
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of available production data by
providing two levels of productgenerat on sTatus visibility:

-

Moritoring: for example. the state o{

currenL'y orgoing p'o0rrcI

ons

is

visualised and critical production status
is flagged

it-based quality management of eo operations

-

Reporting: production data is systematically
collected and stored in a database, allowing
flexible retrieval and easy evaluation of both
the data and performance parameters.

Hand Over to Ooeratlons with new HW

Software Quality Control

Slh

F!Eh*e O&/ ilsidicalbn d

inDul

Software quality is essential for ensuring smooth

and continuous operation. However, noisy
telemetry or corrupted or wrongly treated
media must also be handled in operations,

ILS aDomE

including data outside specifications. In order
to ensure reparability, adaptability, expandability
and robustness of the operational systems, it
was agreed to ensure stricter application of

recognised software-engineering standards
and guidelines. Software metrics have been

lLSi

dbn

applied following the idea of Tom De Marco that
"you cannot control what you cannot measure".

A suite of appropriate engineering tools was
established and made available to foster
standardised working practices during the
several project/life cycle phases (anomaly
handling, configuration control, test execution,
source code analysis, quality guidelines) and

thus create comparable historical

records

(Fig. 3).

Handover to Operations
To satisfy the objectives listed above, the
SJ.|lctrlgs4b-d-

system handed over to operations first needs
to be qualified. This requires knowledge of the
application, the system configuration, special
requirements for integration in the operational
environment, project history, test config-

- --

urations, etc.
Since qualification is not always applicable, the
Hand-Over-to-Operation for Quality Management
is classified in the following two categories:

channelling the information

-

team was used, compacting these data by

With operational qualification; the operation
team operates the system and takes
commitments for associated oroducts and
SETVICES;

-

Without operational qualification; the operation

team operates the system on a best-effort

to the operations

Intranet questionnaires. Accessing these data
is easy because it is the retrieval of structured

information, while searching

for

specific

information of systems/application in documents
might be tedious and sometimes unsuccessful.

basis for associated products and services.

In Figure 5, it can be seen that the handover
process involved up to 7 service/user groups,
and hence a considerable co-ordination effort.
The methodology implemented assists the
planning and co-ordination activities and allows
monitoring and deadline control for the ongoing

activities. Threshold exceeds are automatically

by the repofting system via
e-mail and must then be justified. To help
communicated

decide on the best corrective action, the test
information, acceptance test documentation,
configuration items, hardware/software
inventory reference data, etc. needs to be

readily accessible. An additional approach

Data lntegration
The utilisation of data as 'information' must be

approached very carefully, since operational
data can be:
incomplete, due to operational disturbances
or certain data not being identified when
requirements were defined
inconsistent, due to changes in application
programs, formats or work processes, and
therefore no longer comparable
incorrect, due to operational disturbances or
being an uncontrolled copy of duplicated data
inaccessible, by being difficult to access or
retrieve from where it is stored, or the system
does not efficiently support crucial queries.

-

Figure 5. Example Handover

workflow
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Figure 6. Integration of
inventories and service'
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to avoid that individua services
create their own local and uncontrolled
accessible

collection of informarion f les. The use o' private

n-ailhnycs

tor

nnc.ational use musl be

drscouraged a"td public means used irstead.
Comforlable user nterfaces and query tools
:llnrnr lho hpql rtqaoc
data
^1
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ulllul
ul lL

information ,evels with lhe saqe look and-feel:

-

The request view tree only supplies Web
pages that are of relevance to the
i^^.,^^-i^^^^^

checks between data delved from different
systems must be applied wherever possible

The database narage'nent system itself
therefore provides valuab e means for
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- The internal

view comprses pages wilh

restricted access, for service-unit staff only.
Docu me ntati on Avai lab i I ity
A Qrrctom l-.)nnr montai nn I rhrarri rnrec qot ttn in

maintain a master'ist of applicable documents
for the operalions environment, including
reference systems, EO off-the-shelf software.

nrotntvncs

anr^l

test

,^iOCumentS, DOCUmentS

can be reqLested directly via the Web within a

searci. for the .eference systems.

a

nnmnalihilitrr nhonL noodq in ho narfnrmorl

after

hardware/software maintenance or

Within the CSS data integration is facilitated

anomaly de bugging. The documented

by

nominal system configuration items and the
Fnnhlinc 2.r-oqq In relevant in'OrmatiO1 Of
the inventories (hardware and maintenance

prolecL history are therefore strictly linked to the
system itself.

contracts) handled by the'inance department.

and linking them to the anomaly-handllng
system to ensure consistency

-

-

Cross-linking hardware and software
invento.y with the system administration
activities and the maintenance contracts to
identify systematic problems.
t/^^^t^^
!^+^
r\uupil t9 +Lu ru udLd -nodel of the handover
separale from the other inventories, resulting
in two data worlds - a planned/.equested
r

- to provide
traceability ot actLal computer configuralions
hacI tn their nrioins

and a nominal/actual world
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ln order to have the correct level of information
availabe tor each system. the Handover-to-

One.atinns nrocedrr"e d scussed above
gathers information through the use of
fnr:r rsscal nr rcstionnaircg.

Human Factors

As alrca.iv notcci rnrqll rng{iygfgd and welltrained stalf a(e key to making quaiity
management in an operational environment a
realitv
Roles and resoonsibilities need to be
vs
'Lt,
clearly defined and documented The
'

it-based quality management of eo operations

qualifications and training and assignment
histories of the staff are also available on-line.

involved in the operational process now feel

Performance has

personal visibility in the operational process.

to be maintained by
continuously improving the working

part of an integrated system, with

greater

environment, implementing best working
practices, communication and training. The
CSS provides human-resource information
transparency (work packages, assignments,
responsibilities, reporting) to the staff and
thereby helps to encourage a constructive

The Central Facility is certainly now more
prepared to absorb the expected increasing

working culture.

Observation payload data exploitation.

workload, stemming mainly from the imminent
staft of Envisat mission operations, and to
integrate the new services required by the
growing market activity associated with Earth

Use of lT Tools

Gonclusion

The Linux operating system is both fast and

As highlighted above, operations should not be
seen as just a repetitive sequence of routine

reliable and the Alpha machines were chosen

for their outstanding price/performance ratio.
To ensure high system availability at reasonable

cost, the fault-tolerant Linux cluster solution
rnrac

arlnntod

POSTGRESQL (also a freeware tool) was
chosen as a low-cost solution for the Database
Management System (DBMS), providing the
performance, flexibility, scalability, distributed
access, safety and physical independence
required, and last but not least the powerfu
SQL (Structured Query Language) capability
POSTGRESQL can be easily accessed from
PC office packages without disturbing day-today operations on the production database.
PC query tools can be employed to elaborate
analyse and display the production data for
reporting purposes.

A

Web-based strategy was followed to
guarantee a high level of information

transparency. The chosen public-domain Web
publishing system Zope has plug-in interfaces
for the most common databases, ano
commercial adapters are also available. Most of
the pages of the Web site tree are dynamically

work. In our environment, a predominant
component is certainly represented by
adaptation of the operational setup to the
changing requirements and the evolution of the
controlled infrastructure due to technology
trends. That also means adjusting and
controlling its dynamic reference in relation to
the external and internal interfaces. This
objective can only be achieved through the
application of systematic quality-management
methodologies.

Quality management implies fact-based
reasoning to provide a solid basis for decisionmaking at all times. An integrated communication
infrastructure is therefore essential and can only

be provided by a centralised Information
Technology system, based on common

databases as core elements, thereby ensuring
the meeting of the key objectives of:
potential groMh of the overall system within
a controlled environment

-

adaptability

by

controlled

adjustments
rationalisation of human resources

transparency

of the decision process

created and stored within Zope using its

SETVICE USETS

object-oriented functionality

increased overall system efficiency.

guaranteeing consistency

of

and

thus

links. Zope

to

is

linked to a Apache Web server, which hosts the

However, information technology

static Web pages of guidelines, procedures,

systematic methodologies alone

work instructions and other documentation.

necessarily ensure successful

A.

synchronisation mechanism avoids concurrent

production data extraction and database
ingestion being performed on the operational
machine whilst maintaining data integrity and
consistency.

The benefits
After some months of operations using the new

tools adopted and the application of the
procedures imposed by the Information
Management System, the benefits are very
clear. The effort needed to manage the entire
operational setup has been reduced and user
satisfaction has increased, due to the overall
improvement in efficiency. The staff directly

and
not
quality

do

management. Optimised processes, good
working practices and motivation cannot just

be expected. The working culture and the
behaviour of the staff involved must also evolve
accordingly, and this evolution must be carefullv
planned and actively guided.
@esa
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Inflatable Re-Entry Technologies: Flight
Demonstration and Future Prospects
L. Marraffa, D. Kassing, P. Baglioni
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
D. Wilde, S. Walther
Astrium-1, Bremen, Germany

K. Pitchkhadze & V. Finchenko
NPO Lavochkin, Khimki, Russia

An innovative concept
The first qualification flight of the Soyuz Fregat

launcher took place from Baikonur in
Kazakhstan aI 4.20 AM on 9 February. On
board was a small capsule, the IRDT (lnflatable
Re-entry and Descent Technology) demonstrator,
destined to enter the Earth's atmosphere and
land without recourse to a parachute or a
conventional heat shield. In place of these heavy
and cumbersome items, the IRDT deployed an

inflatable envelope able to withstand the
extreme hypersonic flight environment before

re-entry (Fig. 1). The newly developed Fregat
upper stage was also to be returned to Earth
using the same re-entry technology.
In cooperation with Astrium-l (formerly DASA)' NPO Lavochkin and the

European Gommission, ESA has developed and launched a capsule
that re-entered the Earth's atmosphere protected by an inflatable heat
shield. During the same mission, the newly developed Russian Fregat
upper stage was also returned to Earth using the same technology.
The last phase of the descent in both cases was performed with no
parachute, allowing substantial savings in launch volume and mass.
Obvious future applications for this new re-entry technology include
International Space Station sample return, the delivery of networks of

small stations to the Martian surface, and the return to Earth of
launcher upper stages.

Such a flexible inflatable shield had been
developed earlier by Lavochkin in the
framework of the MARS-96 project for the entry

and descent of

a

oenetrator into

Mars'

atmosphere. However, this mission was lost
due to a launcher failure, and the inflatable
technology had therefore never been tested
previously.

The inflatable technology offers great
advantages due to its low volume and mass
and is therefore of interest to many potential
users, ranging from the Space Station to

planetary science, and even possibly launcher
technology developers. ESA therefore
decided to investigate the potential of this
advanced concept further.

or

A new programmatic approach
There are at least three aspects of the IRDT

project that made it unique. Firstly, the
programme was conducted, from initial
assessment study to flight, for less than
2 MEuro, including the experimental payload.
This low cost was achieved thanks to the
maturity of the concept (due to Lavochkin's
earlier work), to the simplification of the design

and manufacturing, and of course to the
availability of the comparatively inexpensive
Soyuz Fregat qualification flight.

the capsule's development and
launch was completed in less than a year, the
programme even being shortened by three
months along the way in order to benefit from
an earlier launch opportunity. Even so, some
new experiments could still be incorporated at

Secondly,

the last moment. A

preliminary concept

the irdt demonstrator

feasibility assessment was pedormed between
December 1998 and March 1999, and the
programme was officially kicked-off on 1 May
1999 A Critical Design Review was pedormed
in July 1999, and integration and testing took

place from August

to November

1999. The

launch took place on 9 February 2OOO, and the
capsule was recovered on
February, five

l4

days after its landing. The final presentation of
the results took place at ESTEC on 6 April.
Thirdly, there was real co-operation between

ESA, DASA, Lavochkin and the European
Commission, both in terms of funding and at
the working level. The total cost of the project

was 1.95 M$. Under a contract with

the
International Science and Technology Centre

(ISTC), ESA contributed US$ 650 000, the
European Commission provided US$ 600 000,

(Fig. 2), and a flexible envelope inflated in two

stages. First the flexible entry shield is
deployed, increasing the capsule diameter
from B0 cm to 2.3 m. This flexible shield
consists of an internal network of rubber hoses

pressurised with nitrogen, covered

by

an

insulating layer (Multi-Layer Insulation)
Table 1. IRDT initial mass budget
Rigid nose
Instrument container
Filling system
Inflatable shell
Search system
Qoncnr ncakcaa

17 O kg

8.5 kg
21.0 kg
40.0 kg

25kg
13.0 kg

Miscellaneous

(damping, harness, etc.)
Total mass

10.0 kg
1 12.0 kg
Figure 1. Artist's
impressions of the various
I RDT in-flight configurations

Figure 2. The IRDT in
stowed configuration

DASA provided US$ 500 000, and Lavochkin

US$ 200 000 In addition to funding and
evaluating the project, ESA, Lavochkin and

DASA actively participated together in its
technical definition and assembled the

Equipment Container

IDU Envelope
(stowed)

payroao.

A flexible, re-configurable heat shield
During its entry rnto the Earth's atmosphere, a

Science
Package

capsule relies on the surrounding air for
braking. The gas molecules impinging on its
surfaces conved kinetic energy into heat, most

of which is

carried away by the air flow.
However, a huge amount of heat still enters the

capsule itself. To moderate the resulting
temperature increase inside the capsule, heavy
thermal protection systems are traditionally
used, with a fixed size and shape. In addition,
a dedicated system (parachute. parafoil or
retro-rockets) is necessary to provide proper
landing conditions and stability, and
sometimes a floatation caoabilitv.

The demonstrator deceleration system
consists instead of a small ablative nose

IDU Filling

Equipment Container
Shock-absorber
(non-cocked)

Hou

sekeepi ng Eq ui p ment

Aerodvnamic Shield
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The inflation process is triggered by the
sequential firing of a series of pyro-valves,
which progressively empties of a set of 13

protected by a silica-based fabric impregnated

with an ablative material. As its temperature
increases, this ablative material decomposes,
absorbing heat and thereby limiting the heat

nitrogen bottles into the envelopes, at different

stages of the mission. To ensure adequate
stability during all phases of re-entry and
provide proper deceleration, a sphere-cone

input to the capsule's interior, The thickness of
the material, i.e. number of layers, is designed
to cope with the expected atmospheric-entry
heat loadings with some margin. Then, in place
Figure 3. The IRDT fully
dePloyed
IDU Additional Paft

shape, with a nose radius of 0.61 m and a cone
half angle of 45o has been selected.

of a parachute system, a second cascade is
opened, further increasing the capsule's
diameter to 3.8 m (Fig. 3) and slowing the
demonstrator down to achieve a nominal

An advanced payload

The payload consisted of two

landing velocity in the order of 13 -15 m/s.

scientific

experiments:

-

The FIPEX sensor.' Developed by

IRS

Stuttgart for measuring atomic oxygen in the
upper layers of the atmosphere, this
provided pressure
instrument
measurements allowing the altitude history
of the demonstrator in the stable phases of
its flight to be derived.
The SIONE experiment: STONE, an artificial
meteorite experiment proposed by Prof. A.
Brack (CNRS, Orleans), was intended to
physical
chemical
study
modifications affecting sedimentary rocks
falling through the Earth's atmosphere. The
flrst experiment of this Kind had been
conducted on Foton-l2, flown in September

also

-

the

\

Eouipment

container

(Shock-absorber

cocked)

\

\

and

Thermal Protectton

1999 (see ESA Bulletin No. 101 and 'On
Station', lssue 1, December 1999). Three

Shield

pieces of terrestrial rock were embedded in
the FOton capsule's ablative heat Shield and
exposed to the rigours of atmospheric re-

'Aerodynamic

entry. After flight, the physical

..r--\

,".*S

:11Y" \

z'50

\

syslem Deployffint

Dea@shat@ Deploy@nl
Sepenlion
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-

FSA sr rnnoder1 the installation of three more
rock samples (designated 'STONE 2') on the
nose of the IRDT demonstrator, to endure the
hottest re-entry conditions The samples were
glued onto the ablative heat shield, whilst on

81 CIMTs (Crystal Indicators of Maximum
Temperature), within the ablative front shield

ct rlanrhc n{ Q A .^d 9 mm. fhese

SiliCOn

carbon (SiC) or diamond (C) crystals contain
defects artificially created rn their crystalline
network by a neutron beam The exponential

Foton they had been attached to the capsule s
outer surface by special holders. The new fixing
method was verified by analysis and validated
with both thermal and vibration/shock tests in
Lavochkin's laboratories,

maximum temperature encountered by the
crystal. as well as its duration of application.
Y-rari molcr rromontc narfnrmorl laior nn tho

Ta
roan\/ar\/
a l-roannn
rv fcnililcla
rouiltLqLE nnot-lonr'l.nn
PUoL-tqt tu.t rv rgvvv9r y. o ucouvt

ground, combined with adequate heattransfer analysis methods, allow the

nnn I An
elanarr ur
nf iho
dofanto uqt
uuuoy
il 19 usrguLo
uu rnla+arl
tutdLuu +a
LU +l-rn
LI tu

I

similar that on the Soyuz capsule was installed

In addition. a dedicated sensor
developed

maximum temperature experienced

to be

derived. Such crystals can measure
ttrmnor2tr rrcs rn to 200OoC.

package

by Astrium-l monitored and

recorded the flight parameters:
-

r tFrnn
avio anaalarl6pfpl
O
Lf llEE-4 |J dUUUIUIUT I ruLur

(Triada
R-?On\
\ il tquu a LJw)

The mission
The launch took place from Baikonur Launch

and tl'ree gyroscopes developed by LITEF

- a

three-axis accelerometer from NPO

Site Number 6 at 4.20 AM (to provide optimum

Lavochkin. tor system operations (house-

visibility during IRDT search operations after

keeping equipment)

landing) on the first of the two Soyuz-Fregat
qualification flights for ESAs Cluster project.
Thc canqr rlo ncr-fnrmor1 five OrbitS attaChed tO

- 15 temperature sensors
placed

(thermocouples)

at various points on the

internal

the Fregat upper stage, at 600 km altitude.
After two upper-stage burns and separation of

structure. and B in the payload container,

the Fregat dummy payload representing the
two Cluster satellites, the third burn lowered
aa0

-

65C

its trajectory perigee to 150 km A large
fourlh burn then injected Fregat and the
IRDT into a Earth return trajectory (Fig. 4)

Then, the probe inflated the first cascade of
i+^ uEUErsr
,-l^^^l^.^il^^
qLrur I uuvruu
rrD
^^,,i^^

shield.

lt

^^+i^^tg dJ
^^
duLil

^ h^^+
I tudt
d

separated lrom Fregat without

spinning, and began re-entry
conventional altitude

of

l OO

at

km at

the
an

A AO lzm/o
at -^ I ut
ahqnlr rio rralnnilri
nf Q,Ja
quovruLU
vurvurLy vt
n I ttlo. ot ot
tU y
^^+h,

angle of -7.69o above the Earlh s sphere, at

450

an azimuth of 134.4"N, The longitude was
49.67"E, the latitude 53.7"N The second
cascade. replacing the parachute, opened
frAeneNile

EoTPH

3

i

a{TilBNbri

Figure 5. Ground track of
fire orbits of the IRDT-Fregat
upper stage, with the four
burns highlighted. Above, a
mao of the launch and
landing region
ol
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around Mach O.77, at an altitude of
approximately 32 km. The command was
correctly issued. but the opening was not
provoked by the pyrotechnic firing, probably
due to a malfunction related to non-nominal
ariontq dr rrinn ro ontnr

military authorities and their radars, Two days

Bad weather (snow and fog) and poor visibility
hampered the recovery operations, which had
to be carried out with a single low-altitude
helicopLer flight each day. lt was not until 14
February. five days after the landing. that one of

before the landing, ESA and

the helicopters finally picked up the

Lavochkin was responsible for operations at

the landing site. with the supporl of the local
DASA

representatives joined the Lavochkin engineers
and specialists in Orenburg. a city close to the
Kazachstan border some 1 5OO km southeast
of Moscow. The recovery operations were
directed from the Bussian military aidield of
Chebinky, some 50 km northeast of Orenburg,

a squadron of Mil-Mi 8 and Mil-Mi 6
helicopters is based (the same squadron
usually involved in the recovery of manned

where

capsules returning from the Mir space station; it

had also pafticipated in the recovery of the
Foton-12 descent capsule two months earlier).

Figure 6. The Demonstrator
at the recovery site

resulted in some damage to the lower part of
demonstrator containing the
housekeeping equipment, the radio transmitter
and the locator beacon.

the IRDT

The separation of the two payloads occurred
as planned, and the radar stations detected
two objects falling with different trajectories
within the nominal zone. The Demonstrator
landed aI 12.40 local time, 4 min 51 sec after
re-entry, at 50o 56 min North, 53'43 min East,
just inside the Kazakhstan border (Fig. 5). This
was about 50 km behind nominal point, but
within the dispersion ellipse. The velocity at
touchdown was estimated at 60 m/s, which

IRDT

demonstrator (Fig. 6).
Unfortunately, the high heat load experienced

by the Demonstrator shield during its

high-

speed descent had almost completely ablated
the protective layer (9 mm against the 2 mm
foreseen), and the STONE samples were not
recovered. The Demonstrator hardware was
returned to Moscow for post-flight evaluation,
including detailed inspection and data retrieval,
This inspection confirmed the mechanical
damage dre to too heavy a ground irrpact, but
no thermal burning eflects were visible. Flight
data from the Demonstrator and sensor
nnal, ovv
nnn
Pqun

an r-uvoru
l-'nnrA
vr

riorc
rrPuL9ro
uvr
^nmnr

nnr rld
uuuru

ha
vu

rotricvccl ncrfcclhi Thc nose of the heat shield

showed greater ablation than expected. and
the three S TONF samples were missing (Fig. 7)

The inflatable heat shield was damaged. but
was 80% intact.

Flight evaluation
Afinr
nltvl

+hn
lllv vqvoulvJ
^-^o, ,l^'-

r^^^\/an/
luuvvur y. all
oil qonqnr
our rovr data
uqlq

were retrieved, downloaded and made
available to the various teams involved for
detailed evaluation and discussion. A formal
flight-evaluation review then took place at
ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) on 4 and 5 April 2000.

The accelerometers and gyroscopes indicate a
sharp increase in IRDT acceleration and
rotational rates 37,4 s after its separation from
Fregat (Figs. 8a,b). The Demonstrator's

tumbling motion is attributed to a collision
between the IRDT and its Fregat interface

adapter jettisoned shortly after
Demonstrator's separation.

Figure 7. The nose shield
before and after re-entry.
Note the locations of the
three STONE samoles

82

the

the irdt demonstrator

The accelerometer and thermocouole data
show that the Demonstrator's stability was
restored during the beginning of the re-entry
and that the inflatable structure survived the
peak heat-flux (350 kWm2) and g-load (15 g)
conditions intact, but partially collapsed later.
This resulted in unstable flight conditions, as
indicated by the accelerometer and gyroscope

measurements, and

in a local

increase

in

temperature. This failure could be related to the

earlier impact with the adapter having locally
weakened the thermal protection, to defective

The beacon system was damaged during
touch-down, and its antenna was covered
precluding signals from being acquired during
the recovery operations.

Potential future applications
ISS payload download sysfem
The first practical application envisaged for the
IRDT is as a payload downloading system for
the International Space Station (lSS), with an

ATV or

a

Progress spacecraft as the carrier
G{oed Nx,l{y,Nz

pressure regulation, or to insufficient thickness
of the thermal protection. A significantly larger
mechanical load and ablated thickness on the

I

Untt

c]

-

n,

/h

rigid nose element was observed afteruuards,
and this provoked the loss of the STONE

1

I

experiment and of all but six of the ClMTs.

I

The temperature inside the Demonstrator
increased locally by 200'C, but the internal
temperature of the payload container was

/ll

I
'l

l-

l-

Accf

t.1

T \[

almost unchanged (Figs. 9a-c).

.l-e"xAE.Y

l
I

The second cascade opened nominally

I

(at

(

close to Mach 0.8), but did not inflate. The final

descent was therefore faster than nominal,
leading to a touch-down velocity of around
60 m/s (corresponding to the free fall of the
rigid core body), instead of the 13 m/s design
value. Consequently, the total descent time

1E

550

750

608

TinE, s

was shorter than nominal.
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Figure 8a,b. Acceleration
and angular-velocity
components during re-entry
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Figure 9a-c. Shield
temperature, nose heat flux
(flight rebuilding) and
payload-container
temperature logged during
re-entry
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Figure 10. ISS download
scenario with the ATV

Figure 11. The Netlander
scenano
Separatron
from Ob ler
Sprnnrng

Entry into
atmosphere

l=0se/(
V = 6080 n/sek
H=100kn

lvarimum

glGd
J€tti$n of n€xible theml

t=66sk

insilatid

H=10km
V = 3980

r/sel

Figure 12. Fregat
upper stage entry
configuration with IRDT first
cascade deployed

t = 195 sek

H=89kn
V

=

185

n/sek

M=08

q = 3423 Pa

0

= -63'

(Fig 10). ESA's own download needs are
at 600 kg per year. As for the

estimated

Russian Raduga system, a small capsule would
be installed inside the carrier whilst docked with
the lSS, and would then be jettisoned after the

Activation ol
AiDU2
t = 202 sek

H=8,1kn
V = E6

de-orbit burn of the spacecraft. Each flight of
such a vehicle could return 200 - 250 kg of
payload to Earth. A first analysis indicates that
the costs would be competitive with today's
options for providing such a service, for

nllsek

M=037
ti = -68'

example using the Space Shuttle.

End of ISAU filling
l = 232 sek

Marsnet landers

V = 30 nllsek
0

Separation ofballo@s-

shmk-aborbei

A

= -89"

Landing
I = 511 sek

Deploirent of Surface
l\rodule

'l=

21

NSCK

second possible applicatton of the IRDT
could be for Mars landers. lts potential high
payload/mass ratio and small size is an
advantage for accommodating several probes
on a spacecraft to Mars. Lavochkin has already
studied its potential for a CNES/NASA cooperation on the Mars Sample Return mission,
with the aim of delivering four Netlander

descent vehicles and surface stations to the
planet's surface (Fig. 11). The system consists
of a descent module and a surface module with

a total mass of 60 kg, of which 20 kg
available for the surface module pavload.

is

the irdt demonstrator

Recovery of launcher upper stages
The Fregat upper stage was also returned by

from the first flight and the new requirements
emanating from the ISS downloading system.

an IRDT system as paft of the first flight
demonstration, using 8 and 14 m diameter

The pressure regulation system and

the

launcher interface will be imoroved. and the

inflations of the two cascades (Fig. 12). This
demonstartion served as a good example of
IRDT applications in the areas of reusable and
expendable launch-vehicle stage return, their

heat shield will be strengthened. Telemetry and
navigation systems allowing better descent
monitoring and more efficient recovery

operations will also be introduced, and a
camera will provide images of the various

safe disposal, and aerobraking.

stages of deployment.

Conclusion
For the first time, an inflatable heat shield has
been deployed in space and has successfully
performed a flight experiencing maximum
thermal and mechanical entry loads. Despite
some non-nominal conditions and partial
damage to the envelope, the flight hardware

Among several longer-term improvements to
the capsule, it is foreseen to increase the
payload/mass ratio and offer soft-landing
capabilities. In addition to the ISS samplereturn project, a number of other applications

and data were successfully recovered. The

have already been identified, and will be more
thoroughly investigated

sensor payload worked perfectly and provided
a rich mission database. The FIPEX instrument
was space-qualified.
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Programmatic Risk Management in
Space Projects
M. Belingheri, D. von Eckardstein & R. Tosellini
ESA Directorate of Manned Space and Microgravity,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
ESA's core business is the conception and the
rmplementation of space programmes. A major
element of this responsibility is the definition of
requirements for and the development of space
vehicles and instruments that support space
research and applications. ESA performs this
task in cooperation with its European industrial
partners with whom the Agency agrees
contracts on the basis of commercial proposals

defining the technical tasks to be undertaken,
the duration within which the tasks are to be
completed, and the financial arrangements by

which the Agency compensates its industrial

for their efforls. Any

programme
undertaken by the Agency is limited in funding
to the allocations provided by Member States
and typically 80 to 85% of the allocated funds
are passed to the participating compantes.

partners

The focus of this article is the non-insurable programmatic risk at
programme/project level. To stimulate risk awareness and to assist in
risk mitigation and control, the Directorate of Manned Spaceflight

a process and established an
plan
to its maior programmes.
is
being
applied
that
implementation

and Microgravity has devised

ESA's space programmes vary significantly in
size, duration, and complexity. They can range
from some tens of millions of Euros to several
thousand million Euros, and may be completed
in just a few years or may last ten years or

These and other risks need to be accounted
for. ECSS-M-00-03A is an available standard
(from ESA Publications Division) which may be

consulted

for establishing a suitable risk-

management process.

At the outset, when a programme is initiated,
risks may be covered through the allocation of

a funding reserve as part of the financial

envelope provided. However, in today's
economic climate, the trend is to reduce such
reserves to the absolute minimum at which a
programme is still considered feasible. This
leads to the question of how existing risks can
be 'measured' and the results translated into a

required allocation

of a

minimum funding

reserve to cover them.
It is standard ESA practice for its space-vehicle

development contracts with industry to include
provisions for as many of the foreseeable risks
as possible. These are generally in the technical
domain. As this practice is constrained by how
much risk the industrial partners are willing to
bear for the funds offered, a considerable part

of the total risk cannot be covered by

this

method. This share of the risk catalogue needs
to be controlled by the Agency by the
application of mitigation measures and through
the retention of a funding reserve suitably sized
to cover the remaining risk items.

more. As far as complexity is concerned, a

Risk control reouires awareness of the risk

space programme may be conceived against a
well-defined end
single objective with
product, or with a multitude of objectives and a
variety of products and services to be supplied.

domains summarised in Figure 1.

a

The programmatic risk-management cycle

Programmatic risk management

in

ESA

Programmes is an iterative process throughout

All programmes embarked upon involve risks,

the project life cycle, with iterations being

risks that:

determined by the progress through different
project phases and by changes to a given

the technology needed cannot be provided
technical soecifications are not met
intedaces do not match
required performance is not achieved
products are not available in time
costs are higher than estimated.

baseline influencing resource allocations. Since
the greatest uncertainty is in the earliest stages
of a project, when decisions with major impacts
are also made, risk analysis should be initiateo
as early as possible,

risk management in space projects

Figure 1. The risk domain

RJSKDOMAIN
EXECUTIVE

risks originate extemally in the uncertainties found in the Agency,s operating

environment. Examples are the risks of financial, political and social
instabilities.

CORPORATE

risks generated by the action of the Agency as the owner and operator of
facilities, as an employer and as a user ofservices.
risks generated by the conduct of the primary activities of Agency (space
programrnes). These can be internally generated such as the risk oftechnical
failure, or externally generat€d such as a defect in a vital service (launcher
failure).

INSURABLE

Low probability risks, e.g. catastrophic events such

as

launcher failure.

NON-INSURABLE Medium to high probability risks, e.g.

The process as applied in Manned Space and
Microgravity is illustrated in Figure 2. The first
step, the risk assessment, based on expert
judgement, identifies and estimates the

magnitude of the risk scenarios in terms of
cost/schedule impact on the project baseline.
In this phase, a risk-scenario prioritisation,
based on a defined risk policy, is also carried
out with the aim of sorting the risk scenarios in

t€st

failue

systematic control and tracking of the
implementation of the plans selected in the
previous step. A report is produced to show the
overall risk status of the project and to track the
risk trend during its life cycle.

The frequency of application of the riskmanagement cycle depends on the needs
and complexity of the programme/project.

terms of their relative criticality. The second
step addresses the contingency analysis and

Occasional updates are required when major

defines which risks may be accepted, and for

techniques, performance, etc. of the project

which risk scenarios avoidance/mitigation
plans must be prepared. The third step
consists of the management and decision

changes

to the schedule,

technologies,

baseline occur.

making by which avoidance/mitigation plans

The identification of risk
Managing risk first of all requires that the risks

are implemented and the eventual acceptance
of residual risk is approved. The fourth step,
monitoring and reporting, foresees the

the proyect team and explaining the objectives
of risk management. Under the supervision of

Risk Policy

tlrr)

be known. The risk analysis starts by gathering

rrrr)
;

Magnitude = ( | ) x (P)
Triangular Distribution

Bisk Policy

Risk ltems

:;:; i,o""ii'il<

ilff''

rrrr)

Probability

rrrr|>
rrrr|>

rrrr)

Risk Funds Required

urr)

rrr)
tr r)
rrr)

(pi\

high

> Range
> Estimation

ttrr)

Awareness
Contingency Analysis
Mltigating Actions

Action Status
Figure 2. Process adoptec
in ESAs Manned Spaceflight
and Microgravity Directorate
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the Project Manager, who remains firmly

in

control at every stage of the process, 'experts'
are selected to assist in the identification of risk
scenarios,

Who are these experts? Typically they are
knowledgeable individuals working either within
the
outside. The latter group is useful in order to
comoensate oossible biases and to contribute
independent views and opinions. The number
of expefts may vary from 3-4 for small prolects,
to 1O-15 for large ones. lt is commonly

the project team or supporting it from

programmatic risk domain, including:
technical risks
oolitical risks
contract condition risks
financial risks
contractor/sub-contractor and supplier risks
human-resource risks
schedule risks, etc.

-

The proven methodology applied

-

a set of

the Delphi

this step successfully certainly requires the
acquisition of expert judgements. The way in

structured
questions, which are posed to each individual
during the interview. A generic check list has
been prepared drawing on past experience
available at the Agency and in space industry
(Fig. 3). The questions posed are open-ended

which these judgements are collected is central
to the value and effectiveness of the whole

scenarios. The interviewer, however, tries to

acknowledged that, of all of the steps, risk
identification has the greatest impact on the
effectiveness of risk management. Accomplishing

Figure 3. ltems to consider
when performing a risk
assessmenr

This collection task is usually performed via a
structured interview covering the widest

orocess.

method

foresees

in order to

explore all facets

of the risk

obtain replies which identify the specific problem

with the best detail possible and attempts to
THE FOLLOWNG IS A LIST OF ITEMS TO CONSIDER WHEN PERFORMT{G A RISI(
ASSESSMENT

determine the probability of occurrence and the
performance, cost and schedule impacts if the

ASSESS EACH CATEGOFY AND ADD ANY CLARIFICATION AS NEEOED

risk occurs. The answers are recorded in

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION

' Deeign Matqity:

Programmatic Risk Assessment Register (Fig.
4). During the interview, ways of preventing
risks (or exploiting opportunities to do so) are
also addressed and recorded.

Design definitbn and specs. r€sombly mature (Mh. Spec. TBD'€)
- Design definitbn and specs. inadequte (numdas spec. TBD'S)
. Program intqEl intqfee€ (mturity ol detiniticn and how handled with

In a subsequent step, the results of all of the
interviews are consolidated, thus eliminating

subcontEclce)

' Level ot definitbn and timelines of required syslBms integration data
Complexity of q/sEme anelytbal integration (highly intsstive)
' Fequired anahnbal tools complexity :
-.ProgrEmextgmtinterlaes(mt.lrilyofd€|inition,appr€chtoreso|ut.pnofTBD's)
- cmplex modelling tols required
- tools exi€t
- tools require development

a

duplication and mediating between the different
views exoressed. The result of this exercise is
submitted to the ProJect Manager and his team
to obtain their concurrence for the data

gathered

to be used as input to the

final

Programmatic Risk Management Register.

Risk analysis
The risk analysis involves evaluation of the
identified risk scenarios with the objective of
determining their likelihood of occurrence and
impact on such aspects as cost and schedule,

Figure 4. The Programmatic
Risk Assessment Register
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risk management in space projects

and identifying possible magnitudes, From the

R(n)= P(n)-l(n)

data collected in the Programmatic Bisk
Assessment Register, the risk magnitude
can be expressed in terms of the equation

WhereP(n) = probability of occurrence of scenario n

in

l(n) = likely cosuschedule impact of scenario n

Figure 5.

The various risk scenarios are then cumulated

to

assess the total programme/prolect risk
magnitude. The risk owner is the entity
totally/partially responsible for bearing the risk

Figure 5. The risk equation

consequences (e.9. ESA, Prime Contractor or

both). Plotting the risk scenarios on a
Probability-lmpact Grid (Fig. 6) provides an
immediate and intuitive means of representing
the criticality of each risk scenario. lt also
facilitates risk prioritisation by indicating those

areas

on which attention

should

be

concentrated.

Such prioritisation alone, however, is not
sufficient and needs to be complemented by a
judgement based on a wider set of constraints,

since risks of small magnitude may also be
unacceptable under certain conditions. This set

of constraints is referred to as the Risk Policy.
Screening of the risk scenarios against the Risk
Policy leads to the final prioritisation.

a

I

J-9

6
@

The graphic of the risk scenarios helps to

q{
E

identify three main areas (Fig. 7):
Avoidance Area: Ihe risk is not acceptable; it
has to be eliminated or mitigated.
Mitigation Area. the risk is within the risk
policy, but still represents a threat; avoidance/

-

mitigation actions should be considered.

-

Acceptance Area. the risk does not violate
the risk policy and is negligible, and can
therefore be acceoted.

Figure 6. The Probability

of risk relates to time
distribution (Fig. 8) and the period in which the
risks are expected to occur and, therefore, the
time left to act against them. Experience shows
that the curve of risk distribution over time tends
to be front-loaded due to the better oerceotion
of short-term risks by the staff interviewed.

-

lmpact Grid

Another dimension

Risk Policy definition
The Risk Policy is the main tool for prioritising

risk scenarios. lt identifies the principles,
boundaries and constraints that drive the
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established at
Programme level and it is part of the process
for establishing programmatic baselines. The
definition of a Risk Management Policy
Baseline includes the establishment of criteria
for:
-

-

-
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How to manage risk?
How to control risk?

CONSEOUENCE

Figure 7. The risk decision areas
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This provides the opportunity to:

-

1Wo

-

8ffi
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8

-
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=
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establish goals with related levels of
confidence for achievement

9096

4@k

-
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NA

-

1V/o

trh

develop concepts, strategies and tactics
consistent with the levels of confidence
develop agreements and contracts that are
equitable in their apportionment of risk and
opportunity
avoid built-in budget and schedule overruns
and shortfalls
trade-off risks against opportunities
replace reactive management by proactive
management.

Contingency analysis
The purpose of the Contingency Analysis is to
estimate the financial resources needed to

Figure 8. Typical risk impact time-distribution

INDIVIDUAL RISK SCENARIOS

cover all identified project/programme risks
in an optimum manner. The Monte-Carlo
simulation that is applied calculates the
probabilistic distribution of the overall risk
impact, starting from the single risk scenario.
Each single scenario has its own distribution
based on Likely lmpact, Lowest lmpact,
Highest lmpact, and a probability function. The

PROBABILISTIC DISTRIBUTION

a a
-7
r. tN

xlm.

most significant advantage of this method is
that many independent items are treated as
one set, and therefore the overall probabilistic
distribution of risk is narrowed. The benefit of
applying this method grows with the number of

risk scenarios and/or projects/programmes

OVERALL RISK

involved in the aggregated analysis.
The total projecVprogramme risk impact is the

sum of the estimated scenarios obtained by
Figure 9. The Monte-Carlo computation

generating a random probability and impact for
each scenario and then adding them (Fig. 9).
The orofile of the distribution curve is narrower
than that obtained simply by summing the
distribution of each risk alone, due to the interdependency between the risks. Indeed, the
probability that all risks would materialise at the
Highest or Lowest lmpact is very low (Fig. 10).
The cumulative probabilistic curve obtained by
applying the Monte-Carlo simulation helps to
select a confidence level related to a certain risk
impact. The confidence level is a measure of
the probability that the prolect/programme may
actually incur an impact. lf incurred, the impact

E
J

co
@

o
t

is projected as the Programme/Project Risk
Magnitude identified during the analysis. As

shown in Figure 11,

a line drawn from a

selected probability factor (confidence level) on
the vertical axis, across to the curve and then

down

to the cost axis, shows the cost
to be incurred at the selected

estimated
Likely lmpact

Figure 10. The probabilistic distribution of risk
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confidence level. For example, a contingency
selected at a confidence level of 75% means
that the risk impact has a probability of 75% of
remaining within the amount 'X'. A confidence
level has to be chosen to determine a suitable

risk management in space prolects

of funding reserve to cover the
identified risks. The choice deoends mainlv on:
risk policy
available resources
risk typology
project/programme specificity.

amount

The selection of a suitable confidence level

1W0k
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s0%
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is

one of the major management

decisions
required to identify the contingency needed at
programme or prolect level.
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All risk scenarios falling inside the 'Avoidance'
and 'Mitigation' areas of the Probability-lmpact
Grid are, in principle, candidates for the risk
avoidance/reduction process. The purpose of
this step is to control the risk by implementing
avoidance/mitigation plans leading to deletion
of the risk or lowering of its magnitude. A risk
can be reduced by implementing preventive
and mitigation measures aimed at:
eliminating the cause of a problem
interrupting the propagation of a problem to
an actual impact.

-

Typically, the Project Manager prepares the
avoidance/mitigation plans, which may need to

be submitted to a higher management level,
depending on the degree of authority assigned
to the Project Manager and the complexity of
the issue. The avoidance/mitigation plans are
assessed from a cost/benefit ooint of view to
ensure that:
the cost of implementation does not exceed
the likely benefits
there is a reasonable probability of success
resources assigned
avoidance and
mitigation actions are chosen such that they
offer the greatest chance of success.

to

cfk

Last but not least, a database is created and
maintained to ensure full visibility of the
evolution of the Risk Manaqement effort.

Gonclusions
The Agency anticipates substantial benefits
from implementing the above process in its
major space programmes, in terms of:
risk awareness: the most imoortant asoect of
the approach, supporting risk perception
and control, and a common vision for the
entire organisation

-

risk policy: making project-management
boundaries and constraints more explicit
risk estimation: allowing more consistent and
traceable estimation based on a systematic
method of identifying risks and the repetition
of the analysis cycle
risk control: striving towards dsk avoidance/
mitigation actions, and a confidence-level
approach to contingency allocation.

The details of this process are documented in

the Programmatic Risk Management
This step will result in one of the following:

-

Risk Resolved

Risk Parlially Resolved, i.e. risks that still
constitute a potential danger, but for which
the impact is estimated to be reduced to
acceptable levels
Fisk Unresolved, i.e. no mitigation plans can
be devised, or the resources required
exceed the anticioated benefits.

Figure 11. Contingency
analysis

Plan

released for use in the Directorate of Manned
Spaceflight and Microgravity. A simple software

application

to support data analysis is

rn

preparation, and it will shortly be available via
the ESA Web Site.
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Ways to the Moon?
R. Biesbroek
JAQAR Space Engineering, Den Haag, The Nethedands
G. Janin
Mission Analysis Section, ESA Directorate of Technical and Operational Support,
ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

Previous lunar missions
Lunar exploration began on 1 February 1959
when the Soviet satellite Luna-1 flew past the

Moon. The 360-kg spacecraft was originally
desrgned to impact on the Moon, but missed

and escaped trom the Eartf'-Moon system
That same year Luna 2 did hit the Moon and
became the first spacecraft to impacL another
world (Fig. 1) Luna-3 was the last of the first
nanorqtinn
nf
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Vostok) and became the first spacecraft to view
the far side of the Moon. The second qeneration

ESA has conducted several studies on missions to the Moon in recent

years. The lunar trajectories for most of these missions differ
substantially from those of the lunar missions flown in the 1960s and
70s. In particular, the use of shared Ariane-S launches to reduce cost
puts the spacecraft into a transfer orbit from which novel transfers
and trajectories are needed to minimise the propellant required to
reach lunar orbit. This has led to intensive studies of Weak Stability
Boundary WSB) transfers, which exploit the presence of low-gravity
fields in which small manoeuvres can have large effects on the
spacecraft's motion. The long travel times incurred with this approach
are compensated by the large reduction in propellant mass.

Figure 1. The Luna-2
mission profile

92

(Lunas-4 to14) were landers and orbiters,
launched by Molniya rockets due to the larger
spacecraft masses involved (1500 - 1600 kg).
Many of these attempts resulted in failure, but
Luna-9 was the first spacecraft to land softly on
the Moon, and Luna 10 was the first to orbit

another world, in 1966 The third generation
were 5700 kg spacecraft (Lunas-1 5 Io 24)

by Proton rockets. They were
sample-return, rover and orbiter missions, with
Luna 16 being the first robotic mission to return
a lunar sample. and I una- 17 the Iirst mission to
put a rover (Lunokhod) on another world
Several Zond missions were launched by the
Soviets in the 1960s, mainly as test missions
for future manned Moon missions. Zond-S was
the first mission to return to the Earlh from lunar
launched

orbit,

The USA's lunar programme included several

unmanned missions The 330 kg Bangers
(1962-65) were the first objects sent to the
Moon by the United States and were meant to

deliver television images betore impact,
Ranger-4 crashed on the lunar far side, and is

ways to the moon

therefore the only known human object on that

side. Between 1966 and 1968, five 1000

kg

Surveyors landed in the near-side equatorial
region During that same period, five Lunar
Orbiters (mass 390 kg) successfully mapped
the equatorial region of the Moon for Apollo

(velocity increase to be given to the spacecraftl
was high. A high Av means a high propulsionmass/total-mass ratio, thereby reducing the
mass available for payload.

landing-site selection, The famous Apollo

The 1990s brought a 'return to the Moon'
when four more spacecraft passed close to or

manned rover on the Moon,

orbited the Moon. These unmanned craft were
more interesting from a mission-analysis point
of view, because alternative trajectories were
used to lower the Av requirement. For example,
the Japanese Hiten mission used both a lunar
swing-b,y and a Weak Stability Boundary (WSB)

Programme followed, In 1968, Apollo-8
became the first manned mission to orbit
another world On 20 July 1969, Apollo-11
became the first manned landing on another
world, and in 1971 Apollo-15 put the first

trajectory
Figure 2 shows the Apollo mission profile. The
lirst three stages ot the Saturn-V rocket put the

to reach the Moon with

favourable

conditions for capture lnto a highly elliptic lunar
orbit. The transfer time was 6 months and the

spacecraft into a 160 km Low Earth Orbit
(LEO). After about 2 5 hours, the S-lVB upper
stage performed the Translunar Injection. The
Moon was reached after about 70 hours. The
first Lunar Orbit Insertion manoeuvre was
performed by the Service Module (SM) motor
when Apollo was on the far side of the Moon,
putting the spacecraft into an elliptic 270 km x

to reach the Moon's sphere of

100 km orbit. The second insertion manoeuvre
circularised the orbit to 100 km height. The

influence, after its launcher failed to put it into
the correct orbit. There was not enough

Lunar Nrlodule (LM) was de-coupled and

propellant on the spacecraft for it

a

Descent Orbit Insertion changed its orbit to
15 km x lOO km. Finally, a Powered Descent
Initiation took the LM to the lunar surface.
Apollos-8, 10, 1 1 , 12 and l3 used 'free-return

trajectories', i.e. the orbital energy

of the

launch mass was only 196

kg The US

Clementine mission, launched in 1994, used a

direct transfer with intermediate orbits and
went into a lunar polar orbit, The launch mass
was 1690 kg and the transfer time about three
weeks. The Hughes Global Services-1/Asiasat3 satellite became the first commercial satellite
gravitational

to directly
reach Geostationary Orbit (GEO), but there was
sutficient to place it into a Translunar Orbit to
swing by the Moon twice and return to GEO.
This showed the power of using the Moon's
gravity field to increase orbital energy. Lunar

Translunar Trajectory was chosen such that the
spacecraft could not escape from the EarthMoon system if the SM motor failed to operate,

Prospector was launched in 1998, by an
Athena-ll launcher, directly into Translunar

and could return safely to Earth within a few
days All these missions used a 'direct'transfer

propellant mass was limited. The lunar inseftion

to the Moon, which meant that the transfer time
was at most four days, but the Av requirement

Orbit, which meant that the

on-board

was performed in three stages to place the
3OO kg spacecraft into a lO0 km circular polar
orbit.
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Figure 2. The Apollo mission
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d

to the Moor wthn ESA
begar n 1980 when scerrar os for a Po ar
Orbrt ng LLrnar Observatory (PO[Ot we-e
stLrdred The POLO Inission rr\./o ved two
spacecraft: an orbiter and a re ay sat-a te The
base ne for the POLO (total rass I050 kg)
aunch 'was either a deplo5rrrent trol tie

dLrrng which the spacecraft has changed its
poston dur rg the burns at perigee (shortest
cJ starce fror Earthj The transfer time woud
rave beer 8 days, and the total Av, including
r d corrse correct on and Lrnar Orbit

Space Shuttle nto a c rcu ar 300 kr orbt rs ng
a PAM A, so d rocket stage for Trans I rar Orbtt
lnlect on, or a ded cated Ariane aLtncr A d rect

rlection, r'^ras 15BO mis, resulting n a launch
rrass of i 2C7 kg

r

transfe- to the Moon tn;as selecteci brtt tlre
nriss on was never flcwn

assessn'rent study of IEDA
iLunar Erropean De nonstration Approachl
rn.i as performed to defi|e an explorat on missior

Ten yeirrs later, MOBO {Moon

that rryould ald on the unar surface after
havng beer put into GTO by Arane 5 This

Orb ttng

Observatory) was an []nslrccessfl,r carrcl date

for an El3A M3 medirtnr s ze scient 1c nr ss on
MORO h ghl ghted the use of a shared Ar ane
5 aurch nto Geostat onary Trarrsfer Orb t
(GTO) l\ ci rect Tralsurar Orbt t'voLt d have

to

reach the Moon \ryhel-e t'r-o
d have been nserted rrto a 100
polar orbit The Trarsunar
krr
crcular
to 2OO

been used

spacecri.Lft woLr

Orb

t

iFig
Figure 3 The MORo
mission profilt>

stance Th s was done to m nim se gravity
losses (wh ch occLtr because the thruster burns
are not inrpLrlsve shots. but take a finite time

ESA studies of lunar missions
StLrdies ol'r mssions

Inlect

iJ)

of

on co-rs sts of t rree ra[]oeuvTes
2210 'n, s to lcrease thc apogee

rargest d starce to the Earth rr''th n the orbti
Eartr Moor

fror the GTO apogee to the

19921r'5,

an

again h gh ig rted the prob ems of starting frorr
a GTO orbt when gong to the Moon, dle to
the different planes of the GTO and the Moon's
orbit Th s resu ted in a high lv for the transfei
to the Moon (1730 m/s) and long transfer t mes
of Lrp to 2 rnonths The spacecraft mass was
3347 kg dre to this h gh \v and the fact that a
arge amount of propel ant had to be nc uded
for the andi rg

EuroMoon 12000 was an ESA I t ative for a
unar South Po e exped t on at tlre start ot tl-re
new l^.il enn unr The prrme oblect ve of the
miss on was to perfornr a soft af d ng on the
unar Soutl-r Po e Peak of EternaL L ght Th s
p ace. constart y i u 'n nated by the Srtn, ts
Lrn que in the So ar Syster-n and s dea ly su ted
for futr,rre unar bases, The basel ne for the
13OO kg EuroMoon spacecraft was a direct
aunch nto Trans unar Orbit us ng a SoyuzMolnya auncher n order to reduce gravty
osses durng the insertio'r nto unar orbit tt
was divded nto three phases: () a capture
r'raroeuvre to a 1 50 km x 5O0O km e lipt c orb t,
( i) a r-nanoeuvre to reach a I OO km x 5000 km
orb t, and f na ly ( i) c rcular sat or of the orbit at
IOO krr atlrde, After al nitial orbital phase,
the ander woli d descend toward the South
Pole Fol ovring an ESA Councl decsion. the

prolect was abandoned n March I998

Lr.lnarSat iLunar Academic and Besearch
te) is a IOO kg sate lte designed by
students, scientists and young engineers that
Satell

functlons as the focus for a var ety of
educat ona act v t es The prolect's Phase A
and B were sporrsored by ESAs Office for
Educationa Project Outreach Actvities, The
nrssion study detnotrstrated lunar access va

ane-5 auxi ary pay oad capab lity
wth LEDA, the spacecraft would
have to reach the Moon start ng fronr GTO

the

Ar

However, as

Since only 409o of the spac-ocraft rrass cou d
be al ocated to prope lant, this ed to a .\v
budget of only I450 nr,'s {corrpared to LEDA's
1730 In/'s) and so a different approach was

ways to the moon

necessary. This resulted in a study on using
Weak Stability Boundary transfers, performed
at the end of 1998.
SMART-1 (described in detail in ESA Butletin
No. 95) is an approved ESA protect intended,
inter alia,
demonstrate Solar Electric
Propulsion as a primary drive mechanism. 250

to

days will be needed to get from GTO
1000 km x 10OOO km lunar polar orbit.

to

Moon's velocity, to be captured by the Moon,
and then orbit around it. This is usually done
when passing the periselenium (closest point of

the orbit with respect to the Moon). This burn
can also be divided into several smaller burns
to minimise gravitational losses. The location of
the periselenium cannot be chosen arbitrarily,
but depends on the arrival geometry.

a

Going to the Moon now
The Moon is the Earth's only known natural
satellite. According to the most popular theory

it

exists as a result of a violent encounter
between a heavy celestial body and the Earth
about 4 billion years ago, which caused the
ejection of Earth matter. lt is gravitationally
bound to the Earlh and part of its direct
environment. Going to the Moon is therefore a
natural continuation of the exploration of olanet

Earth. This was well understood at the Firsr
International Lunar Workshop in Beatenberg,
Switzerland, in 1994, where ESA proposed a
four-phase lunar programme:
Phase-1: Lunar robotic exolorer
Phase-2: Permanent robotic presence
Phase-3: First use of lunar resources
Phase-4: Lunar human outpost.

It is the pursuit of Phase-1 of this programme
that has led to the investigation of more novel.
and less expensive, ways of reaching the
Moon. These are discussed below, after first
recalling the classical direct route.
The direct way: fast but expensive
The 'classical' lunar mission begins from a socalled 'parking orbit' around the Earth. The
orbit's apogee (farthest point from the Earth) is

then raised to the Moon's distance or higher by
Translunar Injection, using either the
spacecraft's own main engine or the launcher's
upper stage. When stading, for example, from
a circular orbit at 3OO km altitude, the orbita
velocity is 7.7 km/s. A Translunar Orbit with
perigee at 300 km and apogee at 384 400 km
has a perigee velocity of 10.8 km/s. The Av
for Translunar Orbit Injection is therefore

The lowest Av is needed when using a
Hohmann transfer, when the apogee of the
Translunar Orbit is equal to the Earth-Moon
distance. To reduce the transfer time, the
apogee of the Translunar Orbit could be chosen
higher, at the expense of a slightly greater Av. A

direct transfer typically takes 2-5 days. The
spacecraft should be launched when the
declination of the Moon is smaller than the
inclination of the parking orbit (usually equal to
the
the
Earth's equator is 29 deg, launches from higher
latitudes (such as Cape Canaveral and
Baikonur) are preferable, where there are two
launch opportunities per day,

the latitude of the launch site). Since
maximum declination of the Moon at

This 'classical' direct transfer was used for all
lunar missions from the 1960s to the i98Os,
including the Luna and Apollo missions.

lndirect ways: slow but cost-effective
The launch is a major parl of the total cost of
any space mission; the smaller the launcher,
the less costly will be the mission. The choice
of launcher depends on its performance and
the mass of the spacecraft to be launched. To
reduce cost, the spacecraft's mass has to be
reduced. A large paft of that mass is dedicated
propellant needed for the various

to the

injection and insertion Av's. Reducing Av

Figure

4.

Direct transfer to

the Moon

a

10.8

-

7.7 = 3.1 km/s (Fig. 4). This singte

'perigee burn' can also be divided into several
smaller burns.

Since the orbital angular momentum is
constant, the spacecraft's velocity decreases
as it gets further away from the Earth. On
reaching the Moon, its velocity has fallen to only

0.2 km/s and since the Moon travels with a
velocity of 1 km/s, the spacecraft will be in an
orbit relative to the Moon with a velocity of
about 0.8 km/s. Therefore, another Av has to
be applied to the spacecraft to match the

Rm = 384400 km
Vcirc. = 7.73 km/s

,

Va = 0.19 km/s
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ways to the moon

Arrival conditions at the Moon are comparable
to those of a direct transfer, but the spacecraft

now arrives around the perigee of

the

Translunar Orbit. Since its velocity is now
higher, the relative velocity with respect to the
Moon is lower and therefore the Av needed for
Lunar Orbit Insertion is also lower. The location
of the periselenium cannot be chosen, but
depends on the arrival geometry. Additionat
burns are needed to position the periselenium
for example, above the lunar South Pole.

Long transfers from GTO, though more
complex, make Moon missions less dependant
on appropriate launch windows.
Weak Stability Boundary transfers

How can the Av requirements be furlher
reduced? Lowering the Translunar Injection Av
would mean that we could not reach the Moon,
and therefore this is not an option. The only
other option is to try to reduce the requirements

on the Lunar Orbit Injection. This could

spacecraft

to

nominally reach the Moon, an

attempt was made

to send its companion

be

spacecraft Muses-A, renamed Hiten, towards

achieved by arriving in the vicinity of the Moon
with a low relative velocity, which implies
increasing the Translunar Orbit energy level up
to the Moon's orbit energy level.

the Moon. There was insufficient orooellant

How can the orbital energy be increased
A practical way is to
'steal' orbital energy from other celestial

without paying for it?

bodies, such as the Sun and the Moon. A bielliptic orbit already provides enhanced arrival
conditions, and gives a Av saving compared

with the direct transfer if the GTO node

is

distant from the Moon's orbital node. The total
Av requirement could be further reduced if the
apogee manoeuvre were not provided by a
main-engine burn, but by a perturbation from
the Sun's gravity, for example.

This implies taking the spacecraft to a Weak
Stability Boundary (WSB) region, where the
Sun's or the Moon's gravity is of the same order
as that of the Earth. A small manoeuvre
within such a WSB region can lead to a
drastrc change in lunar arrival conditions.

Figure 7. Hiten mission
profile (the Sun's direction is
shown at Earth departure)
Tick marks are at 5 day
intervals

available for a classical transfer, and so a WSB
transfer was performed to salvage the mission
(Fig. 7).

A

WSB transfer as used by the Hiten

spacecraft involves crossing the Sun-Earth
WSB at a distance of about 1.4 million km from
Earth, where the solar perturbation can
substantially increase the Translunar Orbit
energy, i.e. increase the perigee to close to the
Earth-Moon distance. Figure 8 shows the fieldline directions of the Sun's gravity gradient in a
rotating co-ordinate system (x-axis always
points towards the Sun) with the Earth at the
origin. The gradient gets stronger as one
moves further away from the Earth, and the
greatest effect is therefore at apogee. Figure 8
also shows two highly elliptical orbits with the

spacecraft moving in an anti-clockwise
direction. lt can be seen that the gravity

These WSB regions are located around
the Lagrangian points (see Fig.12).
The concept is not new; in Jules Verne's
book 'Journey to the Moon"(1872), the
spacecraft 'Columbiad' is shown orbiting
the Moon with an aposelenium close to
the L1 point. A small Av given close to
the L1 point, achieved using fireworks,
was just enough to send the Columbiad
back to Earth! More than a century later,
the Japanese Hiten spacecraft was the

first non-fictional mission to exploit the
power of the 'Jules Verne procedure'.

After the failure

of the Muses-B

Figure 8. Field-line
directions of the Sun's
gravity gradient. Two orbits
are shown where the Sun's
gravity would decrease
(quadrant 1) or increase
(quadrant 4) the orbital
energy
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gradient rs directed alongside the velocity
vector at apogee in the second and fourth

over the long period that the spacecraft spends

quadrants of the co-ordinate system. ln the first
and third ouadrants, is directed in the

towards the Moon's distance.

it

to the velocity vector at
apogee. Therefore, if the apogee is located
within the second or fourth quadrant, the Sun
increases the orbital energy which, integrated
opposite direction

in tho qvv\rvv
annnoo roninn
I vt
rvr r. raiqoq fho ncrioce

Upon arrival at the Moon, the Earth-Moon WSB

can be used to further reduce the

Av

requirement. lf the Translunar Orbit energy is
close to the Moon's orbital energy, the

spacecraft can be captured by the Moon.
When reaching the Moon, Earth's gravity can
be used to lower the orbital energy relative to
the Moon so that the spacecraft can no longer

it, A ballistic capture occurs
Earth
has provided the spacecraft
the
because

escape from

with just the right amount of energy to be
captured by the Moon.
For such a ballistic capture, the resulting orbit
around the Moon has an aposelenium close to
the Lagrangian-point distance. A small Av is
then required to lower the aposelenium, since

further Earth perturbations could again send
the spacecraft into a higher energy escape orbit.

Figure 9. A WSB transfer for a 1 December 2000 launch. The red line shows the
spacecraft's orbit, the blue line the Moon's orbit. The Earth is located at the origin
of the plot

Application to LunarSat
LunarSat is a 100 kg spacecraft, 40 kg of
which is propellant and 6 kg is payload. An
Ariane-S could put the spacecraft into GTO

within the 2000-2001 time frame. The Av
budget amounts to 1450 m/s. Studies have
shown that a direct transfer would require 1270

Io 1770 m/s, depending on the

GTO ano

Moon's orbit node difference (i.e. launch date)
A bi-elliptic transfer would call for 1380 to 1490
m/s, also depending on the launch date. As an
be
auxiliary passenger, LunarSat has

to

compatible with the standard Ariane-S duallaunch window for any launch date.

A study was perlormed at ESTEC to see if a

Figure 10. A creative WSB transfer with multiple gravity assists and resonance
orbits, for a launch on 31 December 2000

9 shows a WSB transfer for a launch on
1 December 2000. The solar perturbation

Averaged dVtol as tunclion of launch time

raises the perigee to the Moon's distance, and

1400

1350

i

raises the inclination of the Translunar Orbit
(7 deg at GTO) towards the inclination of the
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Moon's ort:iI (22 deg at end-2000). The transfer
takes 93 days, and the apogee is at 1.4 million
km. The apogee manoeuvre was optimised to
O m/s.

Some creative solutions were found by the
genetic algorithm using lunar swing-bys and

I 150

Closng ol slandard
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resonance orbits like the example (launch on 31
December 2000) shown in Figure 10. The
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Figure 11. Influence of the time of launch on the total av
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WSB transfer would be compatible at all times
with the constraint on the Av. WSB transfers
were calculated for a six-month period from
December 2000 to May 2001, using genetic
algorithms to optimise towards low Av's. Figure

trajectory resembles the one described
previously, but upon reaching the Moon, a
swing-by occurs that puts the spacecraft into a

ways to the moon

The Lagrangian Points
When considering one celestial body in circular rotation
around another one, such as the Moon around the Eafth
or the Earth around the Sun, there are parlicular points in
space fixed relative to the celestial bodies where the force
acting on a spacecraft vanishes. This was discovered by

the French mathematician Comte Louis de Lagrange
(1736-1813) and these points are therefore called the
Lagrangian or libration points. There are five of them:
three (L1, L2 and L3) are along the axis going through the
two celestial bodies and two others (L4 and L5) are
located at the extremity of an equilateral triangle with the
two bodies. lt is even possib/e to define orbits around
fhese pornts. They are unstable, but the corrective
manoeuvres needed for keeping a spacecraft in such an
orbit are relatively modest. ESA's so/ar observatory
SOHO is in such a Halo orbit around point L1 of the EarthSun system, located 1.5 million km from Earth towards the
Sun.

resonance orbit with the Moon, enabling
another lunar encounter after 28 days. Another
swing-by at this encounter puts the satellite
into a new resonance orbit (1 :2) such that, after
another 28 days, Lunar Orbit Insertion occurs,
The total transfer time is 105 days.

The GMV study therefore showed that several

solutions for a WSB transfer are possible,
whatever the launch date and time within the
standard Ariane-5 dual-launch window (Fig.
11). lt also confirmed the feasibility of WSB
transfers from a navigational point of view, jn

that no exceedingly large
The results of the study showed that the

correction

ranged from 1 130 to 1340 m/s, well below the

manoeuvres are needed to reach the target. In
addition, the combination of WSB transfers

budget. Another positive finding scientifically

with multiple swing-bys to escape the Earth

speaking was that LunarSat's periselenium was
located above the lunar South Pole. The study
showed that the spacecraft could arrive in any
lunar orbit, in contrast to direct and bi-elliptic
transfers, which need extra manoeuvres to
adjust the lunar orbit.

and reach other planets which was investigated
showed substantial savinqs in terms of Av.

Av

For LunarSat, then, WSB transfers reduce the

Av required by approximately 2O0

m/s

compared with direct or bi-elliptic transfers,
allowing the overall Av budget to be reduced

from 1450

to

1350 m/s. This implies

Conclusions
A variety of scenarios for missions to the Moon
have been studied in Europe. Recent studies
have focussed on the Geostationary Transfer
Orbit as a starting point due to the possibility of
reducing launch costs by sharing an Ariane-S
launcher making a commercial flight to GEO.
One of the most promising options from such a

reduction in propellant mass of more than 2 kg,

parking orbit is the use of a Weak Stability
Boundary transfer to reach the Moon. The

which in turn means an increase in payload

longer transfer times involved are compensated

from 6 to 8 kg, or a 33ok increase!

by large savings in Av, and the possibility of

a

having all types of lunar arrival orbits, which are

These results were confirmed by a later study

not possible with the classical approaches.

conducted by Grupo de Mecanica del Vuelo
(GMV Madrid), in which a parametric analysis
for LunarSat was performed for the entire year
2OO2. The Av requirement showed a periodic
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Database Administration for Spacecraft
Operations - The Integral Experience
J.Houser&MPecchioli
Mission Operations Department, ESA Directorate of Technical and Operational Support,
ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

lntroduction
Long before the integration of a spacecraft
begins, the structure of the spacecraft
database is defined and documented. Because
of the large amount of data involved, a proper
and clear definition of the database structure is
crucial to minimise the effort subsequently
required to populate and maintain it.

ESAs flight control teams have always used databases for spacecraft

The database is initially populated, used and
validated by the teams responsible for the
design and integration of the different satellite
subsystems. The flight control team at ESOC
would normally see it for the first time two to
three years before the launch. At this stage, the
database is typically in an incomplete and

unstable state, and progressively matures
throughout the integration and test phase.
During the same period, the flight control team

monitoring and control. The mission control systems rely on a
database to interface with the spacecraft, in order to know how to
encode the telecommands sent and interpret the telemetry received'
This approach allows the control system software and the data
describing the controlled domain to be decoupled. Given the number

at ESOC will need to augment and sometimes

of changes typically implemented in a database prior to and even after
launch, no other approach would be feasible.

The size and complexity

The population, validation and configuration control of the spacecraft

significantly affected

database therefore play an impodant role in mission pre-launch
activities. Experience shows that a reliable database is possibly the

most fundamental prerequisite for the successful execution of

spacecraft operations,
The typical spacecraft database consists of
several dozen tables, each containing a portion

of the data. The tables are interrelated in that
one table record can refer to items further
described in other tables. Unfortunately, the
database structure is influenced not only by the
characteristics of the controlled domain (i:e. the
spacecraft), but also by the design features of

the control system itself. Given that different
control systems are typically used by the

modify it. These parallel activities introduce the
need to ensure coherence between these

different versions

of the

database and to

coordinate their maintenance.

of

spacecraft

databases differs significantly depending upon
the particular mission, and has been

by the evolution

in

spacecraft design over the years. For example,
the adoption of modem telemetry/telecommand
standards (e.9. the Packet Utilisation Standard)
allows great data-handling flexibility on board
and therefore implies the need to introduce
more sophisticated techniques on the ground
to describe variable packets, for example. The
describe a
amount of data requtred
in
increased
dramatically
spacecraft has also

to

recent years. For the early spacecraft, only
about 500 telemetry parameters had to be
defined in the database, whereas those for
today's scientific satellites typically contain
more than 15 000 parameters. This groMh has
imposed severe requirements on the functional

and performance capabilities of database

satellite manufacturer's Assembly, Integration

editors and mission-control svstems.

and Test (AlT) team and the flight control team
at ESOC, several different database structures
are normally defined. To suppotl the exchange
of data across the different formats, interfaces

The database maintained by the satellite
manufacturer and delivered to ESOC is

are formally agreed and data-conversion
applications (impod/expotl) developed.

normally referred to as the 'Satellite Database,
or SDB'. The database maintained at ESOC by
the flight controlteam is normally referred to as

database administration for spacecraft ooerations

the off-line 'Operational Database, or ODB'. For
performance reasons, the ODB is convedeo
into an internal format when it is imoorted into
the Missron Control System (MCS), which is
normally referred to as the 'Run-Time Dataoase
.

History
The 8)-column card era
ln the late 1970s and early 19BOs spacecraft
databases were defined and managed on 80-

column punched cards. These cards were a

matrix of holes, 80 columns wide by 12
columns deep. Each column was used to
record one character of information as a series

of holes. The first two rows were used for the
header information, and the remaining 1O to
represent the characters.

There were many punched-card machines in
ESOC during this period. They were as loud
and as large as today's photocopying machines
The problem with punched cards was flexibility
- there just wasn't any! With punched cards it
was almost impossible for the operations
personnel to have an overview of the data
contained within them.

As computer technology progressed, punched
cards were replaced by electronic storage
media, but the organisation of the data itself
was not modified. The data were accessed
using remote terminals connected to a centra

mainframe computer and edited using very
basic text editors. Inputs about the database
content were still received from the satellite

syntactical and on-line consistency checks
could be progressively improved. Most of the
off-line databases that are managed currently
at ESOC are still in ORACLE format.
Object-oriented databases
Object-oriented databases have only recently
been introduced at ESOC both for the off-line
and for the run-time database. The Rosetta off-

line database system and the

run-time
database of SCOS-2000 (latest ESOC infrastructure for spacecraft control systems) are
both based on object-oriented technology.
Database content
The content of the satellite database can
normally be split into three main areas:

telemetry telecommand and flight dynamics
This last area is not addressed in this article
which focusses on the telemetry and telecommand databases of the Inteqral Mission
Control System.
Telemetry
All of us are involved in one way or another in
monitoring data in our daily lives, for example
the water temperature indicators in our cars
What about attaching your thermometer to the
inside housing of a spacecraft's service module
and launching it into space? As opposed to
seeing the data directly, as you can in your car
you encode the temperature value in the form
of binary bits and place them in a data unit (e.9.
a 'packet'), which is eventually down-linked

from the spacecraft. In order to present you

manufacturer in oaoer form.

with an engineering view of the on-board
status, your control system first needs to

The 8O-column card era has been the driving
factor in the design of the database structure

identify which data unit is being received anc
then to know how to extract and decode the
telemetry data delivered by it. In most cases,

for many control systems. The database

structure of the SCOS-1 control system, still in
use today, can be mapped to 80 columns of
information per record.

the location of telemetry data in

the

transmission data units is fixed. This is the
simplest and traditionally most commonly used
approach, but not necessarily the most efficient
one. To optimise the usage of the down-link

it maybe required to transmit

Relational databases

bandwidth,

Relational databases (e.9. ORACLE) were

different data depending on some conditions

in

introduced
the late 1980s with the
development of the SCOS-1 infrastructure and
are still being widely used in ESA. The use of
relational database technology has opened the
progressive increase
door
the
automation in the creation and maintenance of

to a

the spacecraft databases.

of

ORACLE,

in

particular, supports a powerful query language
(SOL), which allows interrogation of the
database and the manipulation of all data
meeting specified criteria (bulk data editing). lt
also supporls a development environment,
which has been used extensively to produce
the editor forms. The visibility of the database
content as well as the sophistication of the

related to the on-board status. The Packet
Telemetry Standard allows this flexibility in that
different packets can be generated depending
on the actual data to be down-linked. A fur.ther
level of sophistication may be required under
some circumstances, whereby the content of

some asynchronously generated packets
depends on the prevailing on-board states.

Once the bits corresponding to a telemetry
parameter sample have been extracted, the
control system needs to know how to decode
them (depending on the parameter type, e.g.
integer, real, string, time) and how to calibrate
them to derive a proper engineering view. One
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as range checks.

aspect that is of fundamental impodance in the

syntactical as well

monitoring of spacecraft telemetry data is an

previous standards, the Packet Telecommand
Standard, and the Packet Utilisation Standard in
particular, allow great flexibility in the encoding

assessment of the validity of the data received.

ls the temperature shown in your car a valid
indication if the car is switched off? Validity
conditions have to be specified in order to
ensure that the data being used are reliable.
This may sound trivial, but in fact it is not as the
validity conditions are normally based on other
telemetry parameters that also require
validation. A chain of conditions is established,

which is typically organised in

a

hierarchical

manner. Once the validity of the received data
is established, the system is supposed to notify

the operator if the on-board status is

not

nominal. This is achieved by applying to each
received parameter a set of checks ensuring
that its value is within the allowed ranges (limit
checks) and also that no unexpected change in
on-board status has taken place (status
consistency checks). A different set of checks
has to be applied, for example, during different
mission phases. This implies that applicability
conditions have to be specified for each check,

each condition also being dependent

on

of a command packet,

including

a

Unlike

variable

number of parameters, or parameters that may
be given values with variable length.
The execution of spacecraft operations typically
requires the transmission of many telecommands
in anhiorio qa uvvv,,,vv
enacifiod nnal
Tn oaqo thiq
vvq,.

process, telecommands are normally collected
in named lists (command sequences), which
can also be associated with parameters
(mapped to the parameters of the constituting
elements). Command sequences are also

allowed

to contain other

sequences (nested

sequences), thereby enabling the hierarchical
definition of the commandinq activities.
The telecommand databases contain all of the

data required to (de-)calibrate and check
command parameter values. to encode,
validate and verify commands and to store the
definitions of command sequences.

telemetry data.

The Integral experience
In many cases, the telemetry data received also

have to be consolidated to ease the visibility of

the on-board status. This is achieved

by

associating with a'pseudo' telemetry parameter

(derived parameter) a routine that is evaluatec
based on some trigger criterion, for example

the reception of a contributing telemetry
OACKEI.

The Integral Mission Control System has been
develooed based on the SCOS-2000
infrastructure. As noted above, SCOS-2000
allows full freedom in the design of the off-line
database system for a client mission. In the
case of Integral, however, the structure of the
off-line database was directly derived from the
organisation of data expected by the SCOS2O0O

The telemetry databases contain all of the data
required to identify, extract, decode, calibrate,
validate, check, derive and display the
telemetry data.

Telecommands

Telecommands are encoded messages
transmitted to the spacecraft to trigger one or
more actions on-board. They can perform
many different functions, the most obvious one

being to switch a unit on or off, as you would
with your normal television remote-control unit
Of course, commanding a modern spacecraft
implies a much higher level of complexity and
also imposes severe safety requirements.
A telecommand is typically composed of several

elements, which may be given a fixed value, or
a default value which can be changed at each
instantiation level (parameters). Mirroring the
processing of telemetry parameters, a value for
a command parameter can be specified/viewed
in engineering form and thus has to be properly
(de-)calibrated and eventually encoded in a
format that depends on the parameter type.
Parameter values can also be subiect to

database importer. This approach offered

the advantage of minimising the conversions
taking place when importing the database into
the run-time system, and thus afforded the
users access to all of the flexibility offered by
SCOS-2000. Also, the organisation of the
SCOS import data is fully 'normalised', in thal
many-to-many relationships between data are

avoided by means
adoption of

of mapping tables. The

a

normalised database structure
simplifies significantly the relationships between
data items and thus the development of the
database editors and consistencv checker.
The size of the Integral database is significant in

that

it currently contains about

150 000

records, occupying more than 12 Mbyte of
memory, As for many other missions currently
managed at ESOC, this has imposed the neeo

to

electronically import

as many data

as

possible from the database delivered by the
manufacturer, thereby avoiding the risk - ano
effort

-

implied by manually inputting all data.

The data flow involved in the process of creating
and maintaining the Integral off-line database is
shown in Figure 1. This process is not a one-off

database administration for soacecraft ooerations

AIT

Figure 1. Data flow within
the Integral database
maintenance process

I

i

INSTRUMENT
DATAMSES

SUBSYSTEM
DATABASES

exercise, because in the years prior to launch
population of the database basically takes place
in parallel on the manufacturer's side and at
ESOC. This is explained and described furlher
in the following sections.

thori aro nrocontoal tn tho vr
and
rv nnoratnrc
vvvr qrvr u
(monitoring side). This is crucial both during the

The Satellite Database (SDB)
The SDB is populated and maintained by the
spacecraft manufacturer based on inputs from

onnnnnrnft
DPOUVUI qlt

those responsible for each subsystem.

execution

of

critical mission phases (when

to be executed under time
as well as during the routine
operations phase (when only a single
operations have

pressure),

UVUI
dtUl
^^^r^+^r

iq
lo racnnncihlo
tuoF/vt rotUt9 fnr
tvt

iha
U ts

execution of all operations without any on-line
engineering support).

lt

contains all of the basic telemetry/telecommand
data required to interJace with the spacecraft,

as well as some basic Boolean expressions,
which are used as telemetry validity criteria,
check applicability criteria, and command pre-

transmission validation checks. Each SDB
version is delivered to ESOC in the form of SQL
scripts, from which a Microsoft Access database

with the same structure is created at ESOC.
This database is not manipulated fudher at
ESOC lt is only used as a reference and for
importing data into the Operational Database

Typical examples of data stored in the ODB but
not impoded from the SDB are the definitions
of monitoring displays and command sequences,

which the flight control team directly defines to
be fully in line with the Flight Operations Plan.
Another area where the ODB requires
significant extension after SDB importation is
the definition of derived parameters. Typically,
hundreds of additional derived oarameters are
defined by the flight control team to refine the
validity, monitoring check applicability and PTV.
criteria, and also to present the on-board status

(ODB, see below). A browser developed in MS-

to the spacecraft operators in the

Access is available to all users to visualise the

convenient manner. Finally, other extensions of
the ODB are required to introduce the data
relating to all of the functions of the Integral
Mission Control System that are not supported
by the control system used by the AlT.- team
(e.9. status consistency checks, load/dump
comparison verification checks, reporl based
verification, variable packets definition),

SDB content.
In order to ensure its integrity and consistency
prior to importation into the ODB, the SDB is
interrogated by the database administrator at

ESOC. Any problems with that particular
version of the SDB are thereby isolated and
addressed during the importation process.
The Operational Database (ODB) editors

Ac nntod alrnrra tha {glgTng{ry/teleCOmmand
data contained in the SDB are automatically
impoded into the ODB by means of a set of
MS-Access queries (basically SQL queries;.
which conved the SDB data and imporl them

into the appropriate fields of the

ODB.

Additional information not delivered by the
spacecraft manufacturer as pad of the SDB is
required in the ODB. On the manufacturer's
qide nnhr thoeo itomq oqconti:l
in
cafohr
rrqr
Lv
uur
vr y
interface with the spacecraft are introduced
into the database. The flight control teams at
ESOC also have to take into account how the
data are entered (commanding side) and how
I

most

Thus, although a large portion of the ODB data
is directly impoded from the SDB, database
editors are nonetheless required to support the
flight control team at ESOC in the definition of
the additional data. Severe requirements apply
in that the Man/Machine Interface has to be
unambiguous, efficient, user-friendly and

protective against the introduction

of

invalid

data.

The Integral ODB (IODB) editors have been
developed based on Microsoft Access,
allowing easy integration of the several
elements involved in a database editor, such as
the Man/Machine Interface forms and the code
written in Visual BasiC. lt elsn sr innnrtq p2q\/

.PW= Pre-Transmrssion
Va idation

-.AlT= Assembly, Integration
and Test
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access to an intuitive query definition
environment (based on SOL), which
rh^
Lt tu udld
^^+^

the
relationships between data items as expected

nnrJ
'la+inn
rdr I purdr
rur I or
ru

by the MCS database impoder. This allows

visualisation. The IODB editors were designed
with the continuous involvement of the end
users, to ensure that the product would meet

simplification of the database export function,
rnrhich iq A
cnnversjgp intO ASCII fOrmat.

^.^^i{i^^^+1.
il iludt tUy udJUJ
bt9t

||

the actual user needs, including those
sometimes not easily specified in tie form of
riremenls One of the main achievements
lies in fact that the editor forms provide a very
good overview of the data being edited as well
renr

as of any referenced data, as shown in Figures

2 and

^t(c

Figure

4 provides an overview of the different
to the IODB editors and

elements related

accnniaio.l tnnle
/imnnrtar
and cnnciqtpnnrr
Lvvrv
\rl

checker). The IODB editors support

a

dedicated on-line function, which enables the
user to understand exactly how a data field is
going to be used in the Mission Control System
and all of the constraints applying to it.

3.

The IODB editors are designed for multiple
^ UVt
^^^*-alised
tLl
tV q
set of tables from
uJUt J OUUUJDil'^^
their own PC in their office environment. The
database tables are based on a str-rcture that
Figure 2. The calibration
curve editor

mirrors the data organisation and

Last but not least, the content of a database

needs

to be

documented. Reports are

produced in order to support reviews and also

a
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to be used as a reference in the control rooms.

The IODB editors support the generation of
reports containing not only the attributes of each

data item, but also cross-reference lists

(i.e.

which item is referenced by which other item).
The database consistency checker
The IODB editors are designed so as to avoid
as much as possible the inputting of incorrect
data. This is achieved, for example, by means
of drop-down selection lists for all multiple-

ExPoflrER

i

OCII M€T IETME(

is also
automatically preserved using the relationships
choice fields. Relational integrity

between tables by means of cascade delete

RIPORTS

and cascade update mechanisms. However
the execution of on-line checks is not adeouate

to

ensure in all cases that no database

inconsistencies are introduced. The database
table organisation is complex, with many

interactions between data. Executing

al.

applicable checks following any user input
would introduce unnecessary complexity and
possibly in some cases even lead to a chicken
and egg loop. Furthermore, a large portion of
the data is imported from external sources,
thereby imposing the need to check the overall
consistency of the data after each data import
operatron.

For Integral, developing an off-line consistency

checker tool has solved these problems. This
application accesses the same database tables

that are manipulated via the editors. lt runs a
predefined set of sophisticated queries aboul
the current database content and returns a
report that can be filtered based on tables,
fields and type of checks. This approach has
proved to be very powerful in providing users

with

a

'snapshot'

of the current

database

status in terms of data consistencv.

Database validation and configuration
control

By the time

a spacecraft is launched, its

Operational Database must be completely error
free and fully tested. There is no system in the

geared to the validation of the Mission Control
System, the Flight Operations Plan as well as
the Operational Database. The advantage of
using the simulator for the validation of the
database is that the various test scenarios

(including failure scenarios) can be relailvely
easily recreated. However, the validation
achieved using the simulator cannot be
considered conclusive. In fact, the simulator's
behaviour is also driven in many cases by
configuration tables that are populated using

the same input as for the

Operational

Database.

System

Val idati

on Tests

The System Validation Tests (SWs) are
conducted by interfacing with the real
spacecraft whilst it is still on the ground. The
actual ground-segment equipment is used and

realistic operational scenarios are exercised.
One of the SW objectives is to confirm the

required confidence. Several methods are used

correctness of the telemetry and telecommand
database. In fact, SWs ensure an end-to-end
validation of all items in the Ooerational
Database, which are actuallv used durinq the

at ESOC to accomplish this task.

LEJL-.

S pacec raft tel e metry p I ay bac k
The first satellite data typically made available
to ESOC for testing are in the form of recorded

The execution of the above tests will lead to the

world that can ensure this, and only an
intensive test campaign can provide the

telemetry data units. These data are useful not
only to start testing the telemetry processing in
the control system, but aiso to start exercising
the telemetry database.
Simulations
Prior to launch, intensive testing activities using
a spacecraft simulator take place. These are

Historical data reprocessing

identification

of any problems with the

Operational Database and their subsequent

of the
database's correctness is still required. On the
telemetry side, this can be achieved by simply
reprocessing the data that have caused the
problem. In SCOS-2000 this is in many cases
simply achieved by opening the monitoring
displays in retrieval mode, which implies
correction, but final confirmation

Figure 4. Organisation of the
IODB applications
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Table

1

Need/Problem

Solution for Integral

Manage large amount of data

Automatically impod TM/TC spacecraft
characteristics from the manufacturer's
Satellite Database (SDB). Allow the users to
access the powerful and intuitive query
language supported by MS-Access

Maximise the work efficiency in the
definition of the Operational Database (ODB)
specific data

Support high-level 'replicate' functions at the

The first version of the SDB is imported
when it is not yet in a final state

Support a 'delta' SDB import option
preserving all data added or modified at ODB

level of data items (e.9. commands).
Minimise the set of checks performed on-line
during editing activities

level

Support an off-line consistency checker
performing all required checks upon user.
Establish relationships across database
tables with cascade delete and update

Ensure overall consistency of the imported
and edited data request

mecnanrsms

Allow parallel maintenance of the
Operational Database from the users' office
environment

Support the remote access of a centralised set
of tables directly from the users' PCs

Provide the users with adequate visibility of

the database content

Design editor forms in collaboration with the
users. lmplement navigation techniques
across related data items

Keep change and version control of the
operational database

Automatically log all user edit actions.
Automatically archive all exporled databases

complete reprocessing of the raw telemetry

packets based on the currently

active

database.
D atab

ase co nf i g u rati o n co ntro I

it is crucial to
ensure that new errors are not introduced into
previously validated data. A rigid database

After the execution of SWs,

change- and version-control procedure

is

typically adopted, whereby each change has to

be traceable and, even more impoftantly,

it

must always be possible to roll back to an older

database version if new problems are indeed
identified. For this purpose, the Integral ODB
editors support the automatic logging of all
user edit ooerations, and all database versions

to the Mission Control System are
automatically archived under a dedicated
exporled
directory.

106

Gonclusions
This article has described the main problems
encountered in administering the Operational
Database for spacecraft operations and the
solutions adopted for the Integral mission. The
problems and the solutions adopted in each

case for Integral are summarised in the
accompanying table flable

1).
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SMP: A Step Towards Model Reuse in

Simulation
L. Argiiello, J. Mir6
Electrical Engineering Deparlment, ESA Directorate of Technical and Operational
Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

J.J. Gujer & K. Nergaard
Ground systems Engineering Department, ESA Directorate of rechnical and
Operational Supporl, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germanv

Rationale

Within ESA's broad range

of

part of the simulator, namely the simulation
framework (also called simulation infrastructure
or simulation tool), This separation is already

space

programmes, simulators are continually being

developed for many different purposes typically engineering, verification, operations
preparation and training - in a more or less
independent manner. Up to now, it has not
been easy to take advantage of the obvious

enforced on most simulator developments
by the use of off-the-shelf simulation tools.

-

A standard interface specification between
models and simulator frameworks needs to
be defined, in order to apply the 'plug-and-

commonality between these simulators within

play' approach already well-established

one project because they were developed

other software areas. This has recently been
done by ESA and is the main focus of this
article. Compliance with such a standard
interface will ensure portability for both
simulation models and simulation tools.
In addition to being compliant with the
standard interface specification, models

following different design guidelines. There was

a lack of standards that could be
to support the reuse of simulation

basically

applied

products.

A standard specification for the interface between simulator models
and simulator infrastructures - the 'Simulation Model Portability (SMP)
Standard'- has been established and validated in the framework of an
ESA initiative, with the participation of the main companies involved in
spacecraft simulation. This will facilitate the implementation of a
'plug-and-play' approach for simulators and will allow for
rationalisation of simulation developments by reusing existing models
independently of the tool for which they have originally been
developed. In particular this will allow the exchange of models
between flight-segment simulators and the simulators used to
support operations and training.
The rationalisation of simulation developments
is now being actively pursued within ESA and

a

clear objective is the exploitation

of

commonality between simulators, first within
the same project and then across projects. This
implies 'portability' of spacecraft models from
one platform
another, since different
platforms are used at different companies and
ESA sites. Achieving that porlability requires the
following steps:
The architecture of the simulator must
implement a clear separation between: the

to

-

simulation models representing the spacecraft
and its environment, i.e. the prolect-specific

pads of the simulator; the general-purpose

in

must be properly documented, validated
and easily accessible, if reuse is to be
successfully applied. We also identify here

how these aspects are supported in the
present concept and what developments
arc required in the future to support
simulation rationalisation.

Obiectives of the SMP standard
The main purpose of the SMP standard is to
promote the re-use of simulation models by
ensuring their portability from one simulation
platform, or infrastructure, to another. The SMP
to fulfil the
following objectives:

standard has been developed

-

Minimise model interactions with their

-

simulation environment.
Standardise interfaces between models and
the simulation infrastructure.

-

Make models understandable for other
developers.

To achieve these goals, the SMP standard
defines a set of specifications for coding and
documenting models, with particular emphasis
on their interfaces, i.e. their visible parl to the
rest of the simulation:
107
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Simulation Model lnterface
specification

The SMI specification defines

(SMI)

a set of

services to be provided both by the models

the outcome would fulfil the
industrial reouirements as well as the

ensure that

requirements laid down by ESA, and also that
the standard would be easv to adopt.

to the simulation infrastructure and by the

-

simulation infrastructure to the models.
Portability guidelines
The portability guidelines provide a list of
recommendations for developing a model

that is

as

portable (i.e. re-usable) as

possible.

-

Document template

Annrnnri:tc

siandardised

The main SMP oroduct is the model interface
specification. In order to validate it, a software
implementation was developed and integrated
with existing simulation infrastructures. The
complete documentation is contained in the
SMP Handbook, consisting of three volumes:
Volume ''l SMP User Manual General
Concepts.

model

-

documentation is a key factor in facilitating
software re-use. The standard deftnes a

-

model document template which, if
completed, should ensure that all of the
important aspects of the model are
accurately described

-

Available SMP products

:

Volume

2: SMP

Software User Manual,

which describes the installation, building and

execution procedures for the software
associated with the SMP

-

Compliance test
As well as defining compliance tests for each
of the guidelines, the SMP standard defines

a system that should be used to test the

3: SMP Interface Specification,
which is the Simulator Model Intedace (SMl)
Specification Reference, describing the SMI
software types and services available,
classified by category.

Volume

model's compliance.
The SMP software consists of:

A concerted ESA-lndustry effort
The SMP standard is the result of a concerted
effort involving both ESA and Industry. Two
sections of ESAs Technical and Operational
Support Directorate (to which the authors of
this article belong), representing the missionoperations simulation requirements at ESOC
and the spacecraft-development requirements
at ESTEC, jointly undertook the establishment
of a technical specification to ensure portability
of simulation models between the two
domains. This was based on preliminary user
requirements put together under ESA co-

Figure 1. Architecture of an
SMP-compliant simulator

a

working group with the
participation of the main European companies
involved in simulation tool development.
Industry was also invited to support the
development of the standard specification, to

ordination by

-

The generic software, independent of the

-

The specific software (plug-ins) required to
implement the SMP standard in a particular
simulation infrastructure. Two such plug-ins

simulation infrastructure used.

are currently available:
. SIMSAT SMP Plug-in
. EUROSIM SMP Plug-ln

-

SLIMSAT:

a

freeware SMP-compliant

simulation environment available on-line for
learning, model-development and testing
ourooses.

Users of the SMP standards
There are three categories of SMP user:
Model developers, who need to know the

-

-

simulator model interface soecification as
contained in Volume 3 of the SMP Handbook.
Simulation Infrastructure vendors, who need
to adapt their simulation infrastructure to be

SMP-compliant and therefore need to know
the simulator model interface specification
as contained in Volume 3 of the SMP
Handbook. They also need the generic, or
sim u lation -inf rastructu re- independent
software implementing the standard and the
corresponding User Manual (Volume 2 of the
SMP Handbook). They then have to develop
infrastructure-deoendent software
interface for their oarticular simulation

the

infrastructure,

-

Simulator developers, or model integrators,
who have to build a simulator, and who need
to know the interface specification (Volume 3
of the SMP Handbook) and the SMP
Software User Manual (Volume 2 of the SMP
Handbook).

Figure 2. Application of the
SMP standard to the
different simulation phases

Publication

lvlodeb mdte their interfaces knorvn to tre SMI

. tublbh seMes
. Rrblish data

Published interfrces are linked to the environment

Integration

. Data is lirked to environment visualisdion
. Servlres are linked to scheduler

Run time interaction behrve€n rnodels and

environment

Run{ime

All of these categories of SMP user need to be
familiar with the general concepts (Volume 1 of

the SMP Handbook).

. Services invoked by scfieduler, script engine, etc.

.
.

Data access by environment
Data transfer betvveen models

standardised services that the models use to
interact with the simulation environment. These
standard interfaces are referred to as the
Simulation Model Interface, or SMl.

Technical details
An SMP-based simulation system
A typical SMP-based simulator will consist of

The Simulation environment provides

four components, as illustrated in Figure 1 (the
'simulation environment' is eouivalent to the

typical simulation support functions that apply
to any spacecraft simulator, including:

simulation'infrastructure' or'tool').

-

l.

Models
The models are the functional representation of
the various physical elements being simulated,

-

spacecraft
subsystem model, position and environment
model, thermal model, ground equipment

-

4. Simulation Environment.

time-keeping (event handling, scheduling,
etc.)

e.g. satellite dynamic model,

public-data handling

public-data visualisation (alphanumeric
displays, graphs, etc.)
simulator commandinq

2. Model Manager

The Model Manager is implemented by the
simulator developer. lt links together all of the
individual model components. The Model
Manager's task is to manage the initialisation of

the models, to establish the

connections

between the models and the environment, and

interactions between models.

The general purpose of the Model Manager is
generic, and it is therefore identified here as a
component of the overall SMP svstem.

Services

3. SMI Software

The SMI software component acts as the
interface between the models and the
simulation environment, lt provides a set of

Data

Figure 3. Interaction
between simulation
models and simulation
infrastructure through the
Simulation Model InterJace
(sMr)

model, etc.

to control the

the

4. SMI can access
published data
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Figure 4. Data transfer from
one model to another via
the Simulation Model
Interface (SMl)
2. Model
data

1. Model

data

Services

Servi
Data
-

5. SMlwrites
into modelB
data

4. SMI reads
ftom model
A data

Data

-

3. Data ransbr
requested (A to B)

-

saving/restoring of break points or simulator

been established, under ESA co-ordination and

states.

involving industrial simulation infrastructure
vendors, to decide upon future upgrades to the

operational phases
The three operational phases for a typical SMPSi mulation

compliant simulation system are shown

in

Figure 2:

-

-

-

Publication phase: making the SMP system

component interfaces known using the
publishing services of the SMl. The Model
Manager 'publishes' the individual models
that are in the simulation system, and then
'calls' each of the published models so that
it can publish its own internal services and
data (Fig. 3).
lntegration phase: integrating all of the
services and data that have been published
into the environment. The Model Manager
uses the SMI environment services to add
published services to the environment
schedule, so that they are invoked in the
run-time phase.
Run-time phase: executing the models in a
simulation. In this phase, models can use
the SMI services to write log messages and
get simulation time. The Model Manager can
also use SMI data-transfer services to move
data from one model to another (Fig. a).

Gurrent and future work
The SMP standard specification has achieved a
stable status and has been frozen. A
Configuration Control Board (SMP CCB) has
110

specification. Any company is invited to loin
either as a full member, if committed to

compliance with the standards,

or as

an

observer. The implementation of upgrades to

the specification and to the

associated

software, including corrective maintenance of
that software, is managed by ESA.

In parallel with the development of the
specification, a validation exercise involving the
simulation infrastructures SIMSAT and
EUROSIM has been carried out. SIMSAT is
the
ESA's simulation infrastructure

for

development of simulators to support
operations preparation. EUROSIM is a
commercial-off-the-shelf real-time simulation
infrastructure used in a number of ESA
projects. The resulting demonstration systems
are available as examples.

Other companies involved in

simulation
infrastructures, either vendors or satellite prime
contractors who have participated in the

of the SMP requirements, are
planning to make their infrastructures complianl

settingup

with the SMP standard specification.

to industry willing to adopt this
standard is provided, inter alia, by means of a
Web site (http://www.estec,esa.nl/smp/) from
Support
which

it is

oossible

to

download the SMP

Figure 5. A screen from the
Project Test Bed simulator
for the PROBA satellite,
showing the telemetry and
telecommand windows, the
onboard event table, a
three-dimensional view of
the satellite orbiting the
Earth, and the mission-toor
oanel
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Handbook, the generic SMP software, as well

as the associated examples ano Les[ sujres

To further promote the reuse of simulation
models, it is foreseen to establish a model

From tbis Web slte, the user can subscribe to a

repository for verified models that conform to

lisL server and become parf

of the discussion
forum, The Agendas and Minutes of the

the SMP standard, thereby facilitating their

Configuration Control Board meetings will also
be accessible fron Lh,s Web site. as well as any
related papers and pLrblications.

platform The SMP model document template
will define a standard format that wili provide
the minimum necessary information to the

The SMP standard is already being applied:

users of the repository regarding the adequacy
of the model for the intended purpose,

rntegration into any SMP-compliant simulation

at the European Space Operations Cenrre

Conclusions

(ESOC), where new simulators are based on

The SMP standard specification is increasingly
being made applicable to ESA prolects, The
main real-time simulation tools used in these
Prolecls are becoming comp,iant witn rhe SMP
standard specification, wbich should soon be
raised to a formal ECSS standard

SIN/SAT

Nf, the new version of

SIMSAT,

compliant with the SMP standard. The first
satellite simulators to follow these standards
will be those for ESA's Rosetta and Mars
Express missions
in the Galileo Programme (devoted to the

developrrent

of

Lhe Furopean saterlite

ESA is suppiying a software implementation of

navgation nfrastructure), which has chosen

the SMP standard specification to facilltate its

to apply the SN/P standard in the
development of the GalileoSat System
Simulation Facility (GSSF)
in the Project Test Bed, a satellite simulatlon
test-bed available at ESTEC to supporl early
prolecL phases Based on EUROSIM, ir has
been upgraded to tne SMP standard (Fig 5).

adoption by simulation-tool vendors as well as

model developers A Web site set up for this
purpose allows the necessary documentation
and software to be easily downloaded from
http ://www. estec esa. nl/smp/

specif cation by submitting it

to the European

Further work is required to promote the reuse
of models A prototype of the model repos tory
needed to facilitate access to welldocumented and validated models is foreseen

Co-operation

Standardization

within the framework

It is envisaged to formalise the SMP standard

for Space

(ECSS) organisation for formal review and,
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Hubble Space
Telescope (HST)
On 24 April, Hubble celebrated its
1Oth Anniversary in orbit. An ESA Press
Conference was organised at the Space
Telescope European Co-ordinating Facility
(ST-ECR in Garching (D) on 27 April to
mark this milestone. The speakers
included C. Nicollier and J.-F. Clervoy, the
two ESA astronauts who participated in
the last Hubble maintenance mission
(SM3-A) in December 1999.
Since that maintenance mission, Hubble
has continued to operate nominally. The
latest Call for Proposals (Cycle 1O) was
issued in June and offered as observing
instruments the Fine Guidance Sensors
(FGS), the ST lmaging Spectrograph
(STIS), the Wide Field and Planetary
Camera 2 (WFPC2), the Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS) and the NearInfrared Camera and the Multi-Object
Spectrograph (NICMOS) refurbished with
a cryo-cooler. The last two Instruments
were announced in anticipation of their
installation and refurbishment during the
next servicing mission (SN/3-B) scheduled
for mid-2001.
The ST-ECF is actively parlicipating with
the Space Telescope Science Institute
(STScl) in the design and implementation
of the calibration software and procedures
for the 'grism' observing mode of the
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS),

This activity includes participation in the
ground testing and in the data evaluation
during the scientific verification of the new
instrument.
The improved calibration for the Faint
Object Spectrograph (a'post-operation'
HST instrument), which has been
developed by the ST-ECF, has been
tested and implemented in the HST
Archive. ASTROVIRTEL, a project aimed
at supporting European Archive research
and funded by the European Commission
(DGXIl), has been initiated and the
deadline for the First Call for Proposals

was 15 June.

Ulysses
At the beginning of June, Ulysses was
at a latitude of 57.5 deg south, 3.4
astronomical units (507 million km) from
the Sun. The spacecraft remains in
excellent condition as it approaches the
staft of the next polar pass. Data
acquisition has been at a consistently high
level, regularly exceeding 987o coverage.
The second visit to the Sun's southern
polar regions officially commences on
8 September when Ulysses reaches 70'
latitude, and will last until 16 January
2001 . The most southerly latitude of 80.2'
will be attained on 27 November.
Although the nutation-like disturbance that
affects the spacecraft as the axial boom

receives progressively more illumination is
not expected to appear before early
December, preparations for dealing with
this operational complication are already
undenvay. These include readying the
Kourou ground station that will be required
to provide support in February/March
2001 . A Mission lmplementation Plan
addressing these specific ESOC activities
has been prepared, Given the useful body
of experience gained during the 1994/95
nutation episode, the expectation is that
no major problems resulting from nutation
will occur, even though the solar forcing
will be about 1.5 times stronqer than on
the last occasion,
Given the outstanding success of the
Ulysses mission to date, and the excellent

prospects for new and exciting science tn
the future, it was recently proposed to
extend orbital operations for a period of
2.75 years beyond the already approved
end-of-mission date of 31 December 2001 .
This further extension was approved by the
ESA Science Programme Committee
(SPC) at its meeting on 6 June,

Huygens
The Cassini/Huygens spacecraft entered
the asteroid belt in mid-November last
year. Distant observations of asteroid 2685
Masursky were carried out by the Orbiter
cameras on 23 January. The spacecraft
then exited the asteroid belt ln mid-April
and it is now well on its wav towards a
distant encounter with Jupiter in
late December 2000. Planning
for the six-month long Jupiter
observations is well advanced
and continuous observation of
Jupiter will starl in early
October.

The fifth Huygens Probe
checkout was successfully
carried out on 2 February, and
all Probe instruments performed
as exoected. On 3 and 4
February, an in-flight, end-toend test of the Probe-to-Orbiter
radio link was carried out. While
the Probe itself remained turned
off, a NASA Deep Space

Artlst's rmpression of U/ysses
crossrng the distant tail of Comet
Hyakutake
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Network (DSN) station in Goldstone was
used to transmit a simulated Probe radio
signal to the Huygens Probe Support
Equipment on board Cassini via Cassini's
High-gain Antenna (HGA) The objectives
of the test were to: (i) carry out an in-llight
characterisation of Huygens' receiver
performance in mission configuration, and
(ii) perform a calibration of the Automatic
Gain Control (AGC) signal strength, to
validate lhe mission link budget that had
been established before launch,
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Integral
The spacecraft, launcher and ground
segment activities have continued
according to the mas[er schedule agreed
at the payload review in April Launch is
planned to take place in April 2OO2
The spacecraft Service Module (SVM)
flight-model integration is nearing
completion A revised detailed flight-model
Assembly, Integration and Testing (AlT)
schedule is being finalised to take into
account the late payload deliveries

A Proton launcher Mission Preliminary

equipped with the various spacecraft
subsystems, including power, data
handling and attitude control. Five of the
ten EM experiments have already been
deljvered and their integration will begin in
late July, by which time the rest of the
units wiil have arrived at Alenia,
All of the actions arising from the spacecraft

Hardware Design Review (HDR) in November
1999 have now been closed and the
Review has been formally finalised.

Design Review (MPDR) was completed in
early July.

The second parl of System Validation Test
(SW Bt has been successfully completed.
The test demonstrated that the satellite
Service plus Payload Module configuration
functions as planned. SW-B included the
execution of operational scenarios to
validate relevant flight procedures At a
later stage. when the payload has been
integrated, stmilar tests will be conducted
to ensure that the Mission Operations
Centre (MOC) will also be able to control
the scientific instruments on board
Integral.

The development of the four scientific
instruments making up the Integral
payload is progressing according to the
agreed completion schedule.

Rosetta
The spacecraft engineering (EM) model is
currently being integrated at Alenia in
Turin (l). The EM structure, which is the
structural thermal model (STM) refurbished
after its environmental testing, is being

Pafticipants in the lntegral Protan launcher
Mission Preliminary Design Review

unveil a face of the Universe that has so
far remained hidden, studying how the firsl
galaxies and stars formed and evolved
Other targets wrrl be the clouds of gas and
dust where new stars are being born,
discs out of which planets may form, and
cometary atmospheres packed with
complex organic molecules.

Payload developmenL is also proceeding
according to plan. After the delivery of the
EM units, the experimenter groups have
staded to work on the flight units. In
November 1999, a Review of the Lander
identified critical items that were
endangering the planned deliveries. A Task
Force was set up, which included an
augmented group from the Lander
management team at DLR (Cologne) and
ESA team members. This Task Force has
now addressed all of the open areas and
at a management meeting at the
beginning of July all parties agreed that.
although the Lander's development was
still a mqor challenge, the programme
was now compatible with the Rosetta
system schedule.
Development of the ground segment
still proceeding according to plan.

FIRST/Planck
ESA's Far- Infrared and Submillimetre
Telescope (FIRST) will be the first space
observatory to cover the full far-infrared
and submillimetre waveband. FIRST will

Artlstb rmpressron of the FIRST spacecraft
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Three instruments will make up FIRST's
payload: HlFl (Heterodyne Instrument for
FIRST), a high-resolution spectrograph;
PACS (Photoconductor Array Camera and
Spectrometer); and SPIRE (Spectral and
Photometric lmaging Receiver). These
instruments, which cover the 60 - 670
micron waveband, will be cooled to
temperatures very close to absolute zero.
Approximately 9 m high, 4.5 m
wide and weighing some
3 tonnes, FIRST will be
launched in 2OO7,
together with the
Planck spacecraft (see
below). The two

\

The Call for ldeas for the next cycle of
Earth Explorer Core Missions assessment
and study was released to the Earth
Observation scientific communities of
Europe and Canada at the end of June.
Meanwhile, work has continued on the
potential candidate missions remaining
from a last cycle. The previous Earth
Radiation Mission (ERM) is the subject of
joint actions between ESA and NASDA
and has been renamed Earth CARE
(Clouds, Aerosol and Radiation
Experiment).

satellites will
During the last quarter, considerable efiort
has also been devoted to Earth Watch
activities, following the ERSIS study. A
number of preliminary technical actions

separate shortly
after launch and
will be operated
independently
thereafter. They will
orbit a virtual point in
space known as the
second Lagrangian point (L2),
between the Earth and the Sun,
about 1.5 million km from Eafth
The Planck satellite has also been
designed to help answer key questions
about the Universe for humankind. lt will
analyse with the highest accuracy ever
achieved the first light that filled the
Universe after the Big Bang, the so-called
'Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
radiation'.
Planck's payload will include a 1.5 m
telescope that will focus radiation from the
sky onto two arrays of highly sensitive
radio detectors, the so-called LowFrequency and High-Frequency
Instruments. Together they will measure
the temperature of the CMB over the sky,
searching for regions that are very slightly
warmer or colder than average. More than
40 European and some US scientific
institutes wlll participate in the design and
construction of these instruments, which
will cover the wavelength range from 1 cm
to one-third of a millimetre, i.e. from the
microwave to the far-infrared.

have been identified.

Meteosat Second
Generation
Arfist's lmpression of the Planck spacecraft

The industrial Invitation to Tender (lTI) for
the FIRST/Planck mission will be issued
by the Agency in September 2000. The
main development phase (Phase-B) is
planned to start in June 2OO1 , with launch
of the two spacecraft currently foreseen
for February 2007.

EOEP

The 1.5 tonne, 4 m high and 4.5 m wide
spacecraft will rotate slowly in orbit to
sweep a large swath of the skY each
minute. lt will cover the complete sky
twice in about 15 months. Operating fully
automatically for an expected 15 months
of routine operations, it will dump the data
that it acquires once per day over a 3 h

This is the second quaderly report on the
Earlh Observation Envelope Programme
(EOEP). By the end of the period, the
industid Phase-A studies for the Cryostat
mission had been completed and were
under review, the industrial offers for the
GOCE mission were in evaluation,
Phase-A studies for the SMOS were in
negotiation, and the Aeolus-ADM
instrument pre-development design
studies had been initiated. The Call for
ldeas for market development had
attracted more than eighty proposals,
which have been evaluated and a
selection made for initiation of this new

penod.

activity.
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The MSG-1 flight model spacecraft is
presently undergoing optical vacuum
testing to verify the performances of the
cold channels of the SEVIRI instrument.
End-to-end spin tests will then follow.
The final test programme is presently
under review pending the preparation of
the MSG-1 flight model for storage, since
the October 2000 launch date has been
shifted by Eumetsat to January 2002 due
to non-availability of its ground segment
and the Ariane-4 launcher.
The Flight Acceptance Review (FAR) is
maintained for August 2OO0 as planned,
but certain elements of it may be
postponed until the spacecraft comes
out of storage to avoid the unnecessary
reoetition of activities.
Analysis of flight data from the Ariane-SO5
launch in March confirmed predicted
shock loads, resulting in the selection of
an Ariane-4 launcher for MSG-1. For
MSG-2 and MSG-3, a new batch of
Ariane-S launchers with improved shock
performance will be available. Due to the
non-availability of Ariane-4 at the time of
their launch dates, a special qualification
programme for these two spacecraft is
being planned in order to make them
compatible with future Ariane-5 shock
toaos.

programmes & operations

The Eumetsat Council, at ts June 2O0O
maatinn
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for a fourlh flight mode N/SG-4, and the
orocJrement of the necessary obsolete
parts for this model, and two potential
further models, IVSG 5 and MSG-6,

Metop
Integration of the engineering model of the
Payload Module is now in fu I swing, with
tbe avionics a ready fully integrated and
lhe firsr inst.-rmer-ts being assemoled ard
tested Notaby. tne Data Co,lecLion Systerr
ard the Search and Fescue paners have
completed the r pane -level integration at
Alenia Aerospazio n Rome (l), and will be
the next items for integration at Astrium in
Friedrichshafen (D)
A solut on to the HJRS synchronisation
problem has oeen lor-,rd. 'equirng onry a
minor modification to the nstrument,
which - once verified by the nstrument
supplier - will a low resolution of this issue,

G esa"
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A signif cant change to the Metop baseline
s being orepared fo owing the Eumetsat
Colnc I s aQprovat of the stan of the
/om^.+ ar an,,r , eT launcr vehicles

^r^^'

from Starsem, in place of the currently
base ned Ariane-S Work now has to start
in Industry to prov de a detailed
con'irmatior^ o1 the inirial assessment
regarding the compatib lty of th s launch
veh,cle, and to p.epare a necessary
changes to the programme,
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Work continues wiLh Industry to reassess
:nd nntimico iho riovolnr
__. _,_Jnent programrrre

and ogic, especrally for the first tlight
model. in vrew of tl'e acrually anticipateo
customer furn shed instrument delivery
dates
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sL,pporting the satetl,te systen' lests
pedorming the Ground Segment Overall
Ver.fication (GSO\4 tests to verify ,nte.tace
compatibrlrty between the satellite and
the ground segrnent (PDS and FOS)
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progressing the in-orbit commissioning
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and validat on teams,
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Satellite and payload

The MSC flight model under lpst at Alcatel

Two thirds of the satellite system tests

Space

have been performed during the second
quarter of 2000. The remaining lests,
requiring an updated version of the
Payload Module Computer (PMC)
software, will be pedormed during the
fourth quarter of tne year
The solar array is currently being installed
on the satellite to make it complete and
ready for the acoustic and mechanical
lests nlanned tn hc norf4.61ed in the LFAF
and on the HYDRA facilities, respectrvely,
at ISTEC during the rhrrd quarter of 2000.

(F)

The Radio Frequency Compatibility iRFCI
test, planned for this autumn, will be the
last opportunity for deploying the ASAR
antenna and completing its radiating panel
(14 of the 20 tiles are currenLly installed;,
The EMC and RFC tests will be per{ormed
within a special large RFC enclosure to be
assembled in the HYDRA test nall during
the summer.
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The satellile Assen bly. Integlratior ard
Test (AlT) schedule is beng regulary
scrutinised and the ngcesscrr! workaround solutions introduced to ensure tts
continued compat bility with the target
launch date of end June 2001

Ground segment
The Flight Operatons Segrent (FOS) has
successfuly driven phase-1 of the Satellite
Verif cal or- Iests 1SW2). e>ecuted as pafi
o' tre sare lte syslem tests SVI-2 is a key
test for demonstrating compatibility
between the satellite and the Flight
Operations Control System implemented
at ESOC in Darmstadt (D) Frhase 2 of thls
test will be executed with tl-re updated
PMC software version available in the
fourth quafter of this year
The Payload Data Segment (PDS) Version
2. accepted during tre lirsL qua'ter. has
been used to start tra n ng operators The
PDS version V3 is currently be ng
implemented and an integrartion/validation
logic has been defined to ensure t mely
availabi ty of thls PDS upgrade
The Processing and Archiving Centre
(PAC) mplementation activi1 es are in
progress D scussions have been held
and agreement reached with the PAC
providers to ensure that they will benefit
from the PDS V3 improvements when
procur ng the PDS generic r:lements
Following evaluatro't of Lhe ,tffers 'eceived
in response to the Invitation to Tender
(llf) two commercial distributors which
are already charged with d stributing ERS
nrn.r t.rq havc necn sclpCtC'd
P' vusvrU

iv'

-Jl

oB

a

!
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International Space
Station
European participation in the
ISS Exploitation Prograrnme
The Executive's procuremerrt proposal
for the Exploitation Phase Operat ons
Contract was unanimously approved at
the June meeting of ESA's Industrial
Pol cy Committee (lPC) A Pre minary
Authorisaton to Proceed (FATP) has been
preoared and releaseo to lrrdustry. This
PATP constitutes the framework within
which the Preparatory Phas;e Activities will
be conducted A Statemenl of Work for
the Operations Preparation Deta ed
Definition Phase has been prepared and
will shortly be released to Industry
118

The Executive has launched Ca ls for
Interest to companies and other entities
nterested in pafticipating n an
o.ganisaLior- to develop commerc,al
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and the other for Innovative Markets, In
connection with the release of tbe Calls for
Interest, an ISS Information Day was held
at ESTEC (NL) for potential business
developers on 16 June

A Pathf nder project on global
branding/sponsorrng has been staded,

Envisat under test tn the LEAF facility at
ESTEC (NL)

Fudher Pathfinder projects are being
prepareo

ISS Overall Assembly Sequence
A first draft of the ISS Assembly Sequence
(Revision-F) was issued by NASA in
May for review and comment by the
International Padners, This flrst draft,
which retained the Columbus launch
date in October 2004, was generally

programmes & operations

satisfactory to ESA. However, a second
draft was released in late June, in which
the total number of Shuttle flights per year
was reduced from 8-9 to 7-8, as a
consequence of which the proposed
launch date for Columbus was shifted to
May 2005. ESA rejected this further
slippage in launch date and is currently
working with NASA to restore the October
2004 date, for which a number of options
have been identified. NASA currently
proposes to baseline Revision-F at the
next Space Station Control Board meeting
on 26 July.
A General Designers' Review was held in
Moscow on 26 June, during which the
readiness of the Service Module, Mission
Control, and the launch site to enter final
launch preparation was reviewed in detail.
No problems were identified, and the
Seryice Module was cleared to enter the
final phase of launch preparation, with a
target launch window of 12/14 July,
subject to the successful launch of the
second Phase-2 modified Proton on
5 July.

Columbus laboratory
Significant potential delays in the flight-unit
integration schedule are arising from
quality problems associated with fibreoptic cables (this is an ISS-wide problem,
not Columbus unique). Otheruvise, on the
flight unit, the acceptance pressure testing
(proof tests and leakage tests) of the
primary structure is complete, and
integration is undenruay to complete the
modal-survey configuration. The results of

the neutral-buoyancy tests at NASA are

Cupola

being incorporated. Testing on the
electrical test model ls proceeding, with
the manually commanded datamanagement, electrical power-distribution
and video functions all having been
completed. The Data Management
Subsystem Cdtical Design Rev ew (CDR)
has been successfully conducted, and
the PICA CDR closeout review is
underway Preparations are well ahead for
the Columbus Syste.n CDR laler this year.

The dome and ring forging are now in
final machining and will be delivered to
the Prime Contractor this summer.
Following the Design Consolidation
Review in the spring, the two major areas
of concern have been addressed. That
relating to therma robustness during
launch-to-activation and during Cupola inorbit transfer from one location to another
has been satisfactorily resolved, The
change from one-crew to two-crew
member EVAs is, however, still being
resolved to determine solutions with
the least impact The internal layout/

Golumbus Launch Barter
Nodes-2 and -3
Negotiations with NASA have been
completed to incorporate the effects of
the many NASA-driven design changes
into a revision of the Columbus Launch
Barter. The corresponding effects on the
industrial return are also being evaluated,
The schedule for the Node-2 delivery
meets the revised Assembly Sequence
need dates, but NASA now plans to have
Node-2 spend 20 months at Kennedy
Space Center for various tests prior to
launch, making it schedule-critical for all
subsequent launches (which include
Columbus and the JEM) Node-3 is not at
all critical.

Cryogenic Freezer Racks
The negotiation of NASA requirements
was successfully completed at an
ESA/NASA meeting in June, The Invitation
to Tender (lff for Phase B/C/D was also
sent out in June. The deadline for
proposal submission by Industry is
September 20OO
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now been established and detailed design
has begun.

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)
The AW Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
took place as planned in Les Mureaux (F),
from 15 to 26 May 2OOO The PDR PreBoard met on 29130 May and concluded
that a number of key issues need further
consolidation prior to the PDR Board
meeting, which has now been
rescheduled for end-October. As a
consequence of this delay. launch of the
frrsl ATV is now expected to take place
in mid-2004.
Ciarification has been obtained regarding
the complementary development tasks to
be performed in support of AW as parl of
the Ariane-S Plus programme.
A contract with Arianespace for nine
launches was signed on 7 June n Berlin,
This is the rargest contract ever signed by
Arianespace at one time with a single
customer.

X-38/CRV

and Applied

Re-entry

Technology (ART)
X-38 deliveries and activities continue,
although some delays have occurred.
Programmatic adjustments have been
made to keep the project within its
allocated budget. The next series of
drop tests, this time of the updated
aerodynamic shape corresponding to that
of the operational Crew Return Vehicle
(CRV), are in preparation. NASA has
delivered the Vl 31R test vehicle to
Dryden Air Force Base.

Participants rn the /SS lnformation Day at
ESTEC (NL) on 16 June
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Following the evaluation of industrial cost
estimates for the ESA CRV items, a reevaluation of the project's scope and
contributions has been conducted. Further
negotiations with NASA have taken place
re the potential barter for CRV and good
progress has been made. The NASA
Phase-1 start up has been delayed until
the end of the year, and the corresponding
ESA Request for Quotation (RFQ) is also
on hold pending confirmation of the new
subscription levels. Selected early ESA
CRV activity tasks have nevertheless been
initiated, principally in the areas of
aerolthermodynamics, avionic analyses
and man/machine interface display
requirements and developments.

Ground-segment development and
operations preparation
The kick-off meeting for the Columbus
Control Centre Phase-82 Extension was
held on 28 June. The AW Control Centre
activities have been expanded to address
specifically the task sharing between the
Control Centre and the flight vehicle, as
recommended in the AW Preliminary
Design Review. Competitive Phase-B
studies have been kicked-off for the AW
Crew Trainer. In addition, initial discussions
with Russia have taken place to determine
their AW training obligations stipulated by
the AW Integration Contract. Development
of the AW cargo-integration software
tools has been initiated.

Utilisation
Promotion
The European Utilisation Board (EUB)
meeting in May was prlmadly devoted to
presentations by EUB members on
national and ESA user programmes for
ISS utilisation preparation. The SOth
meeting of the Space Station User Panel
(SSUP) was held in June with the current
members. The next SSUP meeting will
have a new Chairman and several new
members. The Panel's terms of reference
are still being reworked to reflect more
aoolications and commercialisation
aspects.

At its June meeting, the ESA Industrial
Policy Committee (lPC) endorsed a
second group of Microgravity Application
Projects (MAPs). A MAP-related project
submitted to the European Commission
for funding has been approved. By the
end of June, there were seven MAP
projects for which contracts had been
signed, another seven projects that were
near kick-off, and nine prolects for which
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contract preparation was in progress. As
of end-June, the total MAP funding
amounted to 44 MEuro.

Qualification (COQ)was signed off by
RSC-Energia, clearing the DMS-R for

Preparation for commercial utilisation
A Call for Interest to identlfy companies
and entities to set up the commercial
business development for ISS was issued
in mid-June and replies are due by endJuly. These replies will be carefully
evaluated and those companies retained
will be invited for more detailed
discussions with a view of establishinq
high-level commitments.

The ESA DN/S-R Suooort Plan for the
Service Module launch campaign was
also agreed with RSC-Energia in May.
Under this Plan, ESA and its Contractor
personnel will be located at Baikonur,
Mission Control [sUP), and RSC-Energia
throughout the Service Module launch
and early in-orbit operations, including
ISS docking approximately two weeks
after launch,

Acco m m od atio n hardware devel opment

European Robotic Arm (ERA)
The ERA flight model is now reachtng
its final stages of assembly prior to
commencing its test campaign. The first
major tests planned are vibration and
EMC testing, both of which are to be
carried out at ESTEC (NL). Problems with
some parts of the flight model have
delayed completion of the integration,
however, with the consequence that the
previously planned early functional testing
has been delayed until after the ESTEC
tests. This will delay flight-model delivery
until June 2001 .

The submission of new conversion
proposals from industry covering the main
development Phase (Phase-C/D) for the
European Drawer Rack (EDR) and the
European Stowage Rack (ESR) at reduced
cost is expected by end-July. Some
interface-related issues still need to be
resolved.

Develooment of the scientific instruments
for the SOLAR and EXPORT Coarse
Pointing Devices (CPDs) is in progress.
Delivery of the flight models is expected
by March 2003.

Astronaut activities
The newly established European Astronaut
Centre (EAC) Team started its activities on
1 April by integrating the available DLR
experlise and training infrastructure. On 21
June, an ESA/CNES Arrangement defining
CNES's oarticioation in the EAC Team was
signed in Paris. Negotiations concerning
the integration of available ASI experts are

launch.

Delivery of the Mission Preparation and
Training Equipment (MPTE) is stillawaited
and is now scheduled for August.

A meeting has been held with NASA
on ERA safety issues, with no major
problems being identified.

Laboratory Support Equipment (LSE)
In June, the MELFI (Minus Eighty-Degree

unoerway.

Laboratory Freezer) Training Unit was
delivered to NASA and accepted by ESA

On its post-flight tour to Europe, the STS99/Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
crew, which included the European
astronaut Gerhard Thiele, met German
Chancellor Gerhard Schroder in Berlin and
visited EAC in Cologne.

and NASA. Qualification testing of

On 17 May, EAC celebrated its 1Oth
Anniversary with an event attended by
some 250 guests and international media
representatives, as well as all 16 European
astronauts. A full article on the event will
aooear in ESA Bulletin No. 104.

Early deliveries

Data Management System for

the

Bussran Servlce Module (DMS-R)
Following successful completion of all
Service Module integrated system testing
at Baikonur, the DMS-R Certificate of

all

major MELFI subsystems is in progress.
Qualification of the electrical subsystem
has been completed. System-level testing
is now planned to start by end-July.
Manufacture of critical flight-unit parts for
the Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG)
and integration of the engineering unit'are
ongoing. The interface to the International
Sub-Rack has been agreed with NASA.
The software-interface discussions with
NASA (resulting from NASA's request to
use the Express Rack protocol) are
continuing, but it is still planned to finalise
the Software Interface Control Document
(lCD) by mid-July.
The data package for the Critical Design
Review (CDR) for the Hexapod pointing

programmes & operations

system will be completed by end-July.
The ISS technical requirements for
External Payloads remain unstable and
some recently received requirement
changes, especially for thermal and
contingency power, remain critical. Once
the CDR data package has been
reviewed, ESA and NASA will recheck
the technical requirements for stability.

The Preliminary Design Reviews (PDRs)for
EXPOSE and PCDF (Protein Crystallisation
Diagnostics Facility) were completed. The

development activities for the life-sciences
facilities for the International Soace Station
(MARES, EMCS, Matroshka) are in

progress. The Matroshka development
contract, with DLR as prime contractor,
was kicked-off in May and signed in June.

Microgravity Facilities for Columbus

Microgravity
EMIR programmes
After its installation in Spacehab in
mid-November 1999, the MOMO
(Morphological Transitions in a Model
Substance) facility had to wait for its flight
on the STS-101/Spacehab logistics
mission to Ihe ZaryalUnity configuration of
the ISS until 19 May this year. From the
data retrieved from the Digital Tape
Recorder (DTR) following the return of
MOMO to ESTEC, it became evident that
not all data were properly recorded. The
available data, including the MOMO
housekeeping data, are currently under
evaluation,

Without significant improvements, such
as replacement of the ageing DTR by a
data downlink or a more advanced
onboard data-storage device, and the
implementation of a telescience capability
allowing MOMO to be controlled from the
ground, a re{light is neither recommended

(MFc)
The engineering-model subsystems of
Biolab, the Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL)
and the Matedds Science Laboratory
(MSL) in the US Lab have been
manufactured and their Cdticd Design
Reviews (CDRs) are nearing completion.
Engineering-model integration has been
completed for Biolab. A Crew Evaluation
Review has also been completed
successfully.

The PDRs of the subsystems for the
European Physiology Modules (EPMs)
have been successfully completed,
including the results of breadboarding.
The Agency's Microgravity Programme
Board (PB-MG) and Industrial Policy
Committee (lPC) have approved the study
and design phase (Phase-A/B) for MSL,
which is to be performed in co-operation
with DLR and Astrium. The Request for
Quotation (RFQ) will be sent to industry by
the end of September.
@esa

nor foreseen.

The 28th ESA parabolic-flight campaign the fifth with the Airbus 4-300 - was
conducted successfully from 22 Io 26
May, performing a total of 11 experiments.
A summary of the campaign activities can
be found in the 'ln Brief' news section of

this Bulletin.
Development activities in preparation for

the STS-1OZ Spacehab flight in 2001 have
continued. The ESA facilities scheduled to
fly on this mission are Biopack, Biobox,
the Facility for Absorption and Sur.face
Tension (FAST) and the Advanced
Respiratory Monitoring System (ARMS).

the Microgravity Programme
Board approved a complement of
experiments for flight with Fluidpac on a
Foton mission in2OO2 and on the Maxus5 sounding rocket in 2002. Maxus-4 and
Maser-9 are being prepared for flights in
In June,

2001.
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Shallow-Water Hydrography in Portugal Using
ERS-SAR Data
J. Robalo
Instituto Hidrogr6fico, Lisbon, Portugal

J. Lichtenegger
Earth Observation Applications Department, ESA Directorate of Application
Programmes, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

lntroduction
The aim of hydrography is basically to chart the

undenvater topography. A precise knowledge
of the sea-bottom features has great relevance

mainly in shallow waters, where navigational
safety must be assured at any cost. ldeally, one
should have available a complete series of
maps of the sea-bottom topography.

approximately 100 km x 100 km. Although the
basic information provided by ERS-SAR is only
qualitative, in terms of bright and dark

depaftures from the surrounding mean radar

intensity, numerical models have been
developed to quantify a SAR image in terms of
depths. These models have been incorporated
into the Bathymetry Assessment System (BAS),
developed in

The capacity of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) to image the seabottom topography in shallow waters is now well-known.
Nevertheless, the difficulties associated with its quantification in
terms of depth determination have in some way prevented the
effective use of SAR imagery tor bathymetry mapping. This article
describes an approach for combining ERS-SAR and limited
bathymetric survey data with the use of the Bathymetry Assessment
System (BAS), developed by ARGOSS, for sea-bottom mapping in
shallow-water areas. lt focusses on the extraction of bathymetric
information in the Tejo Estuary in Portugal.

The surveillance of coastal and estuarine
waters is an ambitious task. Large river
estuaries, such as the Tejo Estuary, cannot be
covered with a single hydrographic survey. In
addition, some particularly critical areas need
more frequent coverage, given that river
estuaries are zones where changes are likely to
occur frequently due to sediment transportation.
Remote sensing, mainly frorp space, can play

an impodant role in the characterisation and
monitoring of sea-bottom topography in
shallow waters. lt is now well known that
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems can,
under favourable hydrodynamic and

meteorological conditions, reveal patterns
associated with bottom features. ESA's ERS
remote-sensing satellites have provided SAR

data in frames covering an area

of

the Netherlands by

ARGOSS.

BAS calculates the seabed topography based
on ERS-SAR images and on a limited set of
soundings (Fig. 1).

In the framework of an agreement between
ESA and Portugal, a research proyect has been
carried out using ERS-SAR data and the BAS

tool to study bathymetric features visible

in

satellite images of the Tejo Estuary.

Background
In Portugal, the Instituto Hidrogrdfico (IHPT)

is

responsible for the production of the Official
Nautical Charts (ONC). These charts are used
for navigation purposes and cover the entire
coast of Portugal on different scales. Harbour
areas are shown on the largest scale. Lisbon
harbour is covered by four charts on a scale of
1:15 OO0. This harbour is heavily used due to
the highly favourable natural conditions offered
by the Tejo Estuary, which covers an area of
approximately 21O kmz. As in most major
estuaries, the bottom morphology is subject to

continual change. One of the most sensitive
areas is the harbour entrance, where a dredged
channel must be regularly maintained to ensure
safe navigation.

The depth measurements used to produce the
ONCs come from different sources, but always
relate to the most recent survey performed in

focus earth

Figure 1. The Bathymetry
Assessment System (BAS)
is an intelligent interpolator
that computes water depths
between transects of echo
soundings (suruey lines)
based on the grey-tone
variations in Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR)
images. These variations are
modelled taking water
currents and winds into
account also

the respective area, Each ONC has its own
compilation history which infiuences the level

The location accuracy of the ERS-SAR PRI
product is assumed to be 100 m in the range

confidence in the information in the chart,

direction and 200 m in azimuth, which was not
good enough for the purposes of this prolect.
More precise geo-referencing of the two SAR
images was achieved using a set of ground
control points (lighthouses, towers, etc.),
obtained from IHPT.

Access to up-to-date bathymetric information
would represent a unique opportunity for the
verification of existing maps, and would also

help in establishing adequate planning of
hydrographic surveys.

The opporlunity

to

investigate these issues

arose during a one-year traineeship granted by

the Portuguese Government and ESA to one
of the authors, J. Robalo. As a result, a
research project was set up with the aim of
demonstrating the potential of ERS-SAR in
imaging sea-bottom topography in shallowwater areas. As a case study, the Tejo Estuary

The soundings used in the project were digitised
from the bathymetric contour lines represented
in ONC 26306. Tidal predictions were obtained

from IHPT and the Instituto de Meteorologia
provided wind information, recorded at Lisbon
Airport, close to the Tejo Estuary.

SAR image interpretation

The principles of seabed and

current

its manifestation as

surface

area was selected for a preliminary assessment
of the feasibility of applying ERS-SAR images

interaction and

and the BAS in order to extract bathvmetric

of 14 June

information.

meteorological conditions

Project area and mapping methodology
The project area corresponds to the section of
the Tejo Estuary represented in the Portuguese
ONC 26306. Using the BAS for bathymetry
modelling requires furlher input. Data have to
be collected from different sources and include:
ERS-SAR images, soundings, and tidal and
meteorological data. Moreover, all data have to
be geo-referenced into a unique grid system.

Data

The ERS-SAR Precision lmages (PRI)

were

supplied by ESA. Severalwere analysed from a
set available at ESRIN. lt was not oossible to
make a selection based on the most favourable
hydro-meteorological conditions because
relevant information in the form of image quicklooks was not available. The two ERS-2 images
eventually selected were acquired on 14 June
and 23 August 1998 (Figs. 3 and 4).

roughness are explained in Figure 2. In the data

(Fig. 3), the hydrodynamic and

at the time

of

recording seemed to be more favourable for
the imaging of seabed topography. Compared
to the acquisition of 23 August (Fig. 4), lowwind (dark) areas are less evident and tidal

Figure 2. The principles of
seabed and current
interaction and its
manifestation as surface
roughness. ln a SAR image,
any changes in this surface
roughness are visible as
variations in backscatter
values and hence as
different grey tones
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Figure 3. ERS-SAR PRI
image of the project area
acquired on 14 June 1998,
including the mouth of the
Tejo Estuary. Sea-bottom related features can be seen
in terms of bright and dark
departures from the
surrounding mean radar
intensity. lt is not possible to
quantify these pattern!;
directly in terms of depths.
To extract bathymetqT

information, the BathymetrlT
Assessment System (BAS)
must be used

current seems to be swfter This is confirmed

by a white area near the Vasco da Gama
b.idge. i"sioe rhe Fsl-arv. lt s the 'esult o'a
strong interaction between the tida current
(ebb flow) and the brdge pillars, renderng the
water surface rougher than elsewhere On the
image of 23 August, ths effect s not vsible,
indicating that the tidal current (flood flow) was
weaker,

Bathymetric maps
Two bathymetric maps wth a grid reso ution of

Figure 4. ERS-SAR PFll
image of the project area
acquired on 23 August 199ti.
Sea-bottom-related features
can be observed with the
same generic pattern as
those in Figure 3. Dark
patches are related to lowwind areas, but they coulrC
also represent tidal flats

124

50 m we'e generated oy the BAS. usirg a
different radar image for each map. These
bathymetric maps, based on the ERS-SAB
mages of

l4

June and 23 August, are shown

n Figures 5 and 6, respectively, The bathymetry

contour ines corresponding to O, 2, 5, i0, 15
and 20 m as generated by BAS are shown n
back, For a visual verification, the digitsed
contour ines from the ONC are shown in red.
There is a strong simi arty between the two
-aps ge-erated bv the BAS Ire bathvrretry

rocus eann

Figure 5. A bathymetric map generated by

the BAS, based on the ERS-SAR image of
14 June 1998. Grid resolution is 50 m, and
the red lines are contours dioitised from the
Nautical Chart

contour lnes show a similar general pattern
n correspondng locations, athough many
more detals are vsible in the map based on
the I4 June SAR image
Gomparison of BAS map and nautical chad

A v sua nspect on shows that there is a fair
'esemOla.ce betwee^ rtre BAS maps ano
ONC 26306 (black and red contour lines) A
stati:ticar analys s indicates thaL lor rhe besL'
map (based on 14 June image) the
d ffere^ce s less lhan 85 cr. when apply ng
a confdence level of 95%

Conclusions
Hydrography can benefit greatly from the use

ol

remote sensing-based methods The
combined use of ERS-SAR and limited
survey data, introduced into the Bathymetry
Assessment System, may be very helpful for
shallow-water hydrography, Bathymetric maps

with a reasonable level of accuracy can be
produced, which provide an instantaneous
overview of a vast area. l^e reThoo Oresenteo
here can be used very successfully for:
- an overal verif cat on of existing nautical

charts

tbe detection of problem areas wth

-

meteorological condit ons are crucial for sea

b,ottom maging by SAR.

A wide choice

of

mages acquired under different conditions is
therefore required, and the ava lab lity of quick
look images is essential for cost effective
se ection and would certainly stimu ate this type
of data application considerably

fast

chang ng bottom morphology, where hydro
graphic surveys should be carried out more
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ESA and the EC

Open Joint Galileo
Programme Office

ln Brief

On 4 May ESA's Director General Antonio
Rodotd and Eurooean Commission VicePresident Loyola de Palacio opened the
Galileo Programme Office at 24-26 Rue
De Mot, in Brussels, Belgium. The new
office will coordinate studies already under
way and make preparations for decisions
by the Board directing the programme,
provide technical support to the Board
and the industrial and scientific teams
working on Galileo, and prepare the way
for decisions on the transition to the
implementation phase.
At the opening, Antonio Rodotd noted that
"this marks a step forvvard in one of
Europe's most promising new space
programmes", and Mrs de Palacio added
"the office is the first permanent physical
link between the two main European
institutions, which are press/ng ahead with

work on oL)r new satellite-based
navigation, positioning and precision
timing system, Galileo."
Less than a year ago, the EU and ESA
decided to enter the race to develop the
next-generation satellite-based navigation
and precision timing system with a
European-developed, state-of -the-art
design that would set the industry
standard for the 21st Centurv. Galileo's

New Star in Orbit
Assembly of the International Space
Station can now continue apace following
the successful docking ot Ihe Zvezda
('star') Service Module on 26 July. Zvezda
is the first fully Russian Station element
and is the cornerstone for the early
permanent occupation of the complex. As

new technology will revolutionise our
transport systems, increasing safety and
improving efficiency. This will make for a
better quality of life and less pollutlon in
our cities. Galileo will also bring benefits to
other aspects of everyday life, with
precision farming raising yields, improved
information for emergency seruices
speeding up response times, and more
reliable and accurate time signals
underpinning our most vital computer and
communications networks. lt could also
contribute greatly to the improvement of
maritime safety issues.
The definition ohase of the Galileo
programme is being run by the
Commission's Directorate-General for
Energy and Transport, with ESA as an
equal partner in the joint management
Board and playing a full role in technical
development. Industry has been pushing
ahead with the various studies required for
this phase, and user groups have been
defining their potential needs, which will
eventually determlne the system
performance requirements. The Galileo
Programme Office will now serve as the
central source of expertise and permanent
ooint of contact for coordlnation between
the various players and parts of the
programme. Inauguration of the Galileo
Programme Office is also the first step
towards an ESA/EC institutional framework
for Galileo,
@esa

a result of the new module's arrival, the
first long-stay crew is expected aboard by
early November. Zvezda's'brain' is ESA's
Data Management System (DMS-R)
which, ultimately, will perform overall
control of all Russian station elements,
and guidance and navigation for the whole
Station. Zvezda is also carrying hardware
for the first Eurooean exoeriment aboard
the Station: the Global Time System will
broadcast accurate time and data signals

to users on Earth.
Zvezda was launched on 12 July
at 04:56 UT from the Baikonur
Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan aboard a
Proton-K rocket. lt was released 580 s
later by Proton's third stage into an initial
185x356 km orbit inclined at 51 .6' to the
equator. For the next 6 min, Zvezda
automatically deployed the Kurs
rendezvous/docking system and Lira
communications system antennas,
released the solar wings (which

in brief

immediately began tracking the Sun) and
activated the power, thermal, command &
data handling, communications and life
suppon syslems.
During Zvezda's first four passes over the
Russian ground stations, controllers in the
TsUP Mission Control Centre in Korolyov,
near Moscow, first verified that all systems

were working properly and then oriented

the module to minimise propellant usage
while allowing the solar arrays to gather
sunlight, They reconfigured Zvezda's
attitude sensors and activated its star
trackers.
Two test-firings of the manoeuvering
engines during 13 July showed that
Zvezda was ready to begin the long

journey to the waiting Zarya/UniIy complex
in its 376 km orbit. The first two major
rendezvous burns using the two 3070 N
mdn engines were made on 14 July.
Beginning at 05:09 UT, the orbit was
raised to 183x358 km and then, starting
at 05:44 UT, to 269x361 km. The firings
were so accurate that a correction burn
scheduled for 15 July was not required.
Attitude control continued to be provided
by 16 of the small, 130 N thrusters.

On 17 July, final tests verified the full
operation of the software that manages
Zvezda's guidance system. Routine
cycling of the five batteries began; the final
three will be delivered by September's
Space Shuttle mission. Zarya on 18 July
practised the final two orbits leading up to
docking using its Kurs automatic control
system. For this final approach , Zarya was
the active oarlner.

partlcular, Zvezda assumed responsibility
for attitude control and reboost. Soyuz,
Progress and ESA's Automated Transfer
Vehicle will dock with its aft port. Many of
the systems aboard Zarya are deactlvated
and this first module now provides
primarily propellant storage and
equipment stowage.

What happens next? Zvezda's success
means there will be a rapid sequence of
missions in the near future. The first
supply ferry Progress-M1-3, was
launched on 6 August from Baikonur,
docking with Zvezda 2 days later. Shuttle
mission STS-106/24.2b will dock with
Unity in September to continue
preparations for the first permanent crew.
They will also unload the Progress.
STS-92/3A in October will deliver the first
Truss section (21), lour Control Moment
Gyros and a second conical docking
adapter. The first dedicated Station crew
of William Shepherd (Expedition
Commander), Yuri Gidzenko (Soyuz
Commander) and Sergei Krikalev (Flight
Engineer) will appear aboard the Station's
first Soyuz in early November. This

'trvnorlitinn-1'
crew will stay
aboard for
about
4 months,
ou LrvdLil
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Station systems
and the first
experiments,
and making the
first spacewdks
from Zvezda's forward airlock. STS-97/4A
in November will add the first pair of
giant solar arrays, paving the way for
STS-98/5A in January 2001 to attach the
first science module: Destiny.
STS-102/54.1 in February 2001 willcarry
Europe's Multi Purpose Logistics Module
with supplies and experiment racks for
Destiny. The Expedition-1 crew will return
to Eafth aboard that Shuttle, swapping
with the Expedition-2 crew of Yuri
Usachev, Susan Helms and Jim Voss.
The Soyuz craft will remain attached to the
Station as a lifeboat.
@esa
Zvezda launch: TV coverage from the Erasmus
User Centre at ESTEC (NL)

Zvezda made its first correction burn on
20 July, firing the two main engines for
15 s to change its orbit to 290x361 km. A
day before docking, it manoeuvered to the
docking orientation and the solar arrays
rotated into their docking attitude. The
Kurs rendezvous system was activated on
25 July and, with Zaryain control, the
Station caught up with Zvezda. Docking
came at about 00:46 UT 26 July. lt then
took about 25 minutes for the hooks and
latches on the two modules to close fullv
for the hard mating.
Over the next 16-24 hours, mission
controllers olanned to monitor the air
pressure between the modules to ensure
an airtight seal, and then began the work

to transfer control of most Station
functions trom Zarya to Zvezda. In
127
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ECS-S Decommissioned
after 12 years of Service
After almost 12 years of successful ECS-5
operations, Eutelsat, the satellite's
operator, has decided to retire it. ESA,
which was responsible for the satellite's
procurement and subsequent in-orbit
control therefore initiated end-of-life
testing, decommissioning and re-orbitlng
activities to put ECS-S into a 'graveyard
orbit' at least 150 km above geostationary
altitude, thus removing any isk of
contributing to debris in this valuable orbit.
The ECS series of spacecraft was the
operational successor to ESA's very
successful Orbital Test Satellite (OTS)
programme of the 1970s. Designed to
promote pan-European
telecommunications traffic, the four ECS
spacecraft (a fifth one was lost because of
a launcher failure) have provided services
in digital telephony, international television
distribution, cable television, trunk
telephony, Eurovision transmissions and
mobile services. Some of these services
have even extended beyond Europe. All
four soacecraft have far exceeded their
design requirements, in particular their
7-year design lifetime, together
accumulatrng almost 3 million channelhours of payload operation.

ECS-I and ECS-2 had already been
decommissioned following more than
13 and 9 years of successful operation,
respectively. The remaining spacecraft ,
ECS-4. continues in operation after 12.5
years in orbit and is expected to rematn in
use for some time to come.
@esa

ESA at ILA 2000 in Berlin
The International Aerospace Exhibition ILA
2000 took place at Schonefeld airpod in
Berlin from 6 to 12 June. As in recent
years, ESA, the German space agency
DLR, and German aerospace industry
shared a oavilion under the motto 'The
Soace Exoerience'.
Visrtors were attracted to the pavilion with
a full-size model of ESA's future Envisat

ESAs Gouncil Extends
Directors' Gontracts
In restricted session on 20 June 2000, the
ESA Council extended the mandates of
the Director General and two of his
Directors:

The term of office of the Director General,
Antonio Rodotd, has been extended for
a period of two
years from 1 July

2001.

Earth-observation satellite, scheduled for
launch next year on an Ariane-S launcher.
Inside the 'Space Experience', the flight
unit of ESAs Atmospheric Re-entry
Demonstrator was on show. This was the
actual caosule carried aloft in 1998 on the
second Ariane-S launch and retrieved after
a perfect flight and splash-down. Also on
show was a model of the X-38 rescue
vehicle, which will be the 'lifeboat' for
astronauts living and working on the
International Space Station (lSS), and a
1:20 model of the Space Station itself.
The exhibition also included models of
Cluster-ll; the X-ray telescope XMMNewton, which was launched last
December; the Huygens spacecraft,
currently on its journey to Saturn's moon
Titan; and ERS-2, ESA's radar 'eye in the
sky' that is monitoring our planet's
environment. A special display was
devoted to the results of last Februarys
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, in
which DLR and ESA's astronaut Gerhard
Thiele were heavily involved.

Those of Hans
Kappler, Director

of lndustid
Matters and
Technology, and
Daniel Sacotte,
Director of
Administration,
h^. ,^ h^^^
IdVU UUEI
I
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Exoerts from ESA, DLR and German
industry were joined by ESA astronauts
for media interviews on the various
programmes being showcased. @osa

D
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renewed for a
period of four
years from
1 June 2001.

Sacotle

in brief

ESA and Canada Extend

Cooperation
Canada's Prime Minister, the Hon. Jean
Chretien, attended a special ceremony at
ESA Headquarters in Paris on 21 June to
celebrate the continuing padnership
between Europe and Canada in space
applications and technology. The Pdme
Minister met the Director General, Antonio
Rodota, and the Heads of Delegation
representing ESA's 14 Member States.
The Prime Minister's visit culminated in the
renewal of Canada's association with ESA
through the signing of a new 1O-year
Cooperation Agreement by Antonio
Rodotd and William (Mac) Evans,
President Of the Canadign Sn:r:o Ancnnv

The new Agreement acknowledges the
long history of cooperation between
Iurope and Canada and the socioeconomic benefits that come from joint
promotion of the peaceful development of
space activiLies and technorogy lhe latest
Agreement is the fourth since 1 January
1 979 between ESA and Canada As a
Cooperating State, Canada participates in
ESA deliberative bodies and decisionmaking and takes part in ESA's
programmes and activities. Canadian firms
bid for and receive contracts to work on
programmes of interest to them. The
Agreement contains a specific provision
ensuring a fair industrial return to Canada.
In additron to Canadas parlicipaLion in
ESA's programmes, the new Agreement
makes provision for ESA to take parl in
Canadian programmes for the first time,
"Wrth this new Agreement, we are building
on a proud tradition of partnership rn
space-based research and development",
said Prime Minister Chretien, "lt is a model
of international cooperatron, one that will
continue to drive rnnovation, the sharing of
knowledge and expeftise, and the creation
of parlnerships between countries,
agencies and space-based rndustries to
meet the needs of future generatrons all
over the World".

"Cooperation with Canada", said Mr
Rodota, 'is serving as a bridge across the
Atlantic, allowing us to draw on our

ri

=;".i

collective strengths, knowledge and
experlise to pilot leading-edge research,
technology and space-based initialives
that make a positive rmpact on the lives of
all of our citizens".
Established in 1989, with its headquarlers
in Saint Huberl, Quebec, the Canadian

Space Agency supporls and promotes a
highly competitive national space industry
as one of its m:nrr rnloe Qgpglign
companies are expanding their links with
European firms in Earlh observation and
satellite navigation and in building the next
generation of satellites offering access
'y

'

v'vui

in f:qtor anrl nhoanor hir
,,,Jn_speeo

communications, multimedia and Internet
services, Over the past 20 years. under
the successive Cooperation Agreements.
ESA has awarded contracts worth in
excess of 2OO million Euros to space
companies throughout Canada. This
has spurred the creation of lobs, the
acquisition of knowledge and experlise
and has led to the development of
industrial alliances with European

contractors.

@esa

The senature at the Cooperation Ageement
Left to right Front row Marco Ferrazzani ),
William (Mac) Evans, Antonio Rodota and Andre
Farand (ESA) Back row (standing): Jean
Chretien, Alain Bensoussan, Chairman of the
ESA Council, and Brian Walker (ESA) (behind
Andre Farand)

I
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Three 'Wise Men' to
Advise ESA

All Four Cluster-ll

Thanks to ESA's successes over the last
thirty years, Europe's space systems
are providing increasingly competitive
solutions for implementing environmental,
transporl and communications policies.
The European Union too is evolving
rapidly. extending its competence to the
defence sector, regulating a Europe-wide
knowledge-based economy, enlarging its
membership and reforming its operating
procedures. In the light of these
converging developments, a first step was
taken towards a closer relationship
between ESA and the EU when the
Councils of both organisations asked for a
European space strategy to be prepared
jointly by the end of 2000.

The ESA Cluster-ll mission to explore
the Earth's magnetosphere in three
dimensions successfully got underway on
16 July. At 14.39 CEST, a Soyuz-Fregat
launch vehicle provided by the FrenchRussian Starsem Consortium lifted off
from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan carrying the first pair of
Cluster-ll satellites, 'Salsa' and 'Samba'
(see accompanying panel). Approximately
90 minutes into the mission, the rocket's
Fregat fourlh stage fired for a second time
to insed the spacecraft into a 240 km x
18 000 km parking orbit. A few minutes
later, the ground station in Kiruna,
Sweden, acquired the two spacecraft and
started to receive telemetry, confirming
that the satellites had successfully
separated from the Fregat and were flying

ESA is an 'open' organisation that has
grown and will keep on growing: with
Porlugal now joining, the original
membership of 1 1 States in 1975 has
already expanded to 15, Canada is a
Cooperating State, and cooperation
agreements have already been signed with
Greece, Hungary Poland, Romania and
the Czech Republic. This is therefore
considered an appropriate moment for
ESA to reflect on the links between its
potential enlargement and the directions in
which it needs to evolve to meet Europe's
fr,u(v,
rtr

Spacecraft Safely in Orbit

independently.
Over the next week, the two spacecraft

used their own onboard propulsion
systems to reach 19 000 km x 1 19 OOO
km orbits above the Earth, taking them
almost one third of the way to the Moon
at their furthest point (apogee) from the
Earth. Five engine firings were required to
enlarge the initial orbits and change their
inclination so that the spacecraft would
pass over the Earth's polar regions.

rra
v ovnoniatinnq
v/\vvv(sL'v|v.

To help with these reflections and to
provide independent advice, ESA's
Director General, Antonio Rodota, has set
up a Committee of three 'Wise Men',
comprised of Cad Bildt (Chairman), former
Swedish Prime Minister and United
Nations Envoy to the Balkans, Jean
Peyrelevade, President of Cr6dit Lyonnais,
and Lothar Spath, CEO of Jenoptik. This
Committee, which represents a formidable
combination of high-level political,
economic and industrial expertise, has
already held its first meeting, at ESA
Headquarters in Paris, on 27 June.

The Wise Men are expected to make their
recommendations to the Director General
by October this year, in line with the
calendar for the European space strategy
being prepared jointly by ESA and the
European Union.
@esa

Less than a month later, at 13.13 CET on
9 August, the second pair of Cluster-ll
spacecraft were safely lifted into orbit from
Baikonur aboard a similar Soyuz-Fregat
vehicle. Approximately 75 minutes into this
mission, the Fregat transfer module was

fired again to insert the spacecraft into a
250 km x 18 0OO km separatlon orbit.
About 20 minutes later, the ground station
in Kiruna confirmed that this pair of
satellites had also successfully separated
from the Fregat and were in good health.
After five major orbital manoeuvres per
spacecraft executed in just five days, this
second pair, 'Rumba' and 'Tango', had
been successfully inserted into their
operational polar orbits, completing the
rendezvous with the first pair, Salsa and
Samba. launched on 16 July. Before the
four Cluster spacecraft could come
together, four apogee-raising manoeuvres
had to be carried out. These raised the
high points of the orbits to approximately
120 000 km above the Earth.

'Name the Gluster Quartet' Gompetition Winner Announced
The winner of ESA's 'Name the Cluster Quartet' competition was announced on the
day of the first Cluster-ll launch (1 6 July), during a special launch event for the media
at the European Space Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt, Germany
After an exhaustive examination of more than 5000 entries from all 15 ESA Member
States, Prof. Boger Bonnet, Director of the ESA Science Programme, selected the
winning entry from a short list of 15 national prize winners recommended by the
international jury. The lucky winner was Raymond Cotton of Bristol (Ul{, who had
suggested the names of four dances - Rumba, Salsa, Samba and Tango - for the
individual satellites of the Cluster quartet.
"We thought of these names because my wife and I both like ballroom dancing, and
they seemed to fit with the movement of the sate//ifes through space," Mr Cotton
said, "Ihe names are also international and will be recognised in any country." ProI'

Bonnet explained that: "/t was an extremely hard decision. There were some excellent

suggesfions, but I considered the short-listed entry from the UK to be the best
because it is catchy, easy to remember, and reflects the way the four satellites will
dance in formation around the heavens during their mlsslon. "

in brief
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carrying 'Rumba' and 'Tanga' on the
pad shottly before launch on g August

The spacecraft are now in their final
elliptical orbits, with perigees around
17 2OO km and annnccs of about 1 20 600
km, The distances between the individual
spacecraft vary between 1 25 km and
2000 km The Cluster armada completes
one orbit of the Eafth every 57 hours. A
series of trim manoeuvres will take piace
in the second half o[ Augusr to place the
quadet into its operational tetrahedral
(three-sided pyramid) flying formation.
Three months of instrument calibration
and checkouts will follow in preparation for
beginning Cluster's two-year scientific
programme of investigating the interaction
between the Sun and our planet in three
dimensions and in unprecedented detail.
"This second perfecl launch within less
than four weeks means that Cluster is on
track for a highly successfu/ mrsslon, " said
Prof. Bonnet, Director of ESA's Science
Programme. "We are now looking fonuard
to receiving the unique three-dimensional
data that will give new understanding of
the interaction between the Sun and
Earlh."
Tho fnr tr Clt
tcrar-llil cnenanrnft
vruoLgr
J|.,ougutott hn',n
I tovE h^^^
uuvt
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built for ESA by European industry under
the prime contractorship of Astrium
(formerly Dornier Satellitensysteme GmbH,
Germany) Detailed descriptions of the four
spacecraft, tl-,eir scientific payloads and
their operations were published in the May
issue of ESA Bulletin (No. 102) and are
also available aI: sci esa.rnt/cluster @esa

Clamp release. and ltll off ot tne Soyuz.Fregaf
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ISS Gommercialisation
ESA took a major step on 16 June
towards commercialisation of the
International Space Station (lSS) when it
released two Calls for Interest aimed at
creating an organisation to market
Europe's commercial allocation and to
share in the generated income. The Calls
are targeted at distinct market segments.
fhe Commercial Research and
Technology Development element is
aimed primarily at space and research
companies operating in the space and
microgravity fields. The lnnovative Markets
element emphasises sponsorsnip,
adverlising, entertainment and education.
The goal here is to attract communications,
sponsorship and multimedia companies in
developing the unique opportunities
offered by the ISS in terms of image,
brand visibility and public interest.

An ISS Information Day at ESTEC's
Erasmus User Centre (EUC), also on 16
June, supported the release of the Calls
for Interest, and was attended by
companies from both market segments.
ESA astronaut Pedro Duque helped to
describe the Space Station, its facilities
and the EUC, adding his own experiences
in space and a vidual reality tour of the

Station
This event marks the first time that ESA
has publicly declared its intention to create
strategic partnerships for commercial
exploitation of the Station. Business
proposals were due in by the end of July,
to be followed at the end of the year with
high-level commitments from invited
organisations, and kick-off the ISS
Commercialisation Programme in 2001
The Information Day also saw the creation
of a forum among padicipating
companies, promoting interactions that
should generate detailed proposals
covering a wider range of commerctal
.

activities.

The ISS Commercial Development
Organisation could be a single entity or a
more complex structure such as a
Consortium, a Joint Venture with other
industrial or semi-industrial entities, or a
Public-Private Padnership. As the R&D
and innovative sectors likely require
different knowledge and expertise, more
than one Business Developer may be
appointed. lf so, ESA may appoint a
Business Development Coordinator to act
as the Agency's sole interface.
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ESA astronaut Pedro Duque (right) describes what the Space Statlon offers potential commercial
oevetopers

The companies that have already
expressed interest include Alenia
Aerospazio, Astrium GmbH, BEOS AG &
Co.oHG Space Operators, Bikker, Carlo
Gavazzi Space, CMP Cientifica s.1., D3
Group GmbH, ESYS, Intospace GmbH,
Kesberg, Butfering & Padner, National
Aerospace Laboratory (NL), OHB System

GmbH, Publicis Consultants, Space
Channel and Verhaed.

ATV Launch Gontract

EPS upper stage, directly into a 300 km
circular orbit inclined at 5-'1.6". From there,
ATV will use its own propulsion system to
reach the 400 km orbit of the ISS and
dock with the Russian Zvezda Service
Module. The cargo can include up to 5.5 t
of dry cargo in the pressurised carrier,
840 kg water, 100 kg air, oxygen or
nitrogen, 860 kg propellants for Station
refuelling, and 4 t of propellants for its own
engines to provide Station reboost and
attitude control during the 6-month
attachment At the end of its mission, AW
can remove 5.5 t of waste for disposal
during the destructive reentry. @esa

ESA and Arianespace signed a contract in
June worth more than 1 billion Euros to
launch nine Automated Transfer Vehicles
(AWs) to the International Space Station

over a period of 1O years, Following the
maiden flight in late 2003, AWs will be
launched every 15 months to resupply the
Station, boost its orbit and remove waste.
Currently under development by a
consortium led by Aerospatiale Matra
Lanceurs of Les Mureaux (F), the AW will
be Europe's payment 'in kind' rather than
in cash for its 8.3% share of the common
ISS operating costs. The nine AWs will be
produced and operated by European
industry under a single ESA contract to be
awarded in 2001 . This contract will later
include the launch services contract.
The 20.75 t AW will be launched by the
Ariane-S Plus version of the heavy-lift
launcher, equipped with the reignitable

The Calls for Interest and company
contact details are available at:
www. estec. esa. int/spaceflight/

isscommercialisation

@esa

(Right) The launch contract for nine ATV
mr.sslons was signed on / June at the ILA 2000

air show in Berlin, Centre is ESA Director
General Antonio RodotA, left is Director of ESA
Manned Spaceflight & Microgravity
Jorg Feustel-Buechl, right is Ananespace
C h a i rm an / C EO J ean - M arr e Luton.

in brief

Astronauts Past and
Present Celebrate
Tenth Anniversary of the
European Astronaut
Centre
On 17 May, more than 20 astronauts from
eight European countries gathered at
ESA's European Astronaut Centre (EAC) in
Cologne, Germany, to celebrate the
Centre's 1 Oth Anniversarl

Or rhe trreshold of the new era fo. space
exploration being ushered ln with the
Internatronal Space Station (lSS), pioneers

from the early days of Europe's
involvement in manned spaceflight and
today's 1 6-strong European Astronaut
Corps came together for the first time to
discuss Europe's preparations for the
years aneao.
These astronauts represent more than two
decades of Europe.s endeavours In space
flight and research, To date 27 Europeans
have taken paft in 31 space flights From
the days of the Soviet Salyut stations to
Russia's Mir, from the first Space Shuttle
flights to the International Space Station
now under constructon, they have had a
hand in writing the history of man's
presence in space. As the Furopean

Dr. Ernst Messerschmid, Head of EAC
opening the Celebration

astronauts' home base, EAC provides
training and medical suppod to ESA's
astronauts, both on the ground and during
mrssrons.

The International Space Station crews will
spend time at EAC to be trained in the
ope'at on of the ESA contributions to lSS,
namely the Columbus Laboratory, the
Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) and
numerous payload facilities for scientific
experiments. The first ISS crews are
expected to begin training at EAC in
about two years' time,
A full afticle on EAC's role and the
Ann versary celebrations will appear in
the November issue of the ESA Bulletin

(No

l Oa).

@esa
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New ESA Antenna in
Spain Inaugurated

highly elliptical orbits (perigee 19 OO0 km,
apogee 1 19 000 km) and therefore requlre

high-speed tracking.

On 18 May, the newly refurbished antenna
to be used to support ESA's latest
scientific mission Cluster-ll, consisting of
four satellites, was lnaugurated in Spain
The antenna (VlL-1), located at the
Agency's Villafranca del Castillo Satellite
Tracking Station CVILSPA) near Madrid, will
provide the prime communications link
with the four spacecraft and will therefore
play a vital role in their monitoring and
control, as well as receiving the vast
amounts of scientific data that will be
returned to Eafth during the planned two
years of Cluster operations.
The upgrading of VIL-1 has included the
replacement of the 60 dish panels, the
subreflector, the antenna equipment room
and other parts of the main structure. One
of the most significant modifications has
been the replacement ot the servo and
tracking systems in order to follow the four
Cluster-ll satellites, which will move in

Twelve Physics and
Biology Experiments
Flown on 28th ESA
Parabolic Flight
Gampaign
On 23 May, a specially adapted Airbus
4-300 took off from Bordeaux-Merignac
airport in France to begin a four-day long
campaign of parabolic flights designed to
carry out experiments in weightlessness
and test instruments and equipment
before they are operated in space, either
on sounding rockets or on the
International Space Station (lSS) This
28th parabolic flight campaign organised
by ESA focussed on the physical sciences
and biology, with twelve experiments
provided by internatlonal teams of
investigators (see accompanying table).
Parabolic flights are practically the only
means of reproducing on Earth the
weightlessness experienced in space. The
'Zero-g Airbus' pilot - flying at an altitude
of approximately 6000 metres, usually tn a
specially reserved air-corridor above the
Gulf of Gascogne - first performs a noseup manoeuvre to put the aircraft into a
steep climb (7600 m) This generates an
acceleration of 1.8 g (1 .8 times the
acceleration of gravity on the ground) for

134

The four satellites will be visible for an
average of about 10 hours per day from
VILSPA, but only one satellite can be in
communication with the ground at any
given time. which reduces the available
time per satellite each day to around two
and a half hours. Further challenges arise
from the need to send new instructions to
the 1 1 scientific instruments on each
spacecraft, and from the vast amount of
data to be returned each day from the
44 experiments. Over two years of
operations, this adds up to 580 Gigabytes
(580 000 000 0OO bytes!) of data,
equivalent to 290 million pages of printed
lCXI.

Built in 1975, VILSPA is major part of the
European Space Operations Centre
(ESOC) Tracking Station Network
(ESTRACK). In the last 25 years, it has
supported many ESA and international

about 20 seconds. Then the pilot reduces
engine thrust to almost zero, injecting the
aircraft into a parabola The plane
continues to climb until it reaches the
apex of the parabola (B5OO m), before it
starts descending This condition lasts
for about 20 seconds, during which the
passengers in the cabin float in the
weightlessness resulting from the free fall
of the aircraft, When the angle below the
horizontal reaches 45', the pilot accelerates
again and pulls up the aircraft to return to
steady horizontal flight. These manoeuvres
are repeated 30 times per flight.

fhe 27 previous campaigns that ESA

has

conducted since 1984 have provided a
total of more than 2650
parabolas and almost 15 hours
of weightlessness, the equivalent
of flying around the Eadh (in low
Eadh orbit) nearly 10 times. A
total of 360 experiments have
been carried out so far. With
Europe and its international
partners now building the
International Space Station,
onboard which research will be
carried out for the next 15 years.
parabolic flights are crucial to the
preparation of experiments,
equipment and astronauts, and
allow scientists to have their
experiments tested before they

satellite programmes, including the
International Ultraviolet Explorer (lUE),
Exosat and the Infrared Space
Observatory (lSO). In addition to
supporting the Cluster-ll mission, it has
been designated as the Science
Operations Centre for ESAs XMM-Newton
mission, launched in December 1999, and
for the Far-lnfrared Space Telescope
(FIRST), due for launch in 2007.
Various European companies participated
in the relocation and upgrading of the
VIL-1 antenna hardware. MAN (D) was
responsible for dismantling the antenna
at its original site in the Odenwald, in
Germany, and for the installation of the
dish at VILSPA, while Vitrociset (l) handled
the transfer of the antenna back-end
equipment, which included the satellite
telemetry and telecommunication signal
computers. These companies were
supported by Spanish contractors and
local industry
@esa

are actually flown on a space mission.
Over the next four years, ESA wlll be
running two parabolic campaigns a year.
for which the scientific community will be
regularly invited to submit experiment
proposals for peer review and selection for
flight. The next ESA parabolic-flight
campaign (the 29th) is scheduled for
November 2OOO and will feature a mix of
experiments in the life and physical

sciences, focusing mainly on physiological
and medical topics
@esa

in brief

Experiments Flown on the 28th ESA Parabolic-Flight Gampaign
"Hydrodynamics of Wet Foams", from Dr B. Kronberg (lnst for Surlace Chemistry, Stockhotm, S) ancl Dr M Adler (Univ. of Marne la Valpe, paris,
Studied different types of foams and tested a new method of forming foams by inlecting CO: into different liquids, The foam-generation tecnntque
cannot be tested on the ground as foams are transient and collapse rapidly in 1-g conditions.

fl

"fnterfaciaf rurbulence in Evaporating Liquids", from Prof, J
Legros and Dr p colinet (univ, of Brussels, B)
Studied the three-dimensional temperature field in an evaporating liquid (ethanol) caused by turbulent motions at the liquid/gas intedace, known as
Marangoni convection,

c

"Vibrationaf Phenomena in Inhomogeneous Media", from Dr P Evesque (CtVr?S, Ecole Centrale, Paris, F), Dr D Beysens (CEA, Grenoble, F)
and Dr Y Garrabos ICNRS, Pessac, F)
Investigated the effect of vibrations in weightlessness on inhomogeneities in two phase fluids and granular matter. This is one of the experiments
recommended to fly in the Fluid Science Laboratory currently being developed for ESA's Columbus Laboratory

"LiquidDiffusionModel ExperimentswiththeShearCell Technique",fromProf.G.Frohberg,DrA Griesche(BertinTechnical Univ.,D) and

Dr G. Matthiak (DLR, Cologne, D)

ContinuedapreviousexperimentflownontheRussiansatelliteFoton-l2,Diffusionisthemainprocess nmetallurgyandcrystal growth,butthe
diffusion coefficient of liquids is ditficult to measure on the ground due to other mass transpoft phenomena resulting from gravity-induced natural
convectron.

"Study of Synthesis of Carbon Species in Microgravity"

, from Prof . J P /ssr, Dr J C Chalier and Dr J M Beuken (lJniv. of Louvain, B)
Investgated the synthesis of new forms of carbon, such as fullerenes, nanotubes and diamonds, by applying a strong electrical discharge between
two graphite electrodes Similar experiments conducted during previous parabolic flights showed that the process of obtaining these different
carbon forms could be improved to some extent.

"Recrystaflisation of Tungsten Filament',, from Dr R. Van Wijk and p Dona (philips, NL)
Studied aspects of processing tungsten filaments to improve the performance of new lamps, This is one of the first experiments conducted directly
by an industrial company in weightlessness, and shows the potential of applied research and development in microgravity,
"Laminar Diffusion Flames Representative of Fires in Microgravity Environments", from Prof. P Joulain (C,ryES, F) and Dr J L Torero (lJniv.
of Maryland, USA)
Continued a series of combustion experiments conducted during previous parabolic{light campaigns, sounding-rocket flights and drop-tower
tests The final experiment goal is to provide the scientific background necessary to evaluate materjal flammability in microgravity, enabling the risk
of fire on board manned space vehicles to be reduced
"Real-time Physiological and Molecular Biological Measurements of Osteoblast-like Cells under Microgravity using Fluorescence
Techniques", from Prof. D Jones (Univ. of Marburg, D) and prof. vander sloten (univ. of Leuven, B)
Investigated bone cells stimulated mechanically in microgravity Osteoblasts are responsible for the regeneration of bone tissue, while osteoclasts
are responsible for resorption of used bone tissue The results will help to shed light on the mechanisms of bone resorption and regenerat on,

which are not yet fully understood,

"Effects of Gravity at the Biomolecular Level", from Prof, P vanni (lJniv. of Florence,

l)

Investigated whether microgravity can affect enzyme reactions, complementing a previous experiment on a sounding rocket in 1996
, from Dr M. Maccarone and Prof . A Finazzr-Agro (t-)niv. of Rome, l) with the supporl of profs G A.
Veldink and J EG. Vliegenharl (Univ. of Utrecht, NL)
Investigated the role of microgravity in enzyme catalysis reactions, as enzymes play imporlant regulatory roles in all living cells, in both plants and
animals.

"Lipoxygenase Activity in Microgravity"

"Posturaf Control in Flat Fish", from Prof. A. Berthoz /C/VFS, F)
Studied the behaviour of flat fish swimming in a large pressurised aquarium. This experiment is related to the study of the inner ear vestibular
system and complements previous investigations to bring more information on the central mechanisms of imbalance compensation. Dostural
balance and asymmetries in the gravistatic system, thought to be the cause of space sickness
"Testing of the Mirsupio Crew Support Pouch", from the European Astronaut Centre (ESNEAC)
Mirsupio is an improved multi-functional, wearable equipment pouch worn around the waist to suppod the astronaut in his daily life in orbit An
eady version of this pouch was flown on Mir during the Perseus mission with ESA astronaut J P Haiqner6.
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ESTEC 'Gapital of the
Moon' for a Week
From 10 to 15 July, ESA's EuroPean
Space Research and Technology Centre
(ESTEC) in Noordwijk (NL) became the
'Capital of the Moon' when it hosted the
Fourth lnternational Con{erence on
Exploration and Utilisation of the Moon
(lCEUM4). Organised by the International
Lunar Exploration Working Group (ILEWG),
the ICEUM4 Conference brought together
lunar explorers {young and old). scientists.
engineers, industrial firms and other
organisations to review recent activities
and to prepare for the next steps on the
Moon.

At the Young Lunar Explorers Session, on
10 July, young professionals from all over
the World - many specially invited by ESA
and the ILEWG - presented their ideas,
dreams and work concerning lunar and
Solar System exploration During the
Lunar Science and Technology Sessions,
on I 1 and 12 July, the most recent

scientific discoveries on the Moon notably the possible presence of water were discussed and the padicipants
reviewed the key questions regarding the
origin and evolution of the Earth-Moon
system that still remain unanswered,

On 13 July, several ILEWG SPlinter
Groups held dedicated sessions on all
aspects of lunar exploration, including:
Science of, from and on the Moon, Living
on the Moon, Key Technologies, Utilisation
of Lunar Resources, Infrastructures for
Lunar Bases, Lunar Role in Human
Expansion in the Solar System, and
Social, Cultural, Atlistic and Economic
Aspects On 14 July, these GrouPs
reported their findings and
recommendations to the ICEUM4
participants and the Press.
At the close of the Conference, the
participants formulated the 'ILEWG 2000
Lunar Declaration', which proposes a
specific action plan for international lunar
explorers and space agencies in the years
to come
The complete Proceedings of
the ICEUM4 Conference will be
available from ESA Publications
Division in September as ESA
Special Publication SP-462 @esa
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What do Students see
as the Next Proiects in
Space Astronomy?
56 students from ESA Member States
attended the annual Alpbach Summer
School, from 18 to 27 July in the
mountain village of Alpbach in the Austrian
Tyrol, sponsored by the Austrian Federal
Ministry for Transport, Innovation and
Technology, the Austrian Space Agency
and ESA and its Member States
The participants at this year's Summer
School, with the theme 'Extragalactic
Astronomy and Cosmology from Space',
were set the task of defining future X-ray
and gamma-ray as well as infrared
missions. As part of the curriculum, 25
European experts provided them with an
overview of the evolution of the Universe,
including many aspects of black holes,
supernovae and the cosmic mlcrowave
background. The eminent cosmologist
Sir Martin Rees, Astronomer Royal and

The lCElJM4 parlicipants, gathered at FSIEC
(NL)

Professor at the University of Cambridge,
presented this year's keynote lecture, on
'Cosmology and Dark Matter', The
students also learned about the scientific
instruments that are used in soace
astronomy as well as some of the
engineering and operations tools with
which space missions are designed. The
scientific aims and technological
challenges of several current ESA science
missions, including the recently launched

XMM-NeMon (giant X-ray telescope).
Integral (the International Gamma-Ray
Laboratory, to be launched in 2002), and
some later missions looking at the cold
Universe (FIRST and Planck), were also
0resenteo.
Throughout the two weeks, the students
pafticipated in a series of workshops,
teaching them the basic skills necessary
to become Europe's future space-mission
designers. The students had to come up
with their own ideas for scientific space
missions, culminating in the design of two
infrared and two X-ray astrophysics space
mrssrons:

SNOOPY (Submm N Observation Of
Polarimetry): This is an all-sky-survey
infrared astrophysics mission, designed
to fit within the framework of an ESA

flexi-mission. The mission demonstrates
how to achieve an optimal scientific
return for minimum cost using space
technology already developed for

The Ethics of Outer
Space
In 1998, the World Commission on the
Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and
Technology (COMEST) - the UNESCO
body charged with studying the social and
ethical implications of the applications of
science and technology, chaired by Mrs
Vigdis Finnbogadottir, former President of
lceland (1 980-1996) - decided to examine
ethical issues related to the exploration of
extra-atmospheric space. This
Commission had previously studied the
topics of energy and water. In the same
spirit, in December of that year ESA's
Director General, Antonio Rodotd (who
inspired the initiative), and Federico Mayor,
Director General of UNESCO, created a
working group on the ethics of extraatmospheric space. This multi-disciplinary
group was tasked with preparing a repod
on the ethical implications of space

existing space missions. SNOOPY's key
objective is to understand the InterStellar Matter (lSM) structure and to
detect galactic magnetic field lines by
measuring polarisation effects in the
infrared region of the spectrum,

Mi-3 (Mission Interferometer with

3

baselines): This is an ambitious L2
Lagrangian point orbiting, infrared

interferometry mission consisting of a total
of four spacecraft, carrying three
telescopes and the beam-combiner
optics. The mission provides high angular
resolution and high-resolution
spectroscopy for imaging active and
merging galaxies, as well as galactic and
extragalactic star-formation processes, to
improve our understanding of the physics
of accreting systems throughout the
history of the Universe.
In.XS: This is an all-sky-survey space
mission in the X-ray band (2 - 80 keV) to
detect obscured Active Galactic Nuclei
(AGNs) and to measure the X-ray
background radiation. lt uses innovative
X-ray multi-layer optics currently under
development at ESA,

capabilities. In combination with a second
spacecraft , microarcsecond resolution can
be achieved. The mission would be
launched to the L2 Lagrangian point by an
Ariane-5 vehicle,
These four missions were presented on
the last day of the Summer School to a
distinguished Review Panel - including Dr.
Roger Bonnet, Director of ESA's Scientific
Programme, and Dr. Bo Andersen,
Chairman of the ESA Science Programme
Committee (SPC) - which congratulated
the students on their remarkable
achievements during their ten days of
work in Alpbach,

A more detailed article will appear in a
forthcoming issue of the ESA Bulletin.
Meanwhile, further information can be
obtained from:
Ms Michaela Gitsch
Austrian Space Agency
Garnicnnnaqqo

A-1090 Wien
Tel. (a3)1 .4O3 81 77/12
Fax. (43)1 .405 82 28
E-mail : mgitsch@asaspace.at

ASTeRIX (Alpbach Summer-school
Telescope Realising lnterferometry X-rays):
This X-ray interferometry mission uses a
revolutionary X-ray optics concept
developed at the Summer School, which
can provide milliarcsecond resolution

or by visiting: www.asaspace.at. @osa

activities. lts work was coordinated by
Prof. Alain Pompidou, former Member of
the European Parliament and a member
of the French 'COnSeil fpnnnminr ro ot
Social'.

space debris, Earth monitoring,
environment and security, and the public
image of space exploration.

ESA and UNESCO have recently
published this report, which draws on the
experience and knowledge of international
experts wordwide, including
representatives of the United Nations,
national space agencies and industry. On
Monday 10 July, the report was presented
to the media by Prof. Pompidou and
Antonio Rodotd during a Press
Conference at ESA Headquarters in Paris.

"Efhlcs rs a fundamental aspect of human
society. For those who are involved in
space activities, ignoring this debate is not
an option......We at ESA are committed to
ensuring that the ethics of space science
and technology are considered in our
decisions and in our programmes".

The report examines the ethical problems
posed by the utilisation of outer space and
addresses such topics as life in space
(manned space flight, the search for
extraterrestrial life and the return of
samples from other celestial bodies),

In Mr Rodota's words:

Fudher information can be obtained from:
Geraldine Naja
ESA Strategy and Business Development
Tel: +33(O)1 .53.69.7532
Fax: +33(0)1 .53.09.7690
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Forest Damage Mapping
North Eastern France
-

.r.l'

The devastating storms that struck France
in December 1999 destroyed vast areas of
forest and woodland (Fig. 1). Mapping of
the damage was an immediate high
priority, both for short-term clear-up
actions as well as for lonq-term
reforestation planning.

tt
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Coherence products derived from spacebased Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
imagery can discriminate forested and
non-forested areas accurately, and by
applylng a multitemporal approach various
levels of damage can be identified. This
approach, based on the exploitation of the
coherence product developed by Spot
lmage with the support of ESA, was
applied over the forest of Haguenau, 30
km north of Strasbourg, France's second
largest forest. The results obtained from
the processing of two coherence products
derived from two ERS-1/ERS-2 tandem
image pairs acquired before the storm, on
31 October and 1 November 1999, and
after the storm, on 9 and 1O January
2000, allowed damage maps to be
oroduced aI 1:25 000 scale. The results
were validated by regional forestry seryices.
Coherence can be related to vegetation
density in SAR imagery: wooded areas
generally show a low coherence,
appearing green in a standard coherence
product, while bare soils and cultivated
areas are usually associated with high
coherence, appearing orange-red (Fig. 2).
The coherence oroduct from archive data
therefore allows one to separate
forest/non-forest areas, to be compared
with the topographic map, the land-use
map and Spot XS imagery (Figs. 3-5). The

in brief

post-storm coherence product shows a
srrong rncrease n tne conerence tevel
withrn forested areas (Fg 6) A'damage
inrage' was produced based on the
rat oing of the two coherences, and the
averaged SAR ntensity (Fig. 7) In th s
mage, p nk tones provide an mmediate
estimate of the degree of damage n this
case a damage eve of 509,6 had been
repofted by the forestry servrce, which
corresponds well stat stically wth the
ooserved Increase I coherence over the
area

Acknowledgement
work was carried out by A
Herrmann. K Fe ah, P de Frapont and
H Yesou of the Service Regiona de
Tratement d'lmage et de Teledetect on
(SERfll. and J Bequ gnon of
ESA/ESRIN Frascat , with both Spot
lmage and ESA supporl, ESA organ sed
the spec al tandem satel te ERS
acqu s t on campaign and prov ded the
ERS data wh le Spot mage provided the
coherence products The he p of the
French forestry seruice durng the producl
validation phase s gratefLtlly
acknow edged by the autbors
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ESA Brochures
1O YEARS THAT CHANGED OUR VISION

-

EUROPE AND THE HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE (APRTL 2000)
CHRISTENSEN L.L. (ST-ECfl

(ED

B

BATTRICK)

ESA BR-157

// 32

PAGES

EUROPE AND CANADA - PARTNERS IN
SPACE (JUNE 2000)
L'EUROPE ET LE CANADA - PARTENAIRES
DANS HESPACE (JU|N 2000)

- EXPLORING
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THE FORMATION OF

GA|-AXTES AND STARS (JULY 2000)

SALMONE M, & PILBRATT G.
(ED, B. BATTRICK)
ESA 8R.158 // 11 PAGES
PRICE: 15 DFL / 7 EUROS

PLANCK - A MISSION TO UNDERSTAND
THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF OUR
uNrvERsE (JULY 2000)
SALIVONE IV. &TAUBER J,
(ED. B, BATTRICK)

METEOSAT SECOND GENERATION (MSG)
PRESENTATTON (AUGUST 2000)

STRIJKSJ G (ED, R. HARRIS)
ESA BR-161 // CD-ROM
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F2lF3 MISSION SUMMARIES:
ASSESSMENT STUDY RESULTS
EDDINGTON - HYPER - MASTER - NGST
SOLAR ORBITER - STORMS
MISSION TEAMS & SCIENCE PROGRAMME

-

COORDINATION SERVICE
(ED, B. BATTRICK)
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//

11 PAGES
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/ 7 EUROS

PRICE: 10 DFL

ESA BR-159
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ESA Special Publications
ESAS BEPORT TO THE 33RD COSPAR
MEETING - WARSAW POLAND (JULY 2OOO)
HUBER M C E, & WILSON A. (EDS

)

ESASP-1241 // 131 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL / 30 EUROS
X-RAY EVOLVING-UNIVERSE
SPECTROSCOPY - THE XEUS MISSION
SUMMARY (MAY 2OOO)
XEUS STEERING COIVIVITTEE
(ED, B BATTRICK)
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//
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1B PAGES
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INES GUIDE NO. 2 - INTERNATIONAL
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FORMIGGINI

L,

BROSCH

N

&

WAMSTEKER W,

(ED R.A, HARRIS)
ESA SP-1243 // 472 PAGES
PRICE: 110 DFL / 50 EUROS

ESCON 2000 (JUNE 2000)
PROCEEDINGS OF THE EUROPEAN SPACE
COMPONENTS CONFERENCE. ESTEC,
NOORDWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS,

21-23 MARCH 2000
SCHURMANN B, (ED )
ESA SP-439 // 404 PAGES + CD-ROM
.1
PRICE: 10 DFL / 50 EUROS

GEOMARK 2000 (AUGUST 2000)
PROCEEDINGS OF AN INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM, PARIS, FRANCE,
10-12 APRTL 2000
SCHUFMANN
FSA SP 458

B

(ED,)

// 216 PAGES

PRICE: 90 DFL

/ 40

EUROS

Gredit Gard Payments for ESA Publications
It is possible to purchase the Agency's publications from the ESA Publications
Division 'Bookshop' using your corporate or your personal credit card
(Eurocard/Mastercard, Visa or American Express).
You can telephone or telefax your orders to the numbers given below, quoting your
card's number and its expiry date.

The Bookshop (attn. Mr Frits de Zwaan)
ESA Publications Division
ESTEC

Keplerlaan 1
AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands
22OO

Telephone: (31) 71 5653405
Telefax: (31) 71 5655433
Other methods of payment are also accepted, Please call or fax for details.
A list of the latest publications can be accessed via the ESA Publications Division's
Home Page at the following lnternet/WWW address:
htto://esaoub.esrin.esa.itl
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ESA Procedures, Standards

Gontractor Reports

and Specifications
SPACE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

There are two types of Contractor
Reports: CR(P)and CR(X) reports.

-

TAILORING OF SPACE STANDARDS (APRIL
2000)
ECSS SECRETARIAT

ESA CR(P) documents are available

ESA FCSS-M-OO-O2A

on microfiche from either of the

/

PRICE: 25 DFL

// 34
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SPACE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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British Library - Doc. Supply Centre
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2OOO)

ECSS SECRETARIAT
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/
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England
ECSS STANDARDIZATION POLICY (APRIL

Universitaetsbibliothek und TIB
Welfengarten 1B

2000)
ECSS SECRETARIAT
ESA FCSS-P-OOA

/

PRICE: 25 DFL

// 52 PAGES

D-30167 Hannover
Phone: (+49) 51 1 /762-2268

10 EUROS

Fax: (+49) 51 1/715936

ESA Contractor Reports

ESA CR00 documents have
restricted distribution and are not
available on microfiche. Printed
copies can be requested via ESA
Publications Division

STUDY AND DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL
PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

-

FrNAL REPORT (MARCH 2000)
ALCATEL, FRANCE
ESA CRX)-4287

//

PRICE: 50 DFL

/ 20

72 PAGES
EUROS

PHASE-A STUDY OF THE ATMOSPHERIC
DYNAMICS EXPLORER MISSION

-

EARTH OBSERVATION SYSTEMS: GROUND
SYSTEM DESIGNERS
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ALCATEL, FRANCE

AEROSPACE,

GERMANY
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// 228

ESA CR(P)-4291

ESA CR(P)-4288

// CD-ROM,
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- MANUAL FOR
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SUMMARY (FEBRUARY 2000)
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ECSS SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS
STUDY
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SUMMARY REPORT FEBRUARY
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A History of The European Space Agency
1958 -1987
This study traces the history of the European
collaborative space programme from its
beginnings in the late 1950s, to the creation
of a single space agency in the early 1970s
and up to the late 1980s, in the light of its
main actors and policies. lt provides
valuable insights into the complex decision
making processes in a unique multinational
organisation, which often involve a
delicate balancing act between the
various interests of the member states.

Hardbound, 2 Volumes, 1150 pages
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Uganda

Mexico
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Mozambique

UAE

United Kingdom
uruguay
USA
Venezuela
Vietnam

Nepal

Yemen

Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua

Zaire

Ftti

Niger

Finland

Nigeria

France

Norway

French Guiana

Pakistan

Gabon
Gambia

Papua New Guinea
Peru

Tambia
Zimbabwe

